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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Motilal Nehru College (Evening) is a constituent college of the University of Delhi. The
nomenclature of the college was altered from Hastinapur College to the current one in 1977. It
was named after a remarkable freedom fighter, Motilal Nehru whose commitment to freedom
and democracy still illuminates and guides us to follow the values of unity and integrity, justice,
equality and rational ways of thinking. Being established in 1965 as one of the Evening colleges
of the University, it successfully stood up to the task of imparting higher education to those
deprived of it. At the outset, the specific thrust of the college was to provide the incentive of
higher education to those who are employed and enabling them to get graduation degree from
the University of Delhi. The College achieved a significant milestone in the academic year of
1991-92 when it was turned into a co-educational institution to facilitate admission and
education to girl students. Though with the changing times the profile of students has broadly
changed, the institute’s commitment to address their needs continues resolutely. Like any
other college of the University, our students are admitted directly after completing senior
secondary school. They come from diverse socio-economic background. The college has ever
remained a popular choice among students who sought admission to the University’s evening
colleges.
At present we have over 2200 students enrolled in the College. The College offers 07
undergraduate courses in Humanities, Social Sciences and Commerce. Outside classroom, the
students are offered a number of opportunities for their holistic development. They are
motivated to become rational, responsible and self-reliant citizens of the country. The faculty’s
endeavour has been to cultivate the institution as a centre for questioning, analyzing and
critically evaluating the normative. The effort has been to promote the spirit of inquisitiveness
among students. The College has had eminent personalities as its governing body members
who have encouraged us to build this institution as one contributing to bring in social change.
We are proud to have been associated with distinguished educationists like Veera Raghvan and
A.E.T. Barrow; leading social and political figures like Ram Bhaj and Sardar Gurumukh Nihal
Singh; and industrialist like Rakesh Bhan, Scientist Prof. Khurana and Lawyer Mr. Khemchand as
our governing body members, to name a few.
Apart from academics, the College has remarkable sporting records. Motilal Nehru college
(Evening) has performed exceptionally well in various sporting events in the past few years.
9

Irrespective of the fact that as an evening college we have serious time constraint, our students
have performed very well at various tournaments at University, State and National levels.
We have been attempting to create an environment where our students have been
participating in the social change.

STRENGTHS
The College believes in and follows the value of inclusiveness. Majority of our students come
from not so privileged classes and the College attempts to bridge the social gap between the
products of ‘private’ and ‘public’ education systems. The importance of this institution lies in
the fact that it creates opportunities for those education seekers who, to use Gandhian
metaphor; “stand last in the queue”. The fee charged by the College is one of the lowest in the
University. The lower fee structure gives a chance to quality education to those sections of the
society who have been at the bottom of the social pyramid. We have a pro active fee
concession committee which looks into individual cases. Many of our students come from an
educational background where English is rarely used as a medium of instruction. A considerable
number of critical and theoretical study resources unavailable in Hindi, is painstakingly
translated by our teachers. The rural background of a substantial number of our students
presents a great challenge before the teaching faculty to fine tune these students and make
them capable of facing challenges to be encountered in the future. A considerable percentage
of our students are first generation learners. Efforts are made at reducing the gap between the
social classes conventionally known as ‘haves’ and ‘have nots’. The institution feels proud of the
fact that over the years despite the limitations of time, space and infrastructure, the students
have not only been pursuing higher studies but have taken lucrative jobs in diverse fields of
social life.
The vision of inclusiveness guides our concerns for the large number of students from the North
East. The college has a special advisory council in place in the College. They are guided on a
regular basis and their concerns are addressed. The College is sensitive to the needs of the
differently able students. The college is ‘Disabled friendly’. We have ramps to connect all parts
of the college building. As per norms, a disabled friendly toilet is a part of the College building.
We also provide special laptops with better configuration to the physically and visually
challenged persons.
The College is sensitive about maintaining a healthy gender ratio in the College which is a
challenge for any institution functioning till late evening. Following our vision of gender
inclusiveness, the College gives two to three percent merit relaxation to its women candidates
at the time of admission. The women students have a Girls’ Common Room and special
attention is paid to give them a safe environment. We have zero tolerance policy to eve teasing
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and sexual harassment. The college has an active ‘Gender Champion Society’ which has been
constituted to sensitize the students to gender issues. The College understands that social
change is permanent not through coercion but through a change in ideology and mindset.
Though prompt action is taken to contain any perceived act of sexual harassment, the College
encourages cultural activities to initiate the change in the attitude of our students to address
the issues concerning gender equality and sexual harassment. Our students have been
introduced to Delhi Police’s initiative Nirbheek. We have a complaint box where the students
can leave undersigned as well as anonymous complaints of sexual harassment. One police
officer has been appointed to address the same. It is a matter of pride for an evening college
that this year in the students’ union, out of six members, three are women.
The College offers 07 undergraduate courses and our faculty pays heed to academic and cocurricular activities to facilitate an overall development of our students. Our competent and
dedicated faculty is surely one of the strengths of the institution. Many of our faculty members
are PhD holders from reputed universities like Delhi University, Jawaharlal Nehru University and
Sheffield Hallam University (UK), to name a few. The variety enriches the cultural ethos of the
College. The faculty actively organizes talks, seminars, debates and other academic activities for
the benefit of the students and for self enrichment. Many of our faculty members have
received grants from agencies like UGC for research work. Our faculty members have been
involved in research and have participated in seminars held in countries like Hong Kong, Ireland,
the US, England among others. We have among us members with full bright scholarship and
UGC Research award. Most members publish research work regularly. Many are guiding
doctorate thesis. The faculty members strike a balance between regularly taking classes and
their involvement in the research work in their respective fields. The mandatory body, the Staff
Council, meets regularly to address the academic needs and concerns of the institution. The
requirements of the College are addressed by an effective and supporting Governing Body.
Equally advantageous is the presence of a very committed and competent non teaching staff.
They assiduously work till late hours to ensure smooth functioning of the College.
The College shares its infrastructure with Motilal Nehru College (Morning). We have been
constantly upgrading the infrastructure. The institution is Wi-Fi enabled, has LAN connection
and has a well equipped IT lab. The institution has a well-designed, well equipped, air
conditioned Seminar room. Apart from spacious classrooms and tutorial rooms, we have seven
technology enabled learning spaces and one e-resource centre. Our administration is moving
towards complete digitalization. For instance, from this academic session our students can
make all due payments online.
Our library is treasure trove. It has more than 68,000 books. It subscribes National newspapers
along with journals of national and international repute. The e-journals subscribed by the
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library are also substantial in number. Our library provides access to all the e-resources of the
University. It has access to the e-resources of ILLL and has collaboration with UGC-NLIST and
DULS.
The College adheres to environmental norms and guidelines. The College has four big, well
maintained lawns and ample open space. These infrastructural facilities enable us in water
conservation.
To ensure safety, the College has around 45 CCTV cameras installed. Moreover, the College is
well lit to ensure safety in the late evening hours.
We have an effective medical centre in the College to address medical emergencies. A qualified
doctor visits the College twice a week.
The College tries to tap the hidden talent and creative capabilities of the students in the fields
other than academics as well. The College encourages the students to participate in cocurricular activities. We have active forums for the students like Debating society, Gender
Champion society, Cultural society, Photography society, Placement cell, Dramatics society,
Music Society (Fusion), New Art and Literary society. The College takes out an annual magazine,
Asmita where our teachers and students contribute their creative and critical pieces. Our
students take part in many intra and inter college competitions.
The Sports facilities offered by the College are deemed as one of the best in the University. The
institution is acknowledged for its sports excellence at the State and National forums. We have
a dedicated and disciplined team of students. The College has a huge playground. It has well
maintained Basket Ball and Volley Ball courts. Our Football team has been performing
exceptionally well for past many years. We have won many Football tournaments held at State
and National levels. Other sports where we have done remarkably well include Taekwondo;
Power lifting, Hockey and Boxing. Our ex-student, footballer Ankit Sharma is the first Indian
player who signed an annual contract of Rs 1.25 Crores for the year 2011-12 with Rafen Club
Europe.
The NCC and NSS units have been instrumental in character building. The NSS volunteers and
NCC cadets actively participate in community service. Through these activities they inculcate
leadership quality, effective team coordination and discipline in life. These two units are
distinctly acknowledged as strengths of our College.
Currently, our College has over 2200 students enrolled. Our students are disciplined and
motivated. The College endeavours to give them a liberal space where freedom of expression
and respecting the dissent is inculcated in them. The College strives to empower its students so
that they graduate with a sense of self esteem, self confidence and proficiency in life skills. Our
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students have achieved professional excellence in the past. The students who have graduated
from the institution have marked their imprints in the social life of the country. They are posted
in Indian Administrative Service and Judiciary. They are teachers at University level, movie
directors, journalists, entrepreneurs, event managers, in aviation industry among others. A
considerable number of them are in Paramilitary Forces, Army and Police. In recent past our
students have taken the educational train journey to North-East, on ‘Gyanodaya Express’ and
have participated in the University’s attempt at assimilation and National Integration. The
success of our students professionally and personally is reflective of the holistic educational
environment of the College.

WEAKNESSES
What Joan Robinson says in his famous quote about India stands true for the College:
“Whatever you can rightly say about [the College] . . . the opposite is also true.” The will and
capability of its members is not fully realised because of some of the weaknesses the College
acknowledges. We share the infrastructure with Motilal Nehru College (Morning) and time
constraint becomes an obvious consequence of this arrangement. Though the College is able to
achieve its academic commitment, it becomes challenging to encourage students (especially girl
students) to participate in extra-curricular activities. We have promising talent but limited
available time results in under utilizing the potential.
The College lacks some of the important facilities like auditorium, conference room and
departmental rooms. Lack in infrastructure limits the activities undertaken by us. We do not
have hostel facility for the students. That becomes a deterrent for a number of women
students to work till late hours in the College.
A sizeable number of our teachers are working on temporary basis. This unsettles a number of
things in the facilitation of curricular and co-curricular activities.

CHALLENGES
Like most educational institutions, the College faces the challenge of keeping up with the
changing social ethos. We need to regularly bring change in the pedagogical tools, teacherstudent interaction inside and outside classrooms. Our education needs to cater to the ever
changing employment market. Though elements like critical enquiry, discipline, sensitivity to
minorities and marginality remain constant in character building, the students need varied skills
to cater to the changing professional requirements.
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Our students come from varied socio-economic classes and it remains a challenge in the
classrooms to strike a balance and make education ‘productive’ for all. Our teachers also face
the challenge of conducting the classes bilingually.
We feel the need to incorporate new pedagogical tools more frequently which however
remains a challenge.

OPPORTUNITIES
We have a vibrant, competent and dedicated faculty and the College has the potential for
introduction of new courses. We can initiate the introduction of new centres like Centre of
Women’s studies and Language Labs.
We wish to propose to collaborate with foreign Universities for over all enrichment. Interaction
of this nature will contribute to the development of our students.
The College has unutilized land which can be used for the expansion of its infrastructure.
Expansion of this nature will make education more meaningful.
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Profile of the Affiliated / Constituent College
1. Name and Address of the College:
Name:

Motilal Nehru College (Evening)

Address:

Benito Juarez Marg, South Campus, University of Delhi

City: New Delhi

Pin: 110021

Website:

www.mlnce.ac.org

State: Delhi

2. For Communication:

Designation
Principal

Vice Principal
Steering
Committee
Cocoordinator

Name

Telephone
with STD code

Mobile

Dr. S. K. Sharma O: 011-24110030 09871740541
NA
Dr. G.N.Trivedi
(Convener)
Dr. Sushma
Gupta
(sub-committee
convener)
Dr. Vichitra
Garg
(sub-committee
convener)
Dr. Rajesh
Kumar (Eng)
(sub-committee
convener)

NA

Fax
011–
24110954

NA

NA

9818959254

--do--

----do---

9818216632

--do--

9313579372

--do--

9312199146

--do--
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Email
contact@mlnce.org
NA
mailgagendra67@gmail
.com

--do--

sushmaguptadu@gmail
.com

--do--

gupta.vichitra61@gmai
l.com

--do--

drrajeshkumarmlnce@
gmail.com

Dr. Pradip
Sharan,
Member
Dr. Jyoti Jakhar
Dahiya,
Member
Dr. Bishnu
Charan Nag,
Member
Sh. Rajnish Kler,
Member

--do--

9958825205

--do--

pradipsharan@yahoo.c
om

--do--

9811016607

--do--

jyotijdahiya@gmail.co
m

--do--

9868354089

--do--

bishnucnag@yahoo.co.
in
rajnishkler@gmail.com

--do--

9899212267

--do--

--do--

9868077465

--do--

ashwanidu.kumar@gm
ail.com

--do--

9868970936

--do--

priyabhalla01@gmail.c
om

--do--

9911659791

--do--

sanjubaba17@gmail.co
m

Ms. Ishta Vohra,
Member

--do--

9899922567

--do--

ishtavohra@gmail.com

Ms. Parul Batra,
Member

--do--

9717957110

--do--

parulbatra.in@gmail.co
m

Ms. Jaya
Priyadarshini,
Member

--do--

9899673163

--do--

jayapriyadarshini1@gm
ail.com

Ms. Monika,
Member

--do--

9999274466

--do--

monikarajput2010@gm
ail.com

Ms. Kavita,
Member

--do--

9891981323

--do--

kavitabugalya@gmail.c
om

Dr. Ashwani
Kumar,
Member
Dr. Priya Bhalla
(sub-committee
convener)
Sh. Sanjiv
Ranjan,
Member

Sh. Nishant
Sharma,
Member
Sh. Mohd.
Shahid Ali,
Member

9953438325

--do--

9013828938

--do--
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--do--

nishantsharmadsc@gm
ail.com

--do--

mohd.shahidali@yahoo
.com

Dr. Bipul Kumar,
Member

--do--

9654687680

--do--

mailtobipul@gmail.co
m

Ms. Deepika,
Member

--do--

9990187208

--do--

deepikaujjainwal.mlnce
@gmail.com

Sh. Pramod
Kumar,
Member

9899784591

--do--

--do--

kumar.pramod088@g
mail.com
sujit_hrc@rediffmail.co
m

Sh. Sujit Kumar,
Member

--do--

9312654851

--do--

Sh. Vikas
Kumar,
Member

--do--

9810657785

--do--

vikashjuly1978@gmail.
com

3. Status of the Institution: Constituent College
Affiliated College (X)
Constituent College ( )
Any other (specify) (X)
* (Enclosed the Certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act) *Enclosed

4.Type of Institution:
A. By Gender
I. For Men (X)
II. For Women (X)
iii. Co-education ( )
b. By Shift
i. Regular ( )
ii. Day (X)
iii. Evening ( )
5.

It is a recognized minority institution?
Yes (X)
No (

)

If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/any other) and provide
documentary evidence.
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6.

Sources of funding:
Government ( )
Grant-in-aid (X)
Self-financing Any other (X)

7.

a. Date of establishment of the College: 27/08/1965
b. University to which the College is affiliated /or which governs the College (If it is a
constituent College): University of Delhi
c. Details of UGC recognition:
Under Section

Date, Month &Year
(dd-mm-yyyy)

Remarks(If any)

i. 2(f)

Recognition Under Act 1956 of UGC

ii.12(B)

Recognition Under Act 1956 of UGC

(Enclose the Certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act) *Enclosed (On
Page No. 14)
d. Details of recognition/approval by statutory/regulatory other than UGC (AICTE, NCTE, MCI,
DCI, PCI, RCI etc.)

i.

Day, Month
Recognition/Approval
and Year
details
Validity
(dd-mm-yyyy)
Institution/Department
Programme
NA
NA
NA

NA

ii.

NA

NA

NA

NA

iii.

NA

NA

NA

NA

iv.

NA

NA

NA

NA

Under Section/
clause

Remarks

(Enclose the recognition/approval letter)
8.

Does the affiliating university Act provide for conferment of autonomy (as
recognized by the UGC), on its affiliated Colleges?
Yes

No

If yes, has the College applied for availing the autonomous status?
Yes

No
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9.

Is the College recognized?
a.

by UGC as a College with Potential for Excellence (CPE)?
Yes

b.

No

for its performance by any other governmental agency?
Yes

No

If yes, Name of the agency …………………… and
Date of recognition: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
10. Location of the campus and area in sq.mts:
Urban

Location*
Campus area in sq.mts.

39942.47

Built up area in sq.mts.

7255

* Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any others specify)
* Motilal Nehru College (morning) is the custodian of the buildings and areas while Motilal
Nehru College (evening) is sharing the space, building, classroom, staffroom, conference room,
playground.
11. Facilities available on the campus (Tick the available facility and

provide numbers or other details at appropriate places) or in case the
institute has an agreement with other agencies in using any of the
listed facilities provide information on the facilities covered under the
agreement.
• Auditorium/seminar complex with infrastructural facilities
• Sports facilities
∗Playground ( )
∗Swimming pool (X)
∗Gymnasium (X)
*Hostel - NO
∗Boy’s hostel - NO
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i . Number of hostels
ii. Number of inmates
iii. Facilities (mention available facilities)
∗Girl’s hostel - NO
i Number of hostels
ii. Number of inmates
iii.Facilities (mention available facilities)
∗Working women’s hostel - NO
i.Number of inmates
ii. Facilities (mention available facilities)
•Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff (give numbers available — cadre
wise) (X )
•Cafeteria— (

)

•Health Centre– (
First aid(

), Medical Room with consultant lady doctor.

), Inpatient (NO), Outpatient (NO), Emergency care facility (

), Ambulance

(NO)
Health Centre Staff–
Qualified Doctor: Full Time ( ) Part time (

)

Qualified Nurse ( X )
• Facilities like banking, post office, book shops ( X )
• Transport facilities to cater to the needs of students and staff ( X )
• Animal House ( X )
• Biological waste disposal ( )
• Generator or other facility for management/regulation of electricity and voltage (
• Solid waste management facility ( X )
• Waste water management ( X )
• Water harvesting (

)
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)

12. Details of programmes offered by the College (Give data for current academic year)
Programme
Level

Medium of Sanctioned/
Entry
Name of the Duration
Programme/
Qualificatio instruction
approved
Course
n
Student
strength
B.A. (Prog.)

UnderGraduate

13.

03 Years 12th Pass Hindi/English

370

446

B.A (Hons.)
English

---do--

--do--

English

31

42

B.A. (Hons.)
Hindi

--do--

--do--

Hindi

31

56

B.A. (Hons.)
History

--do--

--do--

Both

46

74

B.A. (Hons.) Pol. --do-Science
B.COM (H)
---do--

--do--

Both

46

45

--do--

Both

62

165

B.COM (P)

--do--

Both

92

181

--do--

Does the College offer self-financed Programmes?
Yes ( )

No (

)

If yes, how many?
14.

New programmes introduced in the College during the last five years if any?
Yes

No. of
students
admitted

No

Number
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15. List the departments: (respond if applicable only and do not list facilities like Library,
Physical Education as departments, unless they are also offering academic degree awarding
programmes. Similarly, do not list the departments offering common compulsory subjects for
all the programmes like English, regional languages etc.)

Departments

16.

UG

English, Hindi, History, Economics, Pol. Science,
Maths, Commerce & Physical Education

Yes

Research

NO

Number of Programmes offered under (Programme means a degree course like BA,
BSc, MA, and M.Com)
a. Annual System ( )
b. Semester System ( 7 )
c. Trisemester System ( )
17.

Number of Programmes with
a.
b.
c.

18.

Choice Based Credit System ( 14 )
Inter/Multidisciplinary Approach ( 6 )
Any other (specify and provide details)

Does the College offer UG and/or PG programmes in Teacher Education?
Yes ( ) No (

)

If yes,
a.

Year of Introduction of the Programme(s)…… NA……. (dd/mm/yyyy)

And number of batches that completed the programme
b.

NCTE recognition details (if applicable)
Notification No.: …………………………………… Date:
(dd/mm/yyyy)
Validity:

c. Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Teacher Education
Programme separately?
Yes ( ) No (

)
22

19.

Does the College offer UG programme in Physical Education?
Yes

No

If yes,
a.

Year of Introduction of the programme(s)……NA…………. (Dd/mm/yyyy)
And number of batches that completed the programme

b.

NCTE recognition details (if applicable)
Notification No.: …………………………………… Date:
(dd/mm/yyyy) Validity:

c. Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Physical Education
Programme separately?
Yes
No

20.

Number of teaching and non-teaching positions in the Institution
Teaching faculty
Non-teaching
Positions
Professor Associate Assistant
staff
Professor Professor
Sanctioned by the
NA
20
57
49
UGC/University/
State Government

Technical
staff
01

Recruited

NA

20

19

25

Nil

Yet to recruit

NA

NA

38

24

01

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

Sanctioned by the
Management/
society or other
authorized bodies

*Only post of Assistant Professors are sanctioned and thereafter to the post of Associate
Professor, there is a promotional scheme. No direct recruitment to the post of Associate
Professor at College level.
21.

Qualifications of the teaching staff:
Highest
qualification

Professor
Male Female

Permanent teachers
NIL
D.Sc./D.Litt.
Ph.D.
NA

NIL
NA

Associate
Professor
Male Female
NIL
10

NIL
04
23

Assistant
Total
Professor
Male Female
NIL
06

NIL
05

NIL
25

NA
M.Phil.
PG
NA
Temporary teachers
Ph.D.
NA
M.Phil.
PG
Ad-hoc Teachers
Ph.D.
NA
M.Phil.
NA
PG
NA

NA
NA

03
NA

03
NA

04
02

01
01

11
03

NA

NA

NA

01

NA

01

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA

05
06
05

03
08
04

08
14
09

22.

Number of Visiting Faculty /Guest Faculty engaged with the College:

23.

Furnish the number of the students admitted to the College during the last four
academic years.
Year 1
(2011-12)

Categories

Year 2
(2012-13)

Year 3
(2013-14)

1

Year 4
(2014-2015)

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female
SC
ST
OBC
General
Others

114

20

10

19

89

23

131

44

29
173
333
23

05
27
78
05

34
170
261
35

01
19
171
03

24
163
220
31

11
31
152
00

46
159
263
51

13
47
144
05

24. Details on students enrolment in the College during the current academic year (2015-16):
Type of students
UG
Students from the same
309
state where the College is located
Students from other states of India 344
NRI students
00
00
Foreign students
Total

753

25. Dropout rate in UG (average of the last two batches)
UG 09% *
*It also includes the students who left College to join another College/University/Course.
Students took migration in this respect.
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26.

Unit Cost of Education
(Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total number of students
enrolled)

27.

(a)Including the salary component

Rs. 57716

(b)Excluding the salary component

Rs. 2070

Does the College offer any programme/s in distance education mode (DEP)?
Yes

No

If yes,
a) Is it a registered centre for offering distance education programmes of another
University?
N.A.
b) Name of the University which has granted such registration.
c)

Number of programmes offered

N.A

NA

d) Programmes carry the recognition of the Distance Education Council.

NA

28. Teacher-student ratio for the programme/course offered 1:22
29. Is the College applying for
Accreditation: Cycle 1

Cycle

Cycle 3

Cycle 4

Re-Assessment:
(Cycle 1 refers to first accreditation and Cycle 2, Cycle 3 and Cycle 4 refers to
re- accreditation)
30. Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and re-assessment only)
Cycle 1:

Accreditation Outcome/Result….…....

Cycle 2:

……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
Accreditation Outcome/Result…….....
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Cycle 3:

……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
Accreditation Outcome/Result…….....

* Attached on Page No. 15.
31. Number of working days during the last academic year.

202

32. Number of teaching days during the last academic year

158

* (Teaching days means days on which lectures were engaged excluding
the examination days)
* Academic year include 21/07/2014 to 22/05/2015
33. Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance (IQAC) IQAC
NA
34. Details regarding submission of Annual Quality Assurance Reports (AQAR) to NAAC.
AQAR (i)……NA……
AQAR (ii)……NA……
AQAR (iii)……NA……
AQAR (iv) ……NA……
35. Any other relevant data (not covered above) the College would like to include. (Do not
include explanatory/descriptive information) NO
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CRITERION-I
CURRICULAR ASPECTS
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1.1 Curriculum Planning and Implementation
1.1.1 State the vision, mission and objectives of the institution, and describe
how these are communicated to the students, teachers, staff and other
stakeholders.
We believe that quality education is a strong medium of self-realization of an individual, which
also becomes the best asset of a nation. The Vision of the College is to provide opportunity for
quality education to young women and men from all sections of the society, especially those
being held back by weak socio-economic circumstances. The college follows the philosophy that
no one should be deprived of education because of social, cultural, economic, and physical
shortcomings.
Our College is unceasingly working towards making our students skilled to get degrees in
commerce and arts, along with inculcating in them the aptitude to think independently and
creatively, and possess a critical bent of mind. The Mission of the College is to enhance the
academic, as well as social, and personal development of its students that would ensure their
overall growth and truly help them prepare responsibly for the challenges ahead.
The Objectives of the College are as follows:
 To enable self-realization amongst students of their distinctive qualities.
 To instil confidence, and aspirations in students, especially those coming from weak socioeconomic background.
 To nurture academic excellence in students, along with their skill enhancement and
personality enrichment, so that they are well prepared for professional and personal
challenges in the future.
 To maximize students’ experience in the institution, by providing them avenues for both
academic and co-curricular activities.
 To encourage students to become responsible individuals, and good citizens of the country.
The College regularly communicates its vision, mission, and objectives to the students,
teachers, staff and other stakeholders through different modes of interaction. The College
Prospectus, Principal’s Annual Reports, and especially the College Website are important
channels that give insight into our values and goals.
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At the time of admissions, our teaching and non-teaching staff effectively communicate these
values and goals to the students (and their parents) applying for admission to the college.
Orientation Programs are organized by the College for all students, and by the departments for
their specific students, at the start of the academic session. Here, first year students are made
comfortable in the new environment, introduced to their respective teachers, familiarized with
the values and ethics of the College, encouraged to utilize available opportunities for their
overall development, and motivated to become responsible individuals.
In pursuit of the objectives of the College, teachers promote democratic values in their
interaction, and relation with the students; whereby students are encouraged to critically
question and analyze knowledge imparted to them in the classrooms and otherwise.
Staff Council meetings, various administrative committee meetings are held routinely to keep
all concerned stakeholders well-informed.

1.1.2 How does the institution develop and deploy action plans for effective
implementation of the curriculum? Give details of the process and substantiate
through specific example(s).
The Staff Council of the College undertakes the process of effective implementation of the
curriculum every semester. Its sub-committees formulate the workload, and the time-table for
the disciplines offered by the College. This is communicated to the departments. Departments
hold meetings with their respective faculty to assign papers amongst themselves to be taught.
This process is completed during the period of recess between teaching sessions, to allow the
teachers with opportunity and time to upgrade their knowledge, and to recommend resources
to the library for students.
During the last few years, University of Delhi has been experimenting with changes in the
format of the curriculum for undergraduate students – shifting from annual mode of teaching
and examination, to scheme of semester system in 2012; introducing four year programme in
2014; and recently, in 2015, introducing Credit Based Course System. The Staff Council has been
meeting the challenges posed by this ongoing flux by appointing sub-committees, such as those
for ‘New Courses’, and ‘CBCS co-ordination’, to help smoothen this transition within the
education system for both, teachers and students.
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1.1.3 What type of support (procedural and practical) do the teachers receive
from the University and/or institution) for effectively translating the curriculum
and improving teaching practices?
Support received by teachers from University of Delhi:
 The University outlines the structure of the academic session for colleges under it. This
includes the papers to be studied, rules regarding the number of classes and hours to be
assigned for lectures and tutorials, and procedure for internal assessments.
 Departments of various disciplines in the University organize regular orientation, and
refresher course workshops to apprise the teachers of revised courses.
 The University also provides course reference material to the teachers, if required.
Moreover, under DU’s initiative, teachers and students now have access to E-lessons
available on its ILLL portal, and other e-resources of the University Library System. These
facilities are made available by the College through internet
 University conducts examination of all theory papers taught in the College on a
semester basis.
 Permanent teachers are granted study leave in pursuit of their research studies.

Support received by teachers from College:
 The principal plays an important role in the functioning of an institution. Our principal
ensures conducive environment for the teachers, such that they feel at home. This
encourages the teachers to wholeheartedly contribute towards the success of the
objectives of the curriculum. The teachers’ association of the college also works smoothly,
because of the co-ordination between the faculty and the college administration.
 The College assures the teachers its support towards their academic enrichment. It grants
duty leave for paper presentations at conferences, and for attending Refresher Courses. In
addition, permanent teachers are reimbursed for the expenditure incurred in attending
UGC approved conferences.
 The College encourages the constitution of various faculty-led committees to monitor the
different aspects of curriculum implementation and teaching. These committees invoke the
attentiveness of the faculty to the requirements of the students’ academic and other
pursuits for their over-all progress. For example, teachers of the Admission Committee
counsel the students in making judicious choice, based on their aptitude and interests, in
deciding their streams. Further, its Special Categories Admission Enabling Committee
oversees the process of admission of category students to ensure fairness. The Library
Advisory Committee has been continuously recommending new resource material for the
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students, the Attendance Committee monitors the participation of students in classroom
activities, the Sports committee rigorously imparts the importance of physical fitness to the
students, and the Computer Lab Committee overlooks the infrastructural facilities, and so
on. Other Committees that have been formed in the college are Work Load Committee,
Time-Table Committee, Library Advisory Committee, Magazine Committee, Anti Ragging
Committee, College Complaint Committee against Sexual Harassment, College Placement
Cell, Students' Union Advisory Committee, and the Cultural Committee.
 The College has constituted a Building Committee to look into the development of the
infrastructure of the College to suit the curriculum requirements. Measures have been
taken to keep pace with the on-going changes in the content of curriculum, and the
innovative pedagogic approaches being adopted by the teachers. There are 36 classrooms,
and 15 tutorial rooms in the college. Last year, the college had added 8 classrooms by
constructing the J-block, and 10 more classrooms in the playground, built over two floors.
The College has been contributing our share to the morning college for the development of
infrastructure.
 One Air-conditioned Seminar room equipped with LCD Projector, Mic system etc; is available
to the faculty and students to organize seminars, talks, debates etc. to enhance learning
experience, and develop new skills.
 The College provides seven technology-enabled learning spaces to ensure that our faculty
can equip the students with the same standards of learning and knowledge, as accessible to
other college students.
 The College has built two Computer Labs, and one E-Resource Centre to facilitate teaching,
learning, and project work of the students. There are 67 working computers in the lab, and
another 20 working computers in the E-resource centre. These rooms are also equipped
with a projector each. In addition, 25 laptops have been made accessible for for Teaching,
Learning and Research. The College campus is also fully Wi-Fi enabled. The College is
planning to spend Rs. 30, 00,000 for the upgradation of the Computer Lab.
 The library provides open access to all the E-resources of Delhi University Library System,
including ILLL, JStor, Project Muse, NLIST etc for the students and faculty.
 The College marks a separate budget for buying relevant books, and other resources for the
library. The Library Advisory Committee actively co-ordinates the suggestions of the
teaching departments to continuously update the library collection.
 In keeping with its philosophy that one should not be deprived of education because of
physical shortcomings, the college has provided Special laptops with better configuration
and features to the visually/physically challenged persons. Lex Air Device with laptop is
available for the visually-challenged students. College also provides an all-inclusive learning
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environment for visually challenged students. It has numerous Braille books in the library.
College also provides Reader-Writer facility whenever required by the PwD (VH) students.
The availability of these facilities contribute to the efforts of the teachers in boosting the
morale of the students.
 The College has also remodeled its staffroom, to accommodate the growing strength of the
teaching faculty.

1.1.4 Specify the initiatives taken up or contribution made by the institution
for effective curriculum delivery and transaction on the Curriculum provided by
the affiliating University or other statutory agency.
See details mentioned at 1.1.2 and 1.1.3

1.1.5 How does the institution network and interact with beneficiaries such as
industry, research bodies and the University in effective operationalization of
the curriculum?
The College understands that the effective operationalization of the curriculum requires
innovation outside the classroom too. this is enhanced through active networking and
interactions with the University, research organizations, and various bodies in the industry
sector.

 Special lectures, workshops, and interactions with research organizations and their
members are regularly organized by the departments in the College. These interactions
help in enhancing the critical capacities of the students, in addition to honing their
communication skills.
 The College engages with the industrial sector through its ‘Placement Cell’ for the
benefit of the students. Industry representatives hold workshops for students on
resume writing, and counsel them for future job prospects, in addition to offering them
internships and jobs.
 Our students enthusiastically participate in ‘Antardhvani’, the Annual Cultural Festival
organized by the University. This is an occasion for the students to display their
creativity in interpreting the theme of the festival every year.
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 Our students have also eagerly joined the University’s effort to flag a train ‘Gyanodyaya
Express’ to the North-East, and expose all participants to the diversity of India. Based on
their experience, the students have undertaken research projects on the issues affecting
this region.

1.1.6 What are the contributions of the institution and/or its staff members to
the development of the curriculum by University? (Number of staff members/
departments represented on the board of studies, student’s feedback, teacher
feedback, stakeholder feedback provided, specific suggestions etc.)
Many of our College faculty members have been actively involved in the process for the
development of the curriculum by the University. These members are a crucial link for
communicating the suggestions, of the teachers, and students from the curriculum to the
University.

1.1.7 Does the institution develop curriculum for any of the courses offered
(other than those under the purview of the affiliating University) by it? If yes,
give details on the process (‘Needs Assessment’, design, development and
planning) and the courses for which the curriculum has been developed.
As Motilal Nehru College, Evening is a constituent college of University of Delhi, rules do not
allow it to develop curriculum for any courses offered by the University, or to design curriculum
for any course outside the purview of the affiliating University.

1.1.8 How does institution analyze/ensure that the stated objectives of
curriculum are achieved in the course of implementation?
The realization of the objectives of the curriculum is dependent as much on the availability of
infrastructural facilities, as on the effectiveness of the Staff Council and the respective
departments. To ensure that stated objectives of curriculum are achieved in the course of
implementation:
 The Staff Council systematically oversees the implementation of the academic decisions
regarding curriculum made during the session.
 Respective departments hold frequent meetings with their faculty to ascertain that the
teaching methodology being adopted is conducive to the achievement of the objectives
of the curriculum.
 Progress and growth of students is continuously monitored by the teachers - during
classroom interactions, on basis of their performance in academically inclined activities,
and through assignments, class tests and tutorials.
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 Library committee, an advisory committee under the Staff Council, ensures that the
library is continuously updated with latest books, periodicals etc as recommended by
the departments, to ensure wide and easy access of references to the students.
 Access to e-content, viz -Gyankosh, ILLL, NLIST & DULS are ensured for the students.
College also provides all-round free wifi services to the students.

1.2 Academic Flexibility
1.2.1 Specifying the goals and objectives give details of the certificate/
diploma/skill development courses etc. offered by the institution.
While the College does not offer any certificate/ diploma/skill development courses on its own,
it teaches following papers under the curriculum to enable elementary skill development:







Media and Communication Skills
Media Lekhan
Patrakarita: Hindi Print media
Banking and Insurance
Creative Writing
Physical Education

1.2.2 Does the institution offer programs that facilitate twin degree? If yes, give
details.
No
1.2.3 Give details on the various institutional provisions with reference to
academic flexibility and how it has been helpful to students in terms of
skills development, academic mobility, progression to higher studies and
improved potential for employability.
The College puts in its best effort in providing students the flexibility to co-ordinate their
diverse inclinations. Within the framework of the University guidelines, combinations of course
papers are offered to students that impart theoretical knowledge of core disciplines, give
exposure to other disciplines outside the main subject, develop their linguistic and literary
sensibilities, along with enhancing their practical skills for improving future academic,
employment, and entrepreneurship potential.
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The College has been extending these opportunities to the students through the following
programmes that it provides –
 BA (Honors) in English, Hindi, History, and Political Science.
 B.A Programme, with core disciplines Economics, English, Hindi, History, Physical
Education, and Political Science.
 B.Com (Hons)
 B.Com Pass
 Students admitted under the FYUP system (batch 2013-2016) have acquired
basic scientific, mathematical, technical, literary and language, cultural, and
entrepreneurial knowledge and skills through the Foundation Course, in Semester I and
II:
 Language, Literature, Creativity in Hindi and English
 Business, Entrepreneurship, and Management
 Indian History and Culture
 Building Mathematical Ability
 Applied Language in Hindi
 Information Technology
 Science and Life
 FYUP batch students have also been able to gain inter-disciplinary knowledge, by opting
for Allied papers by disciplines other than their own, in Semester III and IV:
 Macro Economics: Theory and Policies, & Indian Economy – offered by
Economics department.
 Katha Sahitya, Upanyas aur Kahani, & Aadhunik Kavita - offered by Hindi
department.


History of India up to 300 B.C, & History of India from 300 B.C to 8 A.D – offered
by History department.




Cultural Diversity, & Individual and Society – offered by English department.
Reading Gandhi, & Understanding Ambedkar – offered by Political Science
department.

 Students admitted under the Semester mode system under Honors
Course (from 2011 to 2013, and again in 2014) have been selecting papers in
language, inter-disciplinary, and discipline centered courses for study under the
Concurrent Course, alongside their core chosen subject.
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 These Students have been able to refine their proficiency in Hindi and English under the
Qualifying Language Course, and the Credit Language Course, in Semester I and
Semester II respectively.
 These Honors students, from all disciplines, also develop a well-rounded understanding
of the concerns of the community, under the Inter-disciplinary Credit Course in
Semester III. They have the choice to pick one paper from the following options:
 Environmental Issues in India
 Reading Gandhi
 In an attempt to expose students to disciplines other than the one constituting their
main choice, and in an effort to be aligned with the inter-disciplinary characteristics of
contemporary employment market, the departments have been offering following
Discipline Centered Course paper in Semester IV and VI each:
 Principles of Economics – offered by Economics department.
 Modern Literature – offered by English department.
 Ancient Delhi, Modern Delhi, and Medieval Delhi- offered by History department
 Citizenship in the Globalizing World – offered by Political Science department.
 Students admitted under the Semester mode system under Programme
Course (from 2011 to 2013, and again in 2014) pursue study of combination of
two disciplines under the discipline courses through the six semesters. The
combinations provided by the college are:
Economics with Mathematics, Or Political Science, Or History.
Mathematics with Economics
History with Economics, OR Political Science
Political Science with Economics, OR History
 The students also pursue language courses in Hindi and English in all the six semesters.
This enhances their ability to comprehend, and communicate fluently.
 In addition, the students are familiarized with contemporary issues in Semester III and
Semester IV through the Foundation Course. They have the option to choose either of
the following papers:
 Contemporary India-Economy, Society, and Polity
 Human Rights, Gender, and Environment
 Language, Literature, and Culture in Hindi
 Language, Literature, and Culture in English
 They also have the opportunity to gain experience for applied skills, and additional
competencies as a kind of preparation to face the employment market in the future.
The College offers the following papers under the Application Course in Semester V and
VI:
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Banking and Insurance
Physical Education
English Creative Writing
Hindi Creative Writing

 In addition, both BA (honours), and BA(Pass) students are encouraged to develop
awareness towards issues affecting the environment today. For this purpose, they are
taught a compulsory course in Environmental Studies after the directions by the
University of Delhi in July 2014. This is a qualifying paper.

 This academic session (2015), students have been admitted under the CBCS mode for
both BA/B.Com (Honours), and BA/B.Com (Pass).
 Students admitted for BA/B.Com (Honours) under CBCS will be taught their
core choice of discipline for all the six semesters.
 In their first semester, these students have been prescribed courses to enhance their
grasp over:
 Environmental Science
 English / Hindi Language
These papers, under the Ability Enhancement Course, are to be pursued further in the
second semester.
 Under Generic Course this semester, all the departments have offered papers to other
discipline students for basic insight, and practical knowledge around some themes
under their respective subjects:

Hindi Cinema aur uska adhyan – offered by Hindi department

Media and Communication Skills – offered by English department

Understanding Ambedkar – offered by Political Science department

Environmental Issues In India – offered by History department

Calculus – offered by Maths discipline under Commerce department

Business Laws- offered by Economic department
 For the next semester, the departments will offer new choices to the students, after
deliberations with the Staff Council. Skill enhancement course papers, to be taught in
semester III and IV, and discipline specific elective papers to be offered in semester V
and VI will also be decided in the course of time by the departments and the Staff
Council.
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 Students admitted for BA/B.Com (Pass) under CBCS have been purposely
prescribed a core course in English/Hindi subject (to pick one), along with the choosing
two other subjects of interest. The idea is to familiarize them with the broader essence
of English and Hindi disciplines. For the purpose of communication skills enhancement,
these students are being taught English/Hindi language separately in Semester 1, which
will be continued in Semester II. They are also studying Environmental Sciences under
this course work.
 Of the other two discipline choices under core course, students have given their order of
preference. They would be awarded degrees with specialization in the discipline studied
as the first preference. This shall raise their standing at par with the Honours students in
the job market. The three core courses will be studied for the first two years.
 These students will also be exposed to skill enhancement course in Semester III, IV, V,
and VI. They will also study various discipline specific elective papers in semester V, and
VI. They will be offered wide options for generic electives, other than those related to
their core papers, in semester V and VI.

1.2.4 Does the institution offer self-financed programs? If ‘yes’, list them and
indicate how they differ from other programs, with reference to
admission, curriculum, fee structure, teacher qualification, salary etc.
No, the institution does not offer self-financed programs.

1.2.5 Does the College provide additional skill oriented programs, relevant to
regional and global employment markets? If ‘yes’, provide details of such
programs and the beneficiaries.
Though infrastructural restrains limit the College’s ability to provide official programs related to
regional and global employment markets, the faculty tries to make up for it by training the
students in oral and written communication, and building their comprehensive and analytical
aptitude. Students are also updated on the inter-disciplinary career prospects available in the
employment market. Moreover, the College Placement Cell networks with the industry to
organize workshops for students to hone their leadership qualities, learn team-work values,
develop skills in resume writing, communication, and counsel them for future employment
opportunities.
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1.2.6 Does the University provide for the flexibility of combining the
conventional face-to-face and Distance Mode of Education for students to
choose the courses/combination of their choice? If ‘yes’, how does the
institution take advantage of such provisions for the benefit of students?
Ordinance rules of the University of Delhi do not provide for the flexibility of combining the
conventional face-to-face and Distance Mode of Education for students to choose the
courses/combination of their choice. As a constituent college of the University, therefore, the
College has no provision for such flexibility.

1.3 Curriculum Enrichment
1.3.1 Describe the efforts made by the institution to supplement the
University’s Curriculum to ensure that the academic programs and Institution’s
goals and objectives are integrated?
We believe that an overall development of students- individual, social, academic, and
professional occurs in an environment that encourages in them critical thinking, independent
decision making, and team work. In addition to the pedagogic instruments utilized in the
classrooms for stimulating these attributes, the College and its teaching departments regularly
initiate various kinds of co-curricular activities – both academic and cultural– to ensure that the
academic programs, and Institution’s goals and objectives are integrated. Moreover, under the
guidance of the teachers, students helm responsibilities, take over leadership roles, and
successfully organize these activities.
 The College and its various departments regularly organizes seminars, workshops, and
special lectures by eminent scholars to widen the world view of students. The students
are encouraged to interact with these scholars, to develop their communication skills,
and comprehensive and analytical abilities. The departmental unions of students also
conduct department fests that hold debates, extempore, quizzes etc on relevant
contemporary themes.
 Students are encouraged to organize themselves in societies to develop curricular and
extra-curricular interests. Events organized by the various student societies’ in the
college (society for drama, dance, music, arts and culture, debate, fashion, and sports)
like street plays, group debates, dance and music performances have been a
commentary on many social issues.
 The College bilingual magazine ‘Asmita’ also becomes an important platform for
students to comment on issues that they have been exposed to during the course of
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study of their curriculum. The College also has Wall magazines in which students
regularly contribute articles throughout the year.

1.3.2 What are the efforts made by the institution to enrich and organize the
curriculum to enhance the experiences of the students so as to cope with
the needs of the dynamic employment market?
 Teaching imparted to students is not limited to lectures on the course content. Teachers
focus on the overall training of their students, and adopt student-centric approach, and
innovative techniques to pursue this objective. Teachers lay special attention to the oral
and written communication abilities of students by encouraging group discussions,
presentations, extempore, essay writing etc. Workshops, seminars, special lectures are
regularly organized, where students are encouraged to engage actively with the
eminent intellectuals.
 Teachers also seek to impart inter-disciplinary knowledge to their students. This is
important to prepare the students for opportunities and challenges of the dynamic
employment market.
 Students are encouraged to organize themselves in societies to develop curricular and
extra-curricular interests. These societies are crucial as they improve the students’
competence in analyzing contemporary issues.
 Moreover, the students are delegated responsibility to organize their fests, cultural
events, and other kinds of co-curricular activities. This pushes the students to pursue
sponsors, seek positive participation of performers, plan and co-ordinate the itinerary,
invite guests, and discipline themselves as a team. Thus, the students gain exposure and
perspective that refines their personality, and improves their future career prospects.
 Students also imbibe important values of community service, hard work, discipline
through their association with the NSS and NCC, which is offered in the College.
 Students are also encouraged to take up internships at NGOs, academic organizations,
and industrial sector, so as to get an early exposure to the requirements of the
employment market.
 The market-oriented nature of various courses under the curriculum prepares the
abilities and skills of students for the job market.
 Moreover, the College Placement Cell networks with reputed industry players to
organize workshops for students to hone their leadership qualities, learn team-work
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values, develop skills in resume writing, communication, and counsel them for future
job scenario.

1.3.3 Enumerate the efforts made by the institution to integrate the cross
cutting issues such as Gender, Climate Change, Environmental Education,
Human Rights, ICT etc. into the curriculum?
 The faculty of the College earnestly endeavors to educate their students on pertinent
issues, such as Gender, Climate Change, Environmental Education, Human Rights, ICT
etc. The relevance of these issues is integrated into the curriculum in the course of their
classroom lectures, and tutorial discussions. Teachers also assign projects to students on
these issues, to generate their inquisitiveness, and subsequent awareness. Students
have also organized classroom exhibitions of their projects. Tree plantation drives have
been held. Departments also hold special lectures time to time, to stir debates on these
contemporary concerns.
 The College also supports the establishment of teacher-student volunteer committees
which regularly mobilize awareness on these issues. The College organizes regular
workshops, and discussions on gender discrimination, women security, women
empowerment amongst the student community to educate the students to the question
of gender equality.
 The North East Students Cell of the College organizes get-togethers of the student
community in the college to encourage sentiments of togetherness and inclusivity. The
cell is also a forum for the students of North-East to share their experiences of racial
discrimination, and engage in a conducive dialogue with the others.
 Large number of college students volunteered enthusiastically for the Swachh Bharat
Abhiyan held by the University to commemorate Mahatma Gandhi’s birth anniversary.
The occasion provided an opportunity for a fruitful student-teacher interaction over
Gandhi’s teachings and philosophy.
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1.3.4 What are the various value-added courses/enrichment programs
offered to ensure holistic development of students?
• Moral & ethical values:
• Employable and life skills:
• Better career options:
• Community orientation
The College seeks holistic development of its students, devising various ways to inculcate
moral, ethical, and communitarian values in their temperament; along with making them
market ready for good career and employment prospects.
 In this direction, the College imparts elementary vocational training and skill
development through different course papers like Media and Communication Skills,
Media Lekhan, Patrakarita: Hindi Print media, Banking and Insurance.
 The NCC and NSS units of the College have been instrumental in building the character
of the students. NCC cadets, and NSS volunteers get life lessons in comradeship,
leadership, discipline, community service, and social and civic problem solving
capabilities through their engagement with these services.
 Students are encouraged to organize themselves in societies to develop curricular and
extra-curricular interests. These societies are crucial as they invoke deliberations
amongst the students’ community on socio-political matters. Many such cultural events
organized by the various student societies’ in the college (society for culture, drama,
dance, music, arts and culture, debate, fashion, and sports), like street plays, group
debates, dance and music performances have occasionally commented on sexual
harassment of women, communal harmony, and concerns of social justice in the
society.
 The College also encourages its students to contribute their time at various NGOs, to
imbibe well the spirit of communitarianism. Of these, our students, as well as some
teachers, are actively associated with ‘Earth Savior’ – an NGO run by Mr. Ravi Kalra for
providing support and aid to old and disabled people abandoned on the roads. Mr. Kalra
also graced our Annual Day Function as the Chief Guest in 2012-2013.
 The College also supports the establishment of teacher-student volunteer committees
which regularly mobilize awareness on these issues. The College organizes regular
workshops, and discussions on gender discrimination, women security, women
empowerment amongst the student community. Similarly, The North East Students Cell
of the College organizes get-togethers of the student community in the college to
encourage sentiments of togetherness and inclusivity.
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 As members of the editorial board of the College’s bilingual magazine ‘Asmita’ ,
students learn valuable lessons in team work and leadership. Moreover, rests of the
students are also encouraged to deliberate, comment, and contribute articles relevant
to the socio-economic political realities around them.
 The students of our College have been excelling in the field of Sports. Not only does
involvement in sports activities encourage the mental and physical strengths of an
individual, our students are also receiving scholarships and securing their job
opportunities for the future. Our ex-student, footballer Ankit Sharma, from BA
(programme), is the first Indian Player who signed an annual contract of Rs.1.25 Crores
for the year 2011-12 with Rafen Club Europe (Cristobal F. C. Club of Spain).
 The Placement Cell of the College has been helping its students in securing employment
opportunities for themselves. Through this initiative, the College engages with the
industrial sectors, whose representatives hold workshops for students on resume
writing, and counsel them for future job prospects, in addition to offering them
internships and jobs.

1.3.5 Citing a few examples enumerate on the extent of use of the feedback
from stakeholders in enriching the curriculum?
Feedback from stakeholders is an important dimension to enriching the curriculum’s
objectives, design and development.
 The faculty of the college encourages a positive environment of democratic relation
with the students which encourages articulation of suggestions and feedback without
hesitation. Students freely interact with teachers in the classrooms, and the staffroom.
A Complaint Box is also placed in the College to get the students feedback.
 Teachers also communicate their suggestions regarding the curriculum to the Staff
Council. Staff Council meetings have been convened to seek inputs of the teachers on
the new course structures being introduced by the University in recent years.
 Other stakeholders, like parents of the students, are welcome to give their feedback on
the curriculum, through fixed meeting, or mail correspondence with the Principal and
teachers.
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1.3.6 How does the institution monitor and evaluate the quality of its
enrichment programs?
The Staff Council remains attentive not only to the progress, but importantly, the quality of the
various programmes devised by the College for the enhancement and enrichment of the
curriculum. For this purpose, it convenes regular meetings to discuss various reports submitted
by its sub-committees, and other committees that monitor the workload, time-table, course
content, library requirements, discipline of college, attendance issues, placement cell, magazine
editorial board, co-curricular and cultural activities in the college.
Departmental meetings are also held to discuss, evaluate and moderate internal assessment
evaluation, before a final moderation is undertaken by the College.

1.4 Feedback System
1.4.1 What are the contributions of the institution in the design and
development of the curriculum prepared by the University?
 Many of our faculty members have been actively involved in the process for the
development of the curriculum by the University.
 Some of our faculty members are regularly contributing to the development of e-content
for ILLL under University of Delhi.
 Many of our faculty members have also contributed relevant academic papers in referred
books and journals under the curriculum.
 Some of our faculty members are also approached by the University departments for
examination paper setting.

1.4.2 Is there a formal mechanism to obtain feedback from students and
stakeholders on Curriculum? If ‘yes’, how is it communicated to the University
and made use internally for curriculum enrichment and introducing changes/
new programs?
In addition to a positive environment of democratic relation between the teachers and students
that encourages articulation of views and feedback without hesitation, the College enables the
students and other stakeholders to express their views and concerns to the concerned
authorities directly, over the phone, or via mails. Phone numbers and email Ids of concerned
persons are available on the website. A Complaint Box is also placed in the College to get the
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students feedback. Moreover, the Principal of the College encourages the students to approach
him directly regarding any matter.
The Student Union Advisory Committee also engages actively with the office bearers of the
Student Union to remain apprised of the needs and concerns of the students, and act as
channel between the staff and the students.
Another mechanism to enable feedback from the students is the various committees set up by
the College that address and resolve their grievances and complaints. During the admission
process, the Admission Grievance Committee is set up under directions of the University. The
College also has a student Grievance Redress Cell. The College has constituted Internal
Complaints Committee for prevention of sexual harassment and such cases. The Anti-Ragging
Committee ensures that no student faces any kind of physical or mental harassment in the
College. North East Students Cell addresses the grievances related to students from the North
East. A Nodal Officer is also assigned to specially look into any specific problems faced by the
North-Eastern students. Other important committees are the SC/ST/PWD Enabling Committee,
and Counseling Committee. Controversial complaints and grievances are directed to the Staff
Council and grave administrative matters are in the purview of the Governing Body.

1.4.3 How many new programs/ Courses were introduced by the institution
during the last four years? What was the rationale for introducing new
courses/programs?
The College introduced Economic Honours under the FYUP format in 2013-2014. Though the
course ceased for batches after 2013 due to discontinuation of FYUP, the College is planning to
introduce Honours degree in Economics soon.
Also, keeping in mind the spirit of CBCS that focuses on providing abundant choices to the
students, BA (Programme) students from 2016 onwards now have been given the opportunity
to study English, Hindi, and Physical Education as discipline subjects, besides the already
available options of Economics, History, and Political Science.
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CRITERION II
TEACHING-LEARNING
AND EVALUATION
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2.1.1 How does the College ensure publicity and transparency in the admission
process?

Publicity:
➢ The College follows the University guidelines in its admission process. The profile of the
College and all its recent activities are displayed on the college website for public access.
Eligibility criteria and guidelines for all courses are printed in the prospectus as well as put
up on the College and the university websites (http://www.mlnce.org),
(http://www.du.ac.in) respectively.
➢ To ensure a seamless admission process, the College firstly, publishes a prospectus
containing all the details pertaining to admission, its rules and regulations and the
ordinances of the University. The same is also made available online on the website of the
College and the university. The prospectus is student-friendly and guides the stakeholders
adequately.
➢ Cut-off lists for each subject are released and published on both the college and university
websites, as well as newspapers. The same are also posted on the college notice-boards
during admission as per University of Delhi schedule.
➢ A counselling or help desk is also provided in the College premises during the time of
admission for aspirants.
Transparency:
➢ The College takes strict measures to ensure transparency by strictly adhering to procedures,
rules and regulations of the University once the process of admission begins. Such as:
➢ The Cut-Offs of the College are clearly notified to the general public through various
channels mentioned above in a bid to ensure transparency.
➢ Positions and updates regarding available vacancies, categories, fees and payment or
withdrawal procedures are clearly displayed by the College.
➢ The internal admission committee meets at the end of every list to determine with
efficiency the next cut-offs. Every decision is entered in the minutes.
➢ An Admission Grievance Cell and a cell for Special Categories Counselling is set up and
publicized as per University directives.
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➢ The College now allows students to deposit their admission fees online in a bid to ease the
admission process further, from the current session onwards.
➢ To ensure transparency, the College engages experts from outside the institution for ECA
and categories in Sports. Video recordings of the proceedings are made to ensure clarity.
The Sports Admission Committee chaired by the Principal makes minutes of the same. The
College has an Extra Curricular Activities (ECA) Committee which has a panel of teachers
who set the guidelines for selection, under different categories e.g. dance, music, drama,
debate, etc.
➢ The entire process of admission in all categories is closely monitored by the administration
and scrutinized by the University on a regular basis.

2.1.2 Explain in detail the criteria adopted and process of admission (Ex. (i)
merit (ii) common admission test conducted by state agencies and national
agencies (iii) combination of merit and entrance test or merit, entrance test and
interview (iv) any other) for various programs of the institution.

UG Courses: The College follows the admission rules framed by the University. Based on CBSE,
ICSE and result of other recognised boards, merit is the criteria for admissions.

PG Courses: The College, presently, does not offer PG courses. However, there are plans for the
implementation of the same in the near future.
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2.1.3 Give the minimum and maximum percentage of marks for admission at
entry level for each of the programs offered by the College and provide a
comparison with the other Colleges of the affiliating University within the City/
district.
Colleges (Min-Max %)
Satyawati
College
(Eve)

Motilal
Nehru
(Eve)

Motila
Zakir
l
Husain Aryabhatta
Nehru
(Eve)
(Day)

General

87

95

92

94

91-94

SC/ST

78

80-85

82

91

88-91

B.A.
(Hons.)
Hindi

General

70

70

75

83

73-88

SC/ST

63

60-63

65

79-80

65-70

B.A.
(Hons.)
History

General

80

78

78

NA

85-90

SC/ST

70

70-71

72-73

NA

78-83

General

75

85

80

93

90-95

SC/ST

68

75

77-78

87-88

85-90

General

92

95

91

96.5

9599.5

SC/ST

76

88

80-82

91.5

85-90

General

90

94

90

95

92-96

SC/ST

73

85

80-81

89-90

82-86

S.No

Courses

1.

B.A.
(Hons.)
English

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

B.A.
(Hons.)
Pol.
Science

B.Com
(Hons.)

B.Com
(Prog)
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7.

B.A
(Program
me).

General

72-85

80

65-85

91

72-87

SC/ST

60-70

72

60-80

85-86

67-82

* First Cut-off List of various colleges offering UG Courses for year 2015
* Comparing cut-off requirement of the institution with the other Colleges shows that College is
at par with the other Colleges.

2.1.4 Is there a mechanism in the institution to review the admission process
and student profile annually? If ‘yes’, what is the outcome of such an effort and
how has it contributed to the improvement of the process?

While the admission process takes place strictly within the norms laid out for a constituent
college of the University of Delhi, each college has the autonomy to further fix additional
criteria within the laid out framework of the University. In a bid to encourage education in
higher studies for girls, the college has been offering a merit relaxation for girl candidates. The
same is monitored and reviewed for effectiveness and retained thereafter.

2.1.5 Reflecting on the strategies adopted to increase/ improve access for the
following categories of students, enumerate on how the admission policy of the
institution and its student profiles demonstrate/ reflect the National
commitment to diversity and inclusion: SC/ST, OBC, Women, Differently-abled,
Economically weaker sections, Minority community, Any other.

➢ The Enabling committee is dedicated to ensure ease of procedural admission and
transparency for SC/ST, OBC, Differently-Abled, and economically weaker sections of the
community, children of war widows.
➢ From the current session, our admission forms will also reflect an option (third gender)
other than Female/Male as per Supreme Court directives.
➢ The College has disabled-friendly infrastructure.
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➢ Students in genuine need of Financial aid are provided the same in the form of Student Aid
Fund and Fee Concession. Fee concession committees ensures that the benefit is delivered
to the right and deserving students.
➢ A Nodal Officer is assigned to specially look into any specific problems faced by the students
from the North-Eastern states of the country.
➢ The College has Nodal Officers for PwD, SC/ST and OBC.
➢ The College has a committee for prevention of sexual harassment and such cases. Safety
and security of the women is the prime concern and lady security guards are deployed.
➢ Also, as part of an ongoing University campaign, the College has constituted a body of
students known as ‘Gender Champions’ who are trailblazing new paths in creating
awareness against any kind of gender bias through the means of audio-video messages,
skits, group discussions etc. among their peers.
➢ The Anti-Ragging Committee ensures that no student faces any kind of physical or mental
harassment in the College.

2.1.6 Provide the following details for the various programs offered by the
institution during the last four years and comment on the trends i.e. reasons of
increase/ decrease and actions initiated for improvement.
Programmes

Number of Applicants

Number of students Demand Ratio
admitted

(2011-12)

Enrolled with DU

807

100%

(2012-13)

Enrolled with DU

723

100%

(2013-14)

Enrolled with DU

744

100%

(2014-15)

Enrolled with DU

903

100%

UG
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2.2 Catering to Student Diversity
2.2.1 How does the institution cater to the needs of differently-abled students
and ensure adherence to government policies in this regard?
➢ The College boasts of its inclusive attitude towards the differently-abled and works
earnestly to create an environment that allows such students to feel secure and welcomed.
The College strictly adheres to the National Policy for differently-abled students and
reserves seats for the PwD category.
➢ The College follows all government policies on reservation for differently-abled students. A
dedicated cell has been instituted to ensure hassle free admission and transparency for the
differently-abled students.
➢ Safety and convenience for the differently-abled students is of utmost concern to the
college.The College is one of the first barrier free campuses of the University.
Conveniences for such students have been installed at an accessible location.
➢ The library has been equipped with special software/s for PwD students (VH). Online
magazines have been subscribed to, for Visually Handicapped students.
➢ The College makes readers and writers available for visually challenged students. Extra
time in the examination is also provided to further facilitate them.
➢ The College also provides Fee Concession to PwD students.

2.2.2 Does the institution assess the students’ needs in terms of knowledge and
skills before the commencement of the program? If ‘yes’, give details on the
process.
Yes, the college collects and studies information gathered during the admission process and
based on that, suggests and arranges as per requirement, bilingual classes in subjects such as
History, Economics and Political Science.

2.2.3 What are the strategies adopted by the institution to bridge the
knowledge gap of the enrolled students (Bridge/Remedial/Add-on/Enrichment
Courses, etc.) to enable them to cope with the program of their choice?
➢ The various departments of the college interact with the students right from the
Orientation day and on the basis of ongoing interactions, the need is evaluated for:
➢ Tutorials: Tutorials take place regularly in the College. The focus in these tutorials is on
small group interactions thereby making the process highly enriching and subjective.
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➢ Bilingualism: Separate Hindi medium classes for students weak in English have been
provided to overcome the language barrier.
➢ Workshops: Workshops, seminars and talks are organized to provide computer literacy to
the students. Also, a National Seminar is organised at the college level each year. The
college is proposing an International Seminar/Conference in the upcoming session.

2.2.4 How does the College sensitize its staff and students on issues such as
gender, inclusion, environment etc.?
➢ Apart from regular monitoring of behaviour and attitudes of students, it helps inculcate
equality, harmony and inclusion through frequent talks, lectures, seminars and other
important medium.
➢ The Internal Complaints Committee of the College in collaboration with the staff organized
a workshop for all teaching, non-teaching staff and students of the College on
understanding sexual harassment in workplace.
➢ The College has made explicit that it is a strict ‘no-tolerance’ zone for Sexual harassment at
workplace.
➢ There are Nodal Officers for SC/ST, OBC, differently-abled, North East Students Cell and
Foreign Students Cell who help the students whenever need arises.

2.2.5 How does the institution identify and
educational/learning needs of advanced learners?

respond

to

special

Continuous evaluation during the semester by the teachers enables them to identify students
who may require additional support and teachers steadily provide them with additional
learning aids such as worksheets, learning notes and other material to aid academic progress.
Numerous academic activities and Innovation projects are conducted in the College that
responds to special educational/learning needs of advanced learners.
Every year the College honors academic position holders through a formal felicitation.
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2.2.6 How does the institute collect, analyze and use the data and information on the
academic performance (through the program duration) of the students at risk of drop out
(students from the disadvantaged sections of society, physically challenged, slow learners,
economically weaker sections etc. who may discontinue their studies if some sort of support
is not provided)?
Based on the performance of students during lectures, tutorials, class tests, assignments in
class rooms and during discussions and interactions beyond the classrooms by means of getting
feedback orally and sometimes in writing, students are identified as slow and advanced
learners.
The students who do not seem to cope with the pace of learning are advised and counselled by
the teachers by assisting them with additional readings in the concerned subjects. They are
specially advised and counselled so as to help them improve themselves academically. The
teachers take extra pains to help them with an additional and personal interest. They are
provided with assistance in the form off additional time, additional learning materials thereby
motivating them to achieve at their own pace.
Fee Concession is provided to economically deprived students.
Fee Concession Details
Year

Total Students

No. of Students given
fee concession

% of Students given fee
concession

2011-12

1674

12

0.72

2012-13

1653

45

2.72

2013-14

2104

26

1.24

2014-15

2280

NIL

NIL

2.3 Teaching-Learning Process

2.3.1 How does the College plan and organize the teaching, learning and
evaluation schedules? (Academic Calendar, teaching plan, evaluation blue print,
etc.)
➢ The Academic Calendar is prepared and provided to various colleges by the University and
the college in adherence to that organises the teaching, learning and evaluation schedules
amongst the departments. This is planned, finalised and distributed before the
commencement of each semester.
➢ The Time-Table is set in advance by the Time Table Committee and made available to both
the teachers and the students before the beginning of the next semester.
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➢ All information is displayed on the College website and Notice Boards of the College.
➢ Semester-end evaluation schedule is prepared and notified by the University.
➢ It is mandatory for faculty members to participate in it. No leave on the days scheduled for
evaluation is permissible without the consent of the Dean Examinations, University of Delhi.

2.3.2 How does IQAC contribute to improve the teaching-learning process?
At present, the College performs the functions and duties of the IQAC through an internal
monitoring body that supervises and reviews the teaching learning process. This Overall
Monitoring Committee has been duly appointed by the Staff Council and serves to fulfil similar
functions as that of the IQAC. Having said that, the College is in the process of forming the IQAC
in technical terms.

2.3.3 How is learning made more student-centric? Give details on the subject
structures and systems available for teachers to develop skills like interactive
learning, collaborative learning and independent learning among students?
➢ The College offers its students a conducive environment for both teachers and students to
interact for skill development. There are various societies where students can come
together to share innovative ideas and breakthroughs.
➢ Tutorial classes act as a model for interactive learning in smaller groups, thereby making it
more student centric.
➢ Teachers may also avail of the free Wi-Fi facility and access portals like J-Stor, DULS, N-LIST
and ILLL to share research and learning materials for the benefit of the students.
➢ Laptops are provided to faculty and students to facilitate access to e-learning resources.
➢ Educational trips, seminars, workshops, talks, debates and other co-curricular activities are
organized regularly where the students participate with zeal and spirit. Student initiatives in
presentations and discussions are encouraged and aided.
➢ Refresher Courses and Orientation programs are encouraged by the College to keep the
teachers updated about latest pedagogical practices and new methodologies.
➢ The College library is equipped with ICT and makes available to students DULS, N-LIST, JStor, Project Muse etc. Application for DELNET is in process.
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2.3.4 How does the institution nurture critical thinking, creativity and scientific
temper among the students to transform them into life-long learners and
innovators?
➢ The numerous societies and committees of the College strive to inculcate the creative
thinking and scientific temper in the students through talks, debates, workshops, seminars,
conferences, relevant film screenings, so on and so forth.
➢ Our College actively participates in Innovation Projects and student festivals like
Antardhwani (organized annually by University of Delhi) thereby involving themselves in
extra-curricular and co-curricular opportunities. This helps them broaden their horizon.
➢ A team of students selected from a diverse group profile were encouraged to join the
University of Delhi initiative of ‘Gyanodaya Express’ which took them to North-East India
and acquainted them with the rich and diverse culture of our country. It was a stimulating
and enriching experience for the students.
➢ All departments try and collaborate in order to make pedagogy more student-centric in
this institution. Many departments hold talks, workshops wherein students from other
disciplines are also welcome, thereby promoting interdisciplinary harmony and
mellifluence.

2.3.5 What are the technologies and facilities available and used by the faculty
for effective teaching? E.g. Virtual laboratories, e-learning-resources from
National Program on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) and National
Mission on Education through Information and Communication Technology
(NME-ICT), open educational resources, mobile education, etc.
➢ The College campus is fully Wi-Fi enabled, available to both students and staff.
➢ Laptops were distributed to the students and faculty to enhance the teaching and learning
process.
➢ The College Library has collaboration with UGC-NLIST and DULS, while procurement of
DELNET is in the process. College network gives access to e-resources available on these
networks.
➢ The College gives access to e-resources of ILLL and DU.
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2.3.6 How are the students and faculty exposed to advanced level of knowledge
and skills (blended learning, expert lectures, seminars, workshops etc.)?
➢ Multi-media is an important tool used in class room teaching where the methodology is
updated in keeping with the changing times. Very often, teachers bring in multimedia tools
to aid the traditional chalk-and-talk methodology.
➢ Students and faculty are frequently encouraged to attend and analyse new and ground
breaking ideas in the world of academia through the frequent expert talks held in College
through Seminars, Workshops, conferences, Subject meets etc.
➢ Faculty members are encouraged to attend various Workshops, Seminars, Conferences, etc
organized by the University or any other institution to facilitate their pedagogical and
academic growth.
➢ Critical thinking amongst the students is encouraged through the Video screening/ movie/
Documentaries/ Youtube lectures relevant to the curriculum attached with discussion led by
the teachers or an invited expert in the area.
➢ College has enthusiastically participated in the annual ‘Gyanodaya’ trip or ‘learning on
wheels’ organized by the University of Delhi every year.
➢ Frequent educational field trips are organized by the departments to impart practical
knowledge about the subject.
➢ The College also facilitates and encourages the teachers to attend Orientation and
Refresher Courses organized by the University/ Academic Staff Colleges.

2.3.7 Detail (process and the number of students benefitted) on the academic,
personal and psycho-social support and guidance services (professional
counseling/ mentoring/ academic advise) provided to students?
Academic Support
➢ The College does its best to offer continual academic support through means of teacherstudent mentoring, tutorials - that allow teachers to assess the learning needs of students in
smaller groups.
➢ The College also encourages students to assess their own strengths and limitations through
holding talks and seminars regarding career goals.

Personal and Psycho-social support
➢ Though there is no official psycho-social counselling apparatus in the College, the teachers
often act to supplicate the same as per the need of the students desirous of any such
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counselling. This helps students to form an empathetic bond with the teacher who in turn
reinforce their trust with sound advice and timely guidance.
➢ The College also has a North-East Cell which guides students coming from North East and
provides them every kind of counselling.
➢ Fee concession Committee foresees the financial Support given to the Students and
provides them counselling on financial front.

Mentoring
➢ Student Societies like the NCC, NSS, and the ECA function with mentors who act as advisors
and guides for the various activities and interactions within these.
➢ All heads of Departments function as mentor to students to lead, guide and counsel them in
organizing different academic festivals.

2.3.8 Provide details of innovative teaching approaches / methods adopted by
the faculty during the last four years? What are the efforts made by the
institution to encourage the faculty to adopt new and innovative approaches
and the impact of such innovative practices on student learning?
Innovative teaching methods/ approaches
➢ Virtual learning Environment: Through the use of e-resources, teachers have made
material available to students for free of cost.
➢ Debates and discussions in the classes along with presentations are encouraged to make
learning more interactive and exciting. These methods are also used for the continuous
evaluation/assessment of the students.
➢ Educational field trips are organized by different departments to display the practical side
of learning.
➢ Independent research by students outside the curriculum is encouraged by the teachers so
that learning does not get confined in the limitations of the syllabus.
➢ Film/documentaries/You tube lectures are intertwined in the teaching to keep up the
interest of the students alive.
➢ Movies related to the text are usually screened to make learning more exciting.
➢ Dramatization of literary texts has been one of the areas where both students and faculty
have made collaborative efforts to add/enhance the printed text.
➢ Contemporaneity of the teaching is
lectures/workshops/seminars/conferences.
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maintained

through

the

regular

Efforts by the institution

➢ Free Wi-Fi provided to students and teachers have made the passing of the information on
curriculum and e-resources easy and cost-effective.
➢ College encourages Departments to hold Seminar/conferences/workshops in the premises
to benefit students and faculty.
➢ Training and Skill development workshops are arranged in the College both for faculty and
students.
➢ Faculty and the Library in the College ensure procurement of the updated/latest teaching
material in the library.
➢ Library of the College has special software for the use of visually challenged students. This
has ensured their participation/ learning with the mainstream students more easy and
effective.

Impact of such innovative practices on student learning

There is no formal mechanism to evaluate the impact of these practices on student learning.
However, students have regularly participated in the inter-College competition both at College
and university level. Students of the College have excelled in different entrances for the higher
education.

2.3.9 How are library resources used to augment the teaching-learning process?

➢ Library is opened throughout the year - five days a week - and closes only for stock-taking
for the maximum utilization of the resources.
➢ The ICT center of the library is for the use of both library staff and faculty.
➢ The software designed for visually challenged students facilitates in the easy learning of
PWD students.
➢ Library also houses Braille books.
➢ Library provides books through the book banks to the needy students.
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2.3.10 Does the institution face any challenges in completing the curriculum
within the planned time frame and calendar? If ‘yes’, elaborate on the
challenges encountered and the institutional approach to overcome these.
➢ No, the College manages to complete and satisfactorily address the curriculum needs due to
seamless compliance with the University Academic Calendar that helps plan well in time.
➢ However, any issues arising out of teachers availing long leaves are duly addressed by the
appointment of guest/ temporary teachers.

2.3.11 How does the institute monitor and evaluate the quality of teaching
learning?
➢ Regular departmental meetings act as the most effective medium for monitoring and
analysing teacher effectiveness.
➢ The interaction during tutorials with the students helps in understanding and evaluating the
quality of teaching.

2.4 Teacher Quality
2.4.1 Provide the following details and elaborate on the strategies adopted by
the College in planning and management (recruitment and retention) of its
human resource (qualified and competent teachers) to meet the changing
requirements of the curriculum.
The College has sanctioned posts of Assistant Professor at entry point, and no other posts of
Associate Professor/Professor are allowed to fill at direct entry level. Promotions to the post of
Associate Professor are applicable as per norms of University Grants Commission. Eligibility
conditions are strictly followed as UGC/University guidelines for the said posts.
Highest
Qualification

Professor

Male

Associate
Professor

Assistant
Professor

Female

Male

Female

Male

NA

1

NA

Total

Female

Permanent Teachers

D.Sc./D.Litt

NA
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NA

NA

NA

Ph.D

NA

NA

10

3

8

5

26

M.Phil.

NA

NA

2

3

3

1

9

PG

NA

NA

1

1

2

Temporary Teachers

NA

Ph.D
M.Phil.
PG

Ad-hoc Teachers
Ph.D

NA

NA

NA

NA

5

6

11

M.Phil.

NA

NA

NA

NA

11

8

19

PG

NA

NA

NA

NA

7

4

11

➢ Faculty and staff are paid salaries as per UGC norms. They also provided other requisite
facilities like, Medical leave, Casual Leave etc. They can also avail study leave as per rules if
they wish to upgrade their qualification by pursuing M. Phil or Ph.D.
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2.4.2 How does the institution cope with the growing demand/ scarcity of
qualified senior faculty to teach new programs/ modern areas (emerging areas)
of study being introduce (Biotechnology, IT, Bioinformatics etc.)? Provide details
on the efforts made by the institution in this direction and the outcome during
the last three years.

Guest faculties are called upon to meet the growing requirements of the new courses as and
when required.

2.4.3 Provide details on staff development programs during the last four years
elaborate on the strategies adopted by the institution in enhancing the teacher
quality
(a) Nomination to staff development programs during last four years
Academic Staff
Programmes

Development Number of faculty nominated

Refresher courses

9

HRD programmes

NA

Orientation programmes

2

Staff training
University

conducted

by

the NA

Staff training conducted by other NA
institutions
Summer / winter schools, workshops, 4
etc.

Only permanent teachers are allowed leave to attend Refresher and Orientation Courses or
Training programmes.
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(b) Faculty training programs organized by the institution to empower and
enable the use of various tools and technology for improved teaching learning.

As details given in para 2.4.3 (a)

(c) Percentage of faculty: 41.6%

2.4.4 What policies /systems are in place to recharge teachers? (e.g. providing
research grants, study leave, support for research and academic publications
teaching experience in other national institutions and specialized programs
industrial engagements etc.)

➢ The College encourages, supports and also tries to facilitates, wherever possible, the
initiatives of the Staff members for their academic and professional growth.
➢ College follows provisions as per the Leave Rules of the University and UGC in terms of all
policies regarding the above.
➢ As the College is part of Delhi University, there is no provision in the College per se, for
grants to teachers. However, the College facilitates the smooth disbursement of grants
through the University.

2.4.5 Give the number of faculty who received awards/ recognition at the state,
national and international level for excellence in teaching during last four years.
Enunciate how the institutional culture and environment contributed to such
performance/ achievement of the faculty.
Three faculty members have been conferred with awards for teaching by Delhi University and
the Government of NCT, Delhi.

Name of Teacher

Name of
Department

Award

Dr. Prahlad Kumar
Bairwa

Political Science

Teachers Research 2016-18
Award by UGC
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Year for which
Award Conferred

Name of Teacher

Name of
Department

Award

Year for which
Award Conferred

Dr. Ashwani Kumar Hindi

Teachers Research 2016-18
Award by UGC

Dr. Rajesh Kumar

English

Teachers Research 2016-18
Award by UGC

Dr. Bipul Kumar

Hindi

Teaching
Excellence Award
by University of
Delhi

2013-14

Dr. Rakesh Sinha

Political Science

B.C. Pal Award

2000

The College provides all faculty members with necessary logistical support in terms of unlimited
access to library and its resources, labs, ICT facilities, etc.

2.4.6 Has the institution introduced evaluation of teachers by the students and
external peers? If yes, how is the evaluation used for improving the quality of
the teaching-learning process?
The College does not have a formal mechanism of the evaluation of teachers by the students
and external peers. However, the College has put suggestion boxes throughout the campus to
take the feedback of the students. These suggestions are discussed/worked upon to improve
the quality of teaching-learning process.
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2.5 Evaluation Process and Reforms
2.5.1 How does the institution ensure that the stakeholders of the institution
especially students and faculty are aware of the evaluation processes?
As the College is part of University of Delhi, the evaluation norms are laid down by the
University and are conveyed to Colleges for compliance. The College follows the guidelines yet
ensures transparency to maintain high academic standards.
Stakeholders are communicated about the evaluation process through the following:
➢ All relevant Information is included in the College Prospectus.
➢ On the first day, better known as the Orientation Day, the new entrants are acquainted with
and introduced to all pertinent rules and regulations by the College Head as well as all the
Departmental Heads.
➢ The Departmental orientation programs further act as fora for the new students to clarify
any doubts as well as for the Department to disseminate all information related to
evaluation.
➢ The information is also displayed on the College notice board and website
(http://www.mlnce.org)
➢ Teachers in their individual capacity also explain the evaluation process to the students. The
major changes/ deviations in the evaluation process are explained through teacher
coordinators to the students.
➢ The Staff Council is the forum where the Principal informs the staff about the processes.
➢ The Internal Assessment data is uploaded online and remains in the public domain and
students can verify from their side.
➢ The Internal Assessment data is mailed to DU after each students verifies and signs it.

2.5.2 What are the major evaluation reforms of the University that the institute
has adopted and what are the reforms initiated by the institute on its own?
Internal Assessment process was introduced in the year 2003-04.
➢ Annual system was replaced by semester system in 2010-11, wherein the in-house
examination was replaced by class test.
➢ In 2013-14, Four Year Undergraduate Programme [FYUP] was started wherein the
structure for Internal Assessments was revamped.
➢ In 2014-15, the Four Year Undergraduate Programme [FYUP] was rolled back,
reintroducing the semester mode of teaching.
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2.5.3 How does the institution ensure effective implementation of the
evaluation reforms of the University and those initiated by the institution on its
own?
➢ In each situation of reforms/ changes by DU for IA, the College initiates the mechanisms to
implement the sent rules effectively.
➢ The schedule for class tests/ presentations/assignments/house examinations is notified to
students well in advance individually by the teacher.
➢ The knowledge of the evaluation process is disseminated through multiple forums.
➢ The IA of the students is moderated by two committees: Moderation committee at
departmental level and monitoring committee at College level.
➢ Any discrepancy that is brought to the notice of the office is passed on to the committees
to take action.
➢ If the student is not satisfied with the process, they can directly meet the principal to
address their grievance.
➢ All data submitted/IA is available on the college website for perusal for all; teachers and
students alike.

2.5.4 Provide details on the formative and summative assessment approaches
adopted to measure student achievements. Cite a few examples which have
positively impacted the system.
➢ The College has two methods of evaluation per semester. There is Continuous evaluation in
the form of Formative assessment that is conducted at the College level and end semester
examinations that are held at the University level. The combination of the semester exam
(75%) and the Internal Assessment (25%) is calculated to form the Summative assessment
for each student.
➢ There is provision of IA of 25% per paper in each program out of which 5% weightage is for
attendance, 10% for class test and 10% for assignments. The assessment is also flexible in
terms of demarcation of class test and assignment.
➢ Students are often given frequent tests with a variety of choice of questions thereby easing
the burden of the necessary quizzing.
➢ Marks linked with attendance also acts as an incentive for regularity in academics.
➢ Students are sometimes also encouraged to write multiple assignments to improve their
writing/presentation skills.
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2.5.5 Detail on the significant improvements made in ensuring rigor and
transparency in the internal assessment during the last four years and
weightages assigned for the overall developments of students (weightage for
behavioral aspects, independent learning, communication skills etc.)
➢ Behavior aspects are not specifically mentioned in the DU ordinance; hence College does
not have the authority to introduce this parameter. However, these aspects are necessary
to maintain academic discipline which are foreseen through attendance and submission
schedules.
➢ Communication skills are assessed and marked in only certain Courses, wherever these are
required, teachers inform the students in advance.
➢ Internal Assessment data displayed on the College website ensures transparency and
expeditious redressal of grievances, if any.
➢ Transparency in IA is ensured through two committees :
 IA moderation committee at department level.
 Monitoring committee at the College level.
➢ The IA data is available online and students can approach the committees in case of any
grievance.
➢ As the data remains in the public domain, all stakeholders remain well aware/informed
about the methodology of evaluation and the processes associated with it. Hence,
transparency is maintained and ensured. (Details at 2.5.1 & 2.5.2 above).

2.5.6 What are the graduates attributes specified by the College/ affiliating
University? How does the College ensure the attainment of these by the
students?
➢ The University requires certain parameters like completion of its curriculum along with
final exam to attain graduation degree.
➢ However, the College believes in the holistic development of its students and hence,
additionally proposes certain aspects like writing skills, reading/comprehension, writing
and presentation skills for a student to be qualified as a graduate.
➢ The College encourages students to take up internships and apprenticeships to polish their
skills for employability.

2.5.7 What are the mechanisms for redressal of grievances with reference to
evaluation both at the College and University level?
Grievance redressal at University Level
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➢ Every semester, the Examination Branch of University prepares guidelines for addressing
grievances related to Internal Assessment, Practical Exam result and the End Semester
Exam result.
➢ In all cases of complaints/grievances, College verifies the claim through moderation
committee and then forwards the application to the University for rectification.
➢ Students may also approach Dean Students’ Welfare directly for redressal of their
grievances.
➢ The University provides photocopy of the evaluated answer scripts of the students upon
demand to attend to their grievance, within a stipulated period.

Grievance redressal at College Level
➢ The concerned teacher provides suggestions and comments for improvement and
addresses grievances of students regarding answer scripts of class test/ assignments/
projects.
➢ Before sending the IA marks to the University, the students are required to verify and sign
the consolidated marks obtained. In case of discrepancies/grievances, an application may
be submitted to the College office, the matter also is brought to the notice of the
Moderation and Monitoring Committee of the College.
➢ The Departmental Moderation and the Monitoring Committee assesses the internal
discrepancies and grievances.
➢ The students are also free to approach the Principal directly, in case they are not satisfied
by the redress mechanism.

2.6 Students Performance and Learning Outcomes
2.6.1 Does the College have clearly stated learning outcomes? If yes, give details
on how the students and staff are made aware of these?
The College does not yet have a formally stated mechanism on Learning
Outcomes, but it is part of the larger vision of the College and trying to develop
policy at College level. Presently, the communication is through a displayed
timetable, syllabus and curricular requirements.
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2.6.2 Enumerate on how the institution monitors and communicates the
progress and performance of students through the duration of the course/
program? Provide an analysis of the students’ results/ achievements
(program/course wise for last four years) and explain the difference, if any, and
patterns of achievement across the program/course offered.

To monitor the students’ performance and progress
➢ The results of internal class tests and assignments are analyzed at individual teacher and
then at departmental level.
➢ College monitors student attendance and advises accordingly to the students and the
teachers.
➢ Each department analyzes the End Semester Final Results of its students.
➢ Individual Paper-wise results are also analyzed to review/change/ update the material and
teaching.

Pattern of Achievements:
The results of the students show good progress in the examination. There has been uniform
incremental progress throughout the courses.

2.6.3 How are the teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the institution
structured to facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes?
The College implements the curriculum designed by the University. 25 % of the total result of
each program is evaluated at the College level called as Internal Assessment for which the
College has a structured mechanism described earlier. The teachers adopt innovative
pedagogical methodology to meet requirements of the students.
To facilitate the achievements of the intended learning outcomes, the College strategizes as
follows:
➢ Curriculum is provided to the students in advance and work plans are created with
individual coordination of teacher and student so that they may come into the class with
some preparation.
➢ Infrastructural facilities are provided as per the requirements of the curriculum.
➢ Ample Library resources (e-resources/print) are supplied to the students to supplement
their texts.
➢ The class tests, projects, assignments are taken and evaluated and students are given
valuable feedback in time.
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➢ The curriculum time to time is supplemented through Subject societies of various
departments which organize Workshops/ Talks/ Seminars/ Field Trips.

2.6.4 What are the measures/ initiatives taken up by the institution to enhance
the social and economic relevance (student placements, entrepreneurships,
innovations and research aptitude developed among students etc.) of courses
offered?
➢ Placement Cell of the College helps students to interact with multiple industries/agencies.
The Cell also facilitates students in getting internship.
➢ Innovations, research aptitude and critical thinking are developed through presentations at
academic/subject societies.
➢ The College recognizes and tries to reward all these efforts.
➢ Students are encouraged to take up projects which are real-life application of their
curriculum.
➢ The College, through an active Students Union, arranges placement drives and boasts of
good repute among well-known companies that select students during such drives for
internship and employment.
➢ NSS, NCC, North-East Cell etc. are the societies which are directly involved in the social
causes.

2.6.5 How does the institution collect and analyze data on student performance
and learning outcomes and use it for planning and overcoming barriers of
learning?
The College collects and analyzes the data on student performance in various ways:
➢ Through informal discussion in tutorial groups with the students. Students are given
feedback on their performance individually.
➢ The performance of students in class tests and assignments are reflection of the students
learning outcome.
➢ Outcome of the analysis are used to enhance the teaching methodology in the College.

2.6.6 How does the institute monitor and ensure the achievements of learning
outcomes?
Learning Outcomes in the College have already been dealt in some of the above points.
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➢ To inculcate social values/responsibility, discipline, humanity, leadership etc. the College
has various activities like: Street Plays, Talk on Gandhi etc. On the occasion of national
festivals and birthdays of eminent personalities are celebrated through discussions and
debates by Debating Society. Students are encouraged to show their thoughts to inculcate
in them moral and ethical responsibilities.
➢ The achievements of students in Sports mark their development in leadership and team
spirit.
➢ The College supports with finances and logistics all initiatives taken by motivated students
at individual levels beyond the scope of curriculum.
➢ The students interact with the industries/agencies through the Placement Cell and hence
hone their skills to compete in the job market.
➢ The talent of the students is explored through different extracurricular activities organized
by different departments/ societies.
➢ Publication of magazines/ research papers, preparation of reports are the result of the
learning outcomes.

2.6.7 Does the institution and individual teachers use assessment/ evaluation
outcomes as an indicator for evaluating student performance, achievements of
learning objectives and planning? If yes provide details on the process and cite a
few examples.
➢ The assessment/evaluation is used as a feedback for improving the quality of teaching.
➢ The tutorials also help teacher to brainstorm with the students about their performance.
➢ Bilingual classes, wherever necessary, are conducted for the students to improve them in
their learning.
➢ Experimental teaching methods are adopted to make teaching more fun.
➢ The pedagogies are changed by individual teachers on the basis of feedback they receive
from the students individually.

Any other relevant information regarding Teaching-Learning and Evaluation
which the College would like to include.

The College firmly espouses the belief that Teaching and Learning are mutually enriching
processes and thus would like to include more experiential forms of teaching methods like
Language Labs and multimedia resources.
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CRITERION-III
RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION
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3.1 Promotion of Research
3.1.1 Does the institution have recognized centre/s of the affiliating university
or any other agency/organization?
The college does not have any recognized centre of the affiliated university or any other agency
or organization

3.1.2 Does the institute have a research committee to monitor and address the
issues of research? If so, what is its composition? Mention a few
recommendations made by the committee for implementation and their
impact.
All research projects undertaken in the college are monitored by the respective funding
agencies and the college in itself does not have a research committee to monitor and address
the issues of research.

3.1.3 What are the measures taken by the institution to facilitate smooth
progress and implementation of research schemes/projects?
 Autonomy of the Principal Investigator
 Timely availability or release of resources
 Adequate infrastructure and human resources
 Facilitate timely auditing and submission of utilization certificate to the
funding agency.
Any Others:
The College provides encouraging atmosphere to stimulate an intellectual environment.
A number of measures are taken in this regard. To facilitate research schemes/projects:
 The college provides complete autonomy to the principal investigator as per the rules
and guidelines of the funding agency.
 As per the terms of the grant received and requirement of the researcher, resources are
made available to the researcher. Submission of progress report of the work, grants are
released as and when they are received by the college.
 Leave is granted as per the rules of the University.
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 The college facilitates timely auditing and submission of utilization certificate to the
funding agencies.

3.1.4 What are the efforts made by the institution in developing scientific
temper and research culture and aptitude among students?
 The teachers attempt to encourage scientific temper, critical and analytical thinking in
the students in the classes and in the tutorial sessions.
 The College organizes lectures by eminent personalities, well-known academic activists
and other scholars from time to time on topic which develop scientific temper among
the students.
 The Inter/Intra college academic festival of the college includes competitions like paper
presentation, debates and quizzes etc., which develop competitive spirit among the
students.
 The students are encouraged to write and their works are published in the annual
magazine of the college. This helps in honing their writing skills.

3.1.5 Give details of the faculty involvement in active research (Guiding student
research, leading research projects, engaged in individual/collaborative
research activity, etc.)
The faculty members are actively involved in guiding research. Some of faculty members
are also associated with Ph.D. and M.Phil students as supervisor as well as co-supervisor
in different central and state Universities. The faculty members pursuing individual
research are as follows:

Faculty involved in leading research projects:
S.N

P.I

Department

1.

Dr. G.N Trivedi

Political
Science

2.

Dr.R.N Tripathi
Dr. B.C. Nag
Sh. Rajneesh
Kler

Pol. Science
Economics
Commerce

Funding
Agency
UGC

Topic

Year

Resurgence
of 2012-2014
Maoist Movement in
India
University of The Economically
2012-2014
Delhi
Weaker Section
Reservation in public
Schools: Problems &
Challenges
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3.1.6 Give details of workshop/training programmes/ sensitization programmes
conducted / organized by the institution with focus on capacity building in
terms of research and imbibing culture among the staff and students.
Special Lectures, workshops and training sessions are regularly organized by the respective
departments. Kindly refer to the Department Profiles for the same. The National Seminars held
in the last five years by in the college as follows:
S.N

Department

Seminar Title

Funding
Agency
UGC

1.

Economics

Industrial Development

2.

Political
Science

State, Democracy and UGC
Development in India

Convener

Year

Dr. Bishnu
Charan Nag
Dr.G.N. Trivedi

2013
2014

3.1.7 Provide details of prioritized research area and the expertise available
with the institution.
Department of Commerce- Accounting, Finance, Company Law, Cost Accounting, Business
Mathematics, Financial Management, Microeconomics, Macroeconomics, Organizational
Behaviour and Development, Marketing & Human Resource Management, Financial
Investments, Marketing & IT, Corporate Governance
Department of Economics - Development Theory, Environmental Economics, Public Economics,
Fiscal Federalism, Issues in Urban Economics, Political Economy, International Economics,
Health Economics, Econometrics, Microeconomics, Macroeconomics
Department of English- Renaissance periods, Cultural Studies, Indian Writing in Translation,
Romantic Poetry, Partition Studies, Literary Theory, Popular Fiction Studies, Theatre &
Performance, Literary Theory, Postcolonial Literature, Cultural Studies, Cultural Policy, Diaspora
Studies, South Asian Women's writing, Religion Studies, Disability Studies, Cultural Studies,
American Literature, Drama Studies. Gender Studies
Department of Hindi - Hindi Drama, Pre & Post-Independence Hindi Literature & Media
Studies, Hindi Literature, Linguistics, Modern Hindi Poetry, Hindi media, Katha Sahitya, Creative
Writing, Poetics
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Department of History- Medieval History, Transition Period in Indian History, Modern Indian
History, Ancient Indian History, Buddhists Studies, Global and Indian Migration History
Department of Political Science- Public Administration, Indian Political Thought, Colonialism &
Nationalism, International Relations, Political Theory & Thought, Gandhi, Gandhian Studies,
Indian Government & Politics, South Asia, Indian Politics, Social Movements, Political Theory
Urbanization, Political Economy, State, Feminist Theory & Politics
The faculty of respective departments have expertise in research in their respective fields.
.

3.1.8 Enumerate the efforts of the institutions in attracting researchers of
eminence to visit the campus and interact with teachers and students.
 The College through its different societies, organizes workshop, talks, seminars,
conferences and invites eminent personalities, researchers, specialists in their areas.
 The North East Students Cell of the College organizes get-togethers of the student
community in the college to encourage sentiments of togetherness and inclusivity. The
cell is also a forum for the students of North-East to share their experiences of racial
discrimination, and engage in a conducive dialogue with the others.

3.1.9 What percentage of the faculty has utilized sabbatical leave for research
activities? How has the provision contributed to improve the quality of research
and imbibe research culture on the campus?
The College teachers are not eligible for sabbatical leave, as per UGC rules.

3.1.10 Provide details of the initiatives taken up by the institution in creating
awareness, advocating, transfer of relative findings of research of the institution
and elsewhere to students and community.
All teachers and a large number of college students volunteered enthusiastically for the Swachh
Bharat Abhiyan held by the University to commemorate Mahatma Gandhi’s birth anniversary.
The occasion provided an opportunity for a fruitful student-teacher interaction over Gandhi’s
teachings and philosophy.
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3.2 Resource Mobilization for Research
3.2.1 What percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research? Give
details of major heads of expenditure, financial allocation and actual utilization.
There is no separate allocation of funds for research in the budget. However, the funds for the
individual Minor/Major project are received by the college and are disbursed to the principal
investigators by the College.

3.2.2 Is there a provision in the institution to provide seed money to the faculty
for research? If so, specify the amount disbursed and the percentage of faculty
that has availed the faculty in the last four years.
There is no such provision in the college to provide money to the faculty although the
UGC/ICSSR/DST promotes such activities of our learned teachers.

3.2.3 What is the financial provision made available to support student research
projects by the students?
 College funds educational field trips for the students.
 College through the university has assisted projects during ‘Gyanodaya’. Innovative
projects and practices have also been funded during university festival ‘Antardhwani’.

3.2.4 How do the various departments, units, staff of the institute interact in
undertaking inter-disciplinary research? Cite examples of successful endeavors
and challenges faced in organizing interdisciplinary research?
The college believes in interdisciplinary approach as the core of pedagogical methodology. This
is evident from the various projects of the University and the college.

Endeavors
 The scheme of ‘Innovation Projects for Colleges’ initiated by University encourages
proposals which are interdisciplinary.
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Challenges
 As the time tables of different department vary, it is always a challenge to find a
common forum for discussion to take collective discussions.
 Bringing together heterogeneous student groups trained in different subject areas with
mixed linguistic abilities is another kind of challenges.

3.2.6 Has the institution received any special grant or finance from the industry
and any other beneficiary agency for developing research facility? If ‘yes’, give
details
 The College has received funding from agencies like ICHR, ICSSR and Government of
India.
 Institution also receives regular funding from Delhi University for different project like
Innovation projects and from UGC

3.2.7 Enumerate the support provided to the faculty in searching research funds
from various agencies, industry and other organizations, Provide details of
ongoing and completed projects and grants received during the last four years.
The College motivates by forwarding their applications to the source agency. Faculty members
find the source of funding through their own means for their research. However, each
application is to be endorsed by the College Principal. The College provides infrastructural
facilities and library facilities.

3.3 Research Facilities
3.3.1 What are the research facilities available to the students and research
scholars within the campus?






The college library houses over 68,000 books on a variety of subjects.
The students and research scholars can avail E-resources at E-resource centre.
The students and faculty members can access all e-journals subscribed by DULS, ILLL, JSTOR
and NLIST.
The college campus is Wi-Fi enabled and it can be used by both students and faculty.
The different departments of the college conduct regular educational visits to various
institutions related to their fields. Such visits provide hands-on knowledge to the students
and enable them to apply the concepts learned in the class.
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The staff members also get reimbursement, as per rules from the college for their travel
and registration for Seminars/ Conferences/Workshops /Refresher courses.

3.3.2 What are the institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and creating
infrastructural facilities to meet the needs of researchers especially in the new
and emerging areas of research?





The college computer centre and E-resources centre is equipped with modern and high-end
software.
The different departments of the college train and specialize its students in certain
disciplines where both practical and theoretical aspects are discussed, e.g. the Department
of Economics specializes its students in statistics and econometrics.
The students are actively involved in teaching and research. For instance, a number of our
students were involved in Innovation project sponsored by Delhi University.

3.3.3 Has the institution received any special grant or finances from the industry
and any other beneficiary agency for developing research facility? If ‘yes’, what
are the instruments/facilities created during the last four years?
The institution receives regular funding from various sponsoring agencies such as UGC, ICSSR
and Delhi University for different projects like Innovation project. Details of some of the grants
utilized for creation of instruments/facilities are as follow
 Dr. G.N. Trivedi (Department of Political Science) received Rs. 4,53,000/- for major
research project (awarded in 2012) of which Rs. 75,000 were spent on books which
were deposited with the college library.


Dr. R.N. Tripathy (Department of Political Science), Dr. B.C. Nag (Department of
Economics) and Mr. Rajnish Kumar Kler (Department of Commerce) received funds
worth 3 lakhs from University of Delhi under an Innovation Project entitled,
“Economically weaker Sections (EWS) Reservation in Public schools of Delhi: Problem
and Challenges”. Part of the fund was utilized for purchasing printer and other
equipments for the college.

3.3.4 Provide details of the library/ information resource center or any other
facilities available specifically for the researchers?
Despite constraints of infrastructure the college maintains a vibrant library. It has more than
68,000 books. The library opens at 2 PM whereas college lecture hours start from 3:30 PM to
ensure maximum utilization by students and faculty. It is regularly updated with new arrivals
and all major daily nationals in Hindi and English and various journals are subscribed by the
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library. The college also has a large collection of encyclopedias and dictionaries. The library has
separate air conditioned reading rooms for faculty and students.

3.3.5 What are the collaborative research facilities developed/ created by the
research institutes in the College. For ex. Laboratories, library, instruments,
computers, new technology etc.
The college library makes resources available on DULS, ILLL, NLIST and JSTOR. The College
provides these facilities through E-Resource Centre, computer center and free Wi-Fi.

3.4 Research Publications and Awards
3.4.1 Highlight the major research achievements of the staff and students in
terms of Patents obtained and filed (process and product)
No patents were filed or obtained as it is beyond the scope of the institution.

Original Research contributing to product improvement
No such research was undertaken.

Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or improving the services
A number of students and faculty members were involved in an Innovation Project sponsored
by University of Delhi. The project was titled, “Economically weaker Sections (EWS) Reservation
in Public schools of Delhi: Problem and Challenges”. The aim was to analyse and highlight
various issues concerning EWS Students in private schools. The project dealt with a highly
relevant issue concerning EWS students admitted in private schools.

Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and social development
3.4.2 Does the institute publish or partner in publication of research journal(s)?
If ‘yes’, indicate the composition of the editorial board, publication policies and
whether such publication is listed in any international database?
The institute does not publish any journals. However individual faculty members are part of the
editorial boards of various journals which is listed under the faculty profile of different
departments.
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3.4.3 Give details of publications by the faculty and students:
Publication per Faculty
Department

Research
Publications
in Journals
46
32
46
70
8

Commerce
Economics
English
Hindi
History
Mathematics
Political
52
Science

Books
Books Edited/Co- Chapters Book
Monograph
Authored/Co- edited/Translated in Books Reviews Authored/Ed.
Authored
1
1
5
7
3
11
2
6
2
20
3
8
15

8

3

3

3.4.4 Provide details (if any) of
 Research awards received by faculty.
 Recognition received by the faculty from reputed, professional bodies and
agencies, nationally and internationally.
 Incentives to faculty for receiving state, national and international
recognitions for research contributions.

 Research awards received by faculty.
Faculty Name
Dr. Bipul Kumar

Award
Year
Teaching Excellence Award by 2014
University of Delhi for academic
session 2013-2014

Dr. Ashwani Kumar

Research Award for Teachers For The 2015
Year 2016-2018 by UGC
Associate for the 2013-2015 by Indian 2013
Institute Of Advanced Study, Shimla
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Department
Hindi

Dr. Priya Bhalla

Dr. Rajesh Kumar

Dr. Pradip Sharan

Dr. Pintu Kumar

Best Paper Award, “Impact of August,
Mergers & Acquisitions on Technical 2014
Efficiency: A Stochastic Distance
Function Approach”, at 9th Annual
Business Research Conference held
on 4th-5th August 2014 at Imperial
College, London, UK
Best Paper Award, “Consolidation in
the Indian Financial Sector: Does it
make the Sector Vulnerable to
Contagion”, at 2nd International
Conference on India 2020: Vision for
the Financial Sector at Sri Guru
Gobind Singh College of Commerce,
University of Delhi.
UGC Research Award Fellow, 2016-18
in English for the Project “Santhali
Dance-Songs
of
Jharkhand:
Contextualizing Art and Culture”
Professional
Development
Scholarship by TESOL, USA
Awarded Scholarship for Access
Teacher
Development
Online
Program
by
Department
of
Linguistics, American English Institute,
University of Oregon (USA).
Fulbright-Nehru
Post-Doctoral
Fellowship, 2015-16. Pursuing PostDoctoral Fellowship on, “Buddhist
Monasteries in Ancient India:
Curriculum and Pedagogy”, from
Department of Religious Studies,
University of Virginia, Virginia, USA

Economics

March,
2014

2016

2012

English

2012

2015

History
Dr. Jaya
Priyadarshini

Prof. J.S. Grewal Prize for the Best
Paper, “The Oppressed as the December,
Oppressors: A Nuanced View on the 2012
Service Jatis of Late Medieval
Marwar”, in Medieval Indian History
Section at the 73rd Session of Indian
History Congress, Mumbai.
Dr. Prahlad Kumar Awarded ‘Teachers Research Award’ 2015
Bairwa
by UGC for 2016-2018
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Political
Science

 Incentives to faculty for receiving state, national and international
recognitions for research contributions.
Dr. Rakesh Sinha

‘B.C. Pal Award’ for Nationalistic 2000
writings by the then Prime Minister A.
B. Vajpayee, 2000

Political
Science

Membership of Professional Bodies:
Department
History
Economics

Faculty Name
Dr. Rajesh Kumar
D.C. Varshney
Dr. Priya Bhalla

Political Science

Dr. G.N. Trivedi

English

Dr. Rajesh Kumar

Dr. Pradip Sharan

Hindi

Dr. Hema Dahiya
Dr. Ashwani Kumar
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Member of
Indian History Congress
Indian History Congress
Fellow and Reviewer at World
Business Institute, Australia
Ex-Fellow,
DCRC,
Delhi
University, Delhi.
Founder, Foundation for
Creative Social Research
Member,
Shastri
Indo
Canadian Association
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 Apeksha
 Asmita
 Pari-Samvad

3.5 Consultancy
3.5.1 Give details of the systems and strategies for establishing institute-industry
interface?
The Placement Committee has been recently constituted by the members of the staff council. It
is managed by a team. The committee is making efforts (both on campus and off campus) to
place the students in industry and academia. Meanwhile, many of our students are getting place
through the Central Placement Cell of the Delhi University.

3.5.2 What is the stated policy of the institution to promote consultancy? How is
the available expertise advocated and publicized?
The college promotes consultancy through various ways such as through its teachers who have
specializations in various fields. It encourages teachers to work as supervisor and advisor to the
scholars at M. Phil. and Ph. D. level. A number of teachers are actively engaged in supervising
and advising research scholars. Some of them are:
1. Dr. Gajendra Nath Trivedi (Department of Political Science): Supervisor to four Ph.D.
scholars, three scholars has completed M. Phil. under his supervision and one is working
under his supervision (DU)
2. Dr. Brij Kishore (Department of Hindi): Supervisor to three Ph. D scholars (DU)
3. Dr. Rajesh Kumar (Department of History): Advisor to one Ph. D scholar (DU)
4. Dr. Vidya Shanker Singh (Department of Hindi): Supervisor to one Ph. D scholar (DU)
5. Dr. Ashwani Kumar (Department of Hindi): Advisor to two Ph. D scholars (DU)
6. Dr. Prahlad Kumar Bairwa (Department of Political Science) Supervisor to one Ph. D
scholar (DU)

3.5.3 How does the institution encourage the staff to utilize their expertise and
available facilities for consultancy services?
The college provides administrative support and related infrastructure to enhance the skills of
faculty members. National seminars organized by college encourage the staff to utilize their
expertise.
For more details kindly refer to section 3.7.1, 3.7.2, and 3.7.4.

3.5.4 List the broad areas and major consultancy services provided during the
last four years:
Although the college encourages consultancy services, it does not generate any revenue from
the same as it is funded by UGC and Govt. of NCT Delhi.
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3.5.5 What is the policy of the institution in sharing the income generated
through consultancy (staff involved, Institution) and its use for institutional
development?
Since the college does not generate any income through consultancy it does not have any policy
for the sharing of the same.

3.6 Extension Activities and Institutional Social Responsibility
3.6.1 How does the institution promote institution – neighbourhood community network and student engagement, contributing to good citizenship,
service orientation and holistic development of students?
The College strives to contribute towards the task of building high sense of social responsibility
and emphasizes on human values in the students to make them successful, both academic and
beyond. The students inculcate the values of good citizenship and concern for the society
through the various societies and clubs in the College. The students along with the teachercoordinator strive to contribute to the society and the environment in different ways. The
College also promotes neighbourhood-community engagement through various
activities/societies through which it engages students for their holistic growth. The students are
encouraged to enrol themselves in a number of activities such as:










National Cadet Corps (NCC): The College has an active NCC unit. The unit also
participates in republic day parade. This inculcates spirit of leadership in the students
and also arouses the feeling of nationalization.
National Service Scheme (NSS): It organizes several activities such as blood donation
camps and also extends its services during times of natural calamities and disasters.
Student’s Union Advisory Committee: It fosters leadership qualities in students along
with developing a team spirit. Many of our students have become prominent public
figures.
New Art and Literary Society (Iris): This society entertains all sorts of creative activities
such as art, craft, and creative writing which brings out the flair in students and provides
a chance to showcase their talent.
Dramatics Society: Our dramatics society presents street plays on important social issues
to create awareness about them.
Music Society (Fussion): This society provides a fair chance to every student to bring out
talent in them.
Gender Champion Society: It is one of the recent attempts to work for women rights. It
has been formed in the College in 2015.The society organized a presentation titled
Representation of women in popular advertisements in Nov 2015.The presentation was
followed by an intense discussion.
Photography Society: The College has a proactive photography society. Among other
things, the students’ cover various scheduled academic and co-curriculum activities in
the College.
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Other Organizations: The College also educates its students through engagements with
NGOs and social organizations.
Other Activities: Our College flagged off cleanliness drive of the entire College.

3.6.2 What is the Institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement in
various social movements / activities which promote citizenship roles?
The following is the institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement in various social
movements and activities:




The College has teacher conveners to monitor the functioning of various societies. There
are student office bearers and volunteers who are regularly mentored by their respective
conveners. Regular meetings and feedback from the students help in assessing and
improving their performance. The College keeps in touch with the stakeholders and tries
to match their needs.
A regular attendance record is maintained throughout the academic session to track the
students’ involvement in the society and clubs. Only those students are provided
attendance waivers who have really contributed/worked for their respective societies

3.6.3 How does the institution solicit stakeholder perception on the overall
performance and quality of the institution?
To solicit stakeholders perception on the overall performance and quality of the institution, the
College does not have any formal declared mechanism but have various committees including
Students Advisory Committees and an elected Students Union to discuss the various issues and
also provide solutions for various problems faced by College staff and students .The issues on
which no consensus could be made are often forwarded to the staff council for their decision.
The issues on which a consensus is arrived at are also sent to staff council for final approval. Also
the stakeholders are free to write to the principal through the College email at
contact@mlnce.org.

3.6.4 How does the institution plan and organize its extension and outreach
programmes? Providing the budgetary details for last four years, list the major
extension and outreach programmes and their impact on the overall
development of students?
Institutional plan and budgetary details:
The institution plans its various programmes and other activities by giving advance information
by sending notification to students and staff. The programmes are organized on regular basis
and an active participation of students is seen in those programs. The College was provided
with Rs.11325 for the year 2014-15 to organize various cultural activities and apart from this
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College also provides each department Rs.5000 for organizing various departmental activities
such as talks and seminars.
Major extensions:
Following are the year wise details of extension and outreach programmes by our College:
2014-15
Particulars
Sports










Debate



College magazine



Antardhavani



Others



Activities And Achievements
Secured 1st position in Football Competition held
by Bits Pilani, Rajasthan.
Secured 2nd place in Spree organized by Birla
Institute of Technology and Science, Goa.
Secured 2nd place in Youth League Tournament.
Secured 1st place in Inter Delhi University Football
Competition.
Secured 1st place in Hockey Competition in Third
Rajiv Gandhi Sports League.
Shashank, student of B.A (P)-3rd year, selected as
Delhi University Football Team Captain.
Abhay Rana, student of B.A (P)-3rd year,
represented Santosh Trophy in National Football
Competition.
Mandip Lakda, student of B.A(P)-3rd year and
Gaurav Kumar, student of B.A (English Hons.) won
silver medal and gold medal respectively in
Taekwondo Competition organized by University
of Delhi.
Secured 2nd place in Inter College Debate
Competition held by University of Delhi.
College publishes its magazine named Asmita
every year which includes creative writing
articles, poems etc. submitted by College
employees (teaching and non-teaching) and
students.
The College participated in Antardhavani cultural
function held by Delhi University on 20th, 21st and
22nd Feb’2015. In this College represented its
various achievements and other activities with
the participation of College staff and students.
Also College displayed its innovative project on
challenges and problems faced by students of
Economically Weaker Sections in public schools
of Delhi given by University of Delhi.
On 2nd Oct’2014 Gandhi Jayanti, College along
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with its staff members and students participated
in Swach Bharat Abhiyaan.
2013-14
Sports














Antardhavani



others





Secured 1st runner up place in Forty Seventh
Haryana Yuva Mahautsav, held on 24th,25th and 26th
Jan’2014 by Haryana.
On the occasion of Independence Day, College
secured 1st runner up place in One Day Football
Tournament organized By Tarun Sangh.
Won the United Football Tournament held on 5th
Feb’2014 to 9th Feb’ 2014 organized by Aaksardham
Society.
Secured 1st place in ‘Spree-2014’ Football
Competition held by Bits Pilani, Goa.
Secured 1st place in Youth Charity Football
Competition held in Dec’2014.
Secured 2nd place in Inter College Football
Competition organized by University of Delhi.
Secured 3rd place in North India Inter College
Football Tournament.
Four students were selected in Indian National
League Second Football Competition.
One student selected for Bhartiya Football Camp in
Bangalore.
Secured three bronze medals in boxing in Inter
College Boxing Competition held by University of
Delhi.
Secured bronze medal in Weight lifting in Delhi
University Weight Lifting Competition.
One student secured gold medal in Power Lifting
Competition held by University of Delhi.
On 14th,15th and 16th Feb’2014 College participated
in Delhi University annual cultural function
Antardhavani. In this the College displayed its
creativity by the way of various projects made by
students, dramatics play by College dramatic society
and many more achievements which become the
source of attraction of audience in the function.
Department of Commerce organized Fest O Comm
on 3rd April’2014 in which following activities were
performed: Poster Making, Rangoli Making
Competition, Admad Show, Debate, Business Plan
etc.
Department of Hindi arranged a talk on 31st March’
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2014 on the topic Swadhinta Aandolan Me Hindi Ki
Bhumika and the talk is given by Dr. Krishandatt
Paliwal (Department of Hindi, University of Delhi).
2012-2013
Sports















Secured gold medal in All India Football
Competition in IIT Kanpur.
Secured 1st place in Inter College Football
Competition held by Uttrakhand Club.
Won football match in Rajeev Gandhi Sports Meet
organized by NSUI.
Won the Spree Bits Football Competition organized
by Bits, Goa.
Won the Inter College Football Competition held by
University of Delhi.
Secured 2nd place in All India Hockey Competition
held by IIT Kanpur.
Champion of Hockey Competition held by University
of Delhi.
For the first time, College hockey team got the
chance to present in Nehru Hockey Tournament
(Gwalior) from Nehru Hockey Society.
Secured 1st place at all India level Shriyukth Baba
Bhagat Ji Samriti Hockey Competition” held in
Sahajhanpur, Rajasthan.
Secured gold medal in Inter College Boxing
Competition held by University of Delhi.
Mandip Lakda, student of College, won the gold
medal in Taekwondo Competition.
Tanuj Katoch and Deepak Kumar students of the
College received silver medal and bronze medal
respectively in Taekwondo Competition.

Others




On 11th April’2013, Department of Hindi arranged a
talk on Kavi Aur Natakkar Jayshankar Parsad given
by Dr.Surender Nath Singh (Department of Hindi,
University of Delhi).
College celebrated sports day on 25th March’2013
and declared Mukesh Dalal, student of B.A (P)-3rd
year, as Sportsman of the year.
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2011-2012
Sports















Other sports achievements

College secured bronze medal in Delhi University
Football Competition.
Secured 1st place in A. S. Rahim Memorial Football
Tournament organized by Jamia Millia Islamia
University.
Secured 1st place in First Uttaranchal Cup Inter
College Football Tournament 2012.
Secured silver medal in Inter College Hockey
Tournament.
Secured 3rd place in First Pravin Kaur Memorial
Open Hockey Competition held by Khalsa College,
University of Delhi.
Balram, student of the College represented Haryana
in Junior National Competition held in Pune.
Secured Gold Medal in Inter College Weight Lifting
Competition.
Secured 2nd place in Body Building Competition held
by University of Delhi.
Secured 1st place and gold medal in Inter College
Power Lifting Competition.
Secured silver medal in Inter College Taekwondo
Competition.
Secured bronze medal and silver medal in Inter
College Boxing Competition.
Secured silver medal in Delhi State Tug of War
Competition.
Shahil Shokin, student of 2nd year, represented Delhi
University in Inter University Swimming and Water
Polo Competition held in Calcutta.

On sports day
 Mohit Kumar and Kumari Neetu , students’ of
B.Com (P)-1st year and B.A (P)-1st year respectively,
declared best athletes.
 Ankit Sharma, student of B.A (P)-2nd year, declared
Sportsman of The Year.
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Others









Department of Economics organized two days
National seminar on the topic Industrialization:
Development for Whom?. Researchers and scholars
from various states and nations participated in this
seminar.
Department of English organized a talk on 13 th April’
2012, on the topic Indian Literature and Some
Questions of Modernity given by Professor Uday
Kumar (Department of English, University of Delhi).
Department of Hindi organized two talks on the
topics Dalit Sahitaye Ka Saundarya Shastra and
Audhunik Hindi Sahitya Aur Jayshankar Parsad,
respectively in the month of Nov’2011 and
April’2012.
In the month of April’2012, Department of History
arranged a talk on The Mahabharat Revisited given
by Professor P.K.Basant from Jamia Millia Islamia
University.

2010-11
Sports











Gaurav Tokas, student of B.A (P)-3rd year,
represented Delhi University in All India University
Water Polo Competition held In Calcutta.
He also represented Delhi State in National Games
held in Jharkhand.
Besides, he also secured one gold medal, two silver
medals and two bronze medals Delhi University
Inter College Competition.
Shahil Shokeen, student B.A (P)-1st year,
represented Delhi University in Inter University
Swimming Competition held in Calcutta.
Shahil also represented Delhi in National Swimming
Competition held in Jaipur.
Also he secured two bronze medals in Delhi
Swimming Competition and won silver medal in
Water Polo Competition Held in Delhi.
Vikram Singh, student of B.A (Hindi Hons.)-1st year
represented Delhi University in Inter University
Power Lifting Competition and also represented
Delhi in the same competition.
Vikram Singh also secured silver medal while
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representing Delhi in North India Power Lifting
Championship held by Indian Power Lifting
Federation in Varanashi.
 Six students’ of our College represented Delhi
University in All India Football Competition held in
Meerut.
 One of our student represented Delhi in National
Games held in Jharkhand.
 Ankit Sharma, student of B.A (P)-2nd year, received
contract of Rs. 18 lac per year from Indian Football
League.
 Also Ankit represented India in Twenty First
International Games.
 In March’2011, our College football team became
1st runner up in Sixth Zakir Hussain Memorial
Football Competition.
 Secured 1st place, trophy and cash prize of Rs.
25000 in First Goyeneka World University Football
Competition held in March’ 2011.
 Mandip, student of B.A (P)-3rd year, won the gold
medal while representing Haryana in National
Hockey Competition.
 Mandip also secured silver medal in National Open
Under Nineteenth Hockey Competition.
 Also he represented Delhi University in Inter
University Hockey Competition held in Jamia Millia
Islamia University.
 Manish Kumar, student of B.A (P)-2nd Year, secured
silver medal in State Level Hockey Competition and
also he represented Delhi University in All India
Inter University Hockey Competition.
 Mukesh Dalal, student of B.A (P)-1st Year, secured
bronze medal in Junior National Hockey
Competition held in Pune.
 Balram Dahiya, student of B.A (P)-1st year secured
bronze medal in Junior National Hockey
Competition held in Pune and also represented
Delhi in National Games held in Jharkhand.
 College hockey team secured 1st place in First
Padamshree
Shyamlal
Memorial
Hockey
Championship held by Shyamlal College in
Feb’2011.
Other sports achievement by On the sports day College declared
students
 Mukesh Kumar and Taanya, students’ of B.A(P)-1st
year and B.A(P)-3rd year respectively, declared best
Athletes.
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Others



Pardip Kumar, student of B.A (P)-3rd year, declared
Sportsman of the year.



Our students participated in various programs held
by Delhi Doordarshan. On 21st Oct’2010, our College
students’ participated in “Youth Express” held on
Delhi Doordarshan.
On 16th Dec’2010, Department of History arranged
a talk on the topic “Issues On Human Rights,
Gender and Environment in Visual Representation “
and talk was given by Dr. Anirudh Desh Pandey
(Associate
Professor,
History
Department,
University of Delhi).
In April’2011, Department of Hindi organized a talk
entitled Naagaarjun Ka Kavaye.
In Feb’2011, Department of Political Science
arranged a talk on New Religious Movement In
India given by Dr. Manider Singh of Jawahar Lal
Nehru University.
In March’2011, Department of English organized
Poetry Recitation and Elocution Contest which
motivated the students to participate in large
numbers.








3.6.5 How does the institution promote the participation of students and faculty
in extension activities including participation in NSS, NCC, YRC and other
National/ International agencies?
The College encourages students to take active part in NSS and NCC activities. To encourage
active participation the teachers who participate in extension activities are granted duty leave,
and students are given attendance for the missed classes. Also the best cadet and best NSS
volunteer are awarded on annual day every year

3.6.6 Give details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any)
undertaken by the College to ensure social justice and empower students from
under-privileged and vulnerable sections of society?
The College undertakes following steps to ensure social justice and empower students from
under-privileged sections of society:



The College has a Fee Concession Committee which provides concession to the students
from weaker sections of the society.
Bilingual classes are taken by teachers to bring the students from vulnerable sections of
the society to mainstream.
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For economically weaker sections we have ample number of scholarships available for
their benefits.
The College also facilitates UGC scholarships for all students of the North East.
Seats are reserved for students belonging to SC/ST and OBC category and they are given
relaxation in the cut off percentage at the time of admission.
The College has Nodal Officers for SC/ST, OBC, and PWD students.
The College has constituted committees for prevention of sexual harassment and such
cases.
The Anti-Ragging Committee ensures that no student faces any kind of physical or
mental harassment in the College.
Counselling and Help desk services are made available at the time of admission.

3.6.7 Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the extension activities
organized by the institution, comment on how they complement students’
academic learning experience and specify the values and skills inculcated.
Acquiring a graduate degree is not sufficient in the present times when every year almost 12
million are added to the Indian job market. Considering this, the College lays emphasis on
interactive sessions, engaging students, building skills and teaching using latest available
technology through students’ involvement.









Through debates the oratory skills are developed among students and general
awareness is enhanced.
Participation in sports enables the students to display immense sports potential and
enhances their physical strength.
National seminars organized by the College gives students and faculty an exposure to
real world problems and also help them to understand how to write concept note,
organize thematic sessions and finally summarize the seminar.
Students’ participation in NCC, NSS helps to develop sense of patriotism, unity, and
leadership qualities etc.
Gyanodaya, the education trip was conceptualized by university of Delhi in which College
participated in 2014. Such participation provides students’ a strong sense of citizenship
and helps in imbibing civil society values.
Antardhavani annual cultural function organized by University of Delhi gives an
opportunity to students’ to collaborate with different institutions, persons, colleagues
and building self-motivation.
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3.6.8 How does the institution ensure the involvement of the community in its
reach out activities and contribute to the community development? Detail on
the initiatives of the institution that encourage community participation in its
activities?
The institution promotes neighbourhood-community engagement through various activities and
societies through which it engages students for their holistic growth.




The staff members donate some fixed amount from their salary (that is decided by staff
council from time to time) in case of all major national and international calamities.
The NSS organizes blood donation camps and also extends services during times of
natural calamities and disasters.
Our college dramatics society presents street plays on several important social issues.

3.6.9 Give details on the constructive relationships forged (if any) with other
institutions of the locality for working on various outreach and extension
activities.
The College effectively collaborates with the concerned agencies to conduct several activities.
Two recent activities conducted are:


ANTARDHAVANI ANNUAL CULTURAL FUNCTION
In the year 2013-14 and 2014-15 the institution participated in Antardhavani, the annual
cultural function, held by Delhi University. In this, our College got the opportunity to
represent its achievements and potential capabilities at the university level, which
became the source of attraction of audience. Our College students’ dramatic society
presented a drama on social issues. A large number of students and College staff
participated as a team to represent the College in the function and also our College
received an innovation project from Delhi University that dealt with the issue of
ECONOMICALLY WAEKER SECTIONS Reservation In Public Schools-Problems and
Challenges”.



GYANODAYA- V “DHAROHAR- THE GLORY OF NORTH EAST”
Gyanodaya, the educational trip was conceptualized by University of Delhi in 2012 under
the vice chancellor Prof. Dinesh Singh. University of Delhi arranged a train through the
assistance of Indian Railways and dedicated the train for Gyanodaya known as
‘Gyanodaya Express’. The students’ of Motilal Nehru College (Evening) participated for
the first time in Gyanodaya- V, “Dharohar- The Glory of North East” in the year 2014. The
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Gyanodaya team of the College along with other Colleges of University of Delhi started
the educational trip from Delhi on the 18th of December and reached Kamakhya
(Guwahati) on the evening of 20th December. It was from Guwahti the team from
different Colleges of University started their visit to different states of North-East India.
As the students of Motilal Nehru College (Evening) had to visit the State of Manipur, the
team headed toward Manipur and reached on the evening of 21 st Dec’2014. There was a
lot of excitement amongst the students as most of them hadn’t been to the North East
before. The first day in Imphal, started on an auspicious note, as the team visited
Govindaji Temple in Imphal. The numerous forms and incarnation of Vishnu enthralled
them. This visit was momentous for our team as the research was on art, craft and
folklores of Manipur.
Thereafter, the team visited the Imphal War Cemetery where they learnt about the fate
of the British soldiers who lost their lives while fighting during Second World War. In the
evening, they were invited to a night of cultural programme organized by the Education
Minister and the Chief Minister of Manipur. The second day started off with the visit to
Iskcon temple, the temple combined both the modern and traditional forms of
architecture. Next, the team headed to INA Museum, were they had a firsthand
experience of looking at the artifacts and photographs from the Second World War.
There was an imposing and a remarkable statue of Subhash Chandra Bose within the INA
complex. Some students saluted the statue upon their entry to building. One of our
students Sakshi Rawat was awarded a special gift on the Christmas Eve from the Tourism
Department as her gesture of saluting was deeply appreciated .Thereafter, our College
team went to the Loktak Lake, which is the largest fresh water lake in the North East
India. On the third day of the trip, the team got a wonderful opportunity to understand
the importance and the status quo of the sports in the state. Overall, it was an enriching
experience for our students.
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3.6.10 Give details of awards received by the institution for extension activities
and/contributions to the social/community development during the last four
years.
Following are the year wise details of awards received by the institutions for extension activities:
SPORTS:
2014-15


Won gold medal and silver medal in Taekwondo competition organized by University of
Delhi.

2013-14




Our College Football team Secured 1st place in Youth Charity Football Competition held
in Dec’ 2014.
One of our student secured gold medal in Power Lifting Competition by University of
Delhi.
Secured three bronze medals in boxing in Inter College Boxing Competition held by
University of Delhi.

2012-2013








Secured gold medal in All India Football Competition in IIT Kanpur.
Secured 1st place in Inter College Football Competition held by Uttrakhand Club.
Won football match in Rajeev Gandhi Sports Meet organized by NSUI.
Won the Spree Bits Football Competition organized by Bits Goa.
Secured gold medal in Inter College Boxing Competition held by University of Delhi.
College won gold medal in Taekwondo Competition.
Two students of the College received silver medal and bronze medal in Tawkwondo
Competition.

2011-12







College secured bronze medal in Delhi University Football Competition.
Secured 1st place and A.S. Rahim Memorial Trophy in First A. S. Rahim Memorial Football
Tournament organized by Jamia Millia Islamia University.
Secured 1st place in First Uttranchal Cup Inter College Football Tournament 2012.
Secured silver medal in Inter College Hockey Tournament.
Secured 3rd place in First Pravin Kaur Memorial Open Hockey Competition held by Khalsa
College, University of Delhi.
Won the Second I.M.E Padamshree Shyamlal Memorial Hockey Competition 2011-12.
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NCC:
One of our students Poonam Kumari attended SNIC camp from 28 th Oct to 8th Nov 2012 at
Jaisalmer, Rajasthan. Our College students also participated following camps:









Swimming Cadre from 11th Aug’ 2014 to 1st Sept’2014 held by Naval Unit.
NCC Sports from 1st Aug’2014 to 26th Sept’ 2014 (42 days camp) held by Naval Unit.
Ship Modelling Camp from 24th July’ 2013 to 6th Sept’ 2013(43 days camp) held by Naval
Unit.
CACT Camp at Delhi Cantt on 6th Sept’ 2013.
NCC National Games (Kabaddi) held from 1st Sept’2013 to 24th Sept’ 2013.
Sailing and Pooling Cadre from 5th Sept’2013 to 16th Sept’ 2013.
Combined Annual Training Camp at DG NCC Camp Parade Ground Delhi Cantt from 26 th
Aug’ 2013 to 4th Sept’ 2013.
Our College NCC team also participated in Republic Day Parade.

3.7 COLLABORATION
3.7.1 How does the institution collaborate and interact with research
laboratories, institutes and industry for research activities. Cite examples and
benefits accrued of the initiatives - collaborative research, staff exchange,
sharing facilities and equipment, research scholarships etc.
The College does not have formal collaboration with research laboratories, institutes or
industries for research activities. However, the College collaborates with national and
international bodies and conducts workshops, talks, seminars and conferences.

3.7.2 Provide details on the MoUs/ collaborative arrangements (if any) with
institutions of national importance/other universities/ industries/Corporate
(Corporate entities) etc. and how they have contributed to the development of
the institution.
The College is 100% UGC funded so the institution does not have any formal MOU and
collaborative arrangements with the institutions of national importance, other universities,
industries, corporate etc. However the College is planning to start research centers concerning
issues such as women development, Gandhian studies. In this regard the College is planning to
approach UGC for funding these research centers.
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3.7.3 Give details (if any) on the industry-institution-community interactions
that have contributed to the establishment / creation/ up-gradation of academic
facilities, student and staff support, infrastructure facilities of the institution viz.
laboratories/ library/ new technology/ placement services etc.
The College has partnered with Sulabh International for maintenance and cleanliness of the
campus and it is regularly monitoring the same.

3.7.4 Highlighting the names of the eminent scientists / participants, who
contributed to the events, provide details of national and international
conferences organized by the College during last four years.
The College regularly schedules academic activities for the enrichment of the students’ and
faculty members. The details of two national seminars are as follows:
On 20th-21st March’ 2012, Department of Economics organized two days national seminar
sponsored by UGC on the topic Industrialization: Development for Whom?. Economists from
various nations participated in this seminar. The following was the list of participants who
contributed to the seminar:
 Dr. Sartik Bag, Associate Professor, Department Of Political Science, Babasaheb Bhimrao
Ambedkar University, Lucknow, UP
 Mr. Nilotpal Bal, Assistant professor, MLNC (E), University of Delhi
 Mr. Jatinder, Research Scholar, Centre for Economic Studies and Planning, Jawaharlal
Nehru University, New Delhi
 Dr. Niranjan Chichuan, Lokashray Foundation, New Delhi
 Radhika Kumar, Assistant Professor, MLNC (E), University of Delhi
 Dr. Suresh R, Assistant Professor, Swami Sraddhanand College, University of Delhi
 Dr. Rabindra Kumar, Associate Professor, IGNOU, New Delhi
 Dr. Nandini Sen, Associate Professor, Department of English, Bharti College, University of
Delhi
 Dhanda Parveen, Ph.d Research Scholar INP/CIPOD/SIS Jawaharlal Nehru University, New
Delhi
In March’ 2008 Department of Political Science organized two days national seminar sponsored
by UGC on the topic State, Development and Democracy in India. The following was the
participants who contributed to the event:
 Professor Achin Vanaik, Head of Department, Political Science Department , University of
Delhi
 Dr. Suhha Pai, Centre For Political Studies, Jawahar Lal Nehru University
 Dr. Om Parkash, Zakir Hussain College, University of Delhi
 Dr. M. N. Thakur, Centre for Political Studies, Jawahar Lal Nehru University
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Dr. Anuja Agarwal, Department of Sociology, Delhi School of Economics
Dr.Gautam Naulakha, Member, Pepoles Union for Democratic Right (PUDR)
Dr. Anupama Roi, Fellow,Centre For Women Development Studies
Professor Mahesh Rangrajan, Department of History, University of Delhi
Dr. Savita Singh , Dyal Singh College, University of Delhi
Dr.Kamla Shankaran, Campus Law Centre, Law Centre 1, University of Delhi
Karen Gabriel, Associate Professor, St Stephen College, University of Delhi
Dr. Aditya Nigam, Fellow, CSDS, New Delhi
Professor Ujjwal Singh, Political Science Department, University of Delhi

3.7.5 How many linkages/ collaborations have actually resulted in formal MoUs
and agreements? List out the activities and beneficiaries and cite examples (if
any) of the established linkages that enhanced and/ or facilitated:
a) Curriculum development/ enrichment
b) Internship/ On-the-job training
c) Summer placement
d) Faculty exchange and professional development
e) Research
f) Consultancy
g) Extension
h) Publication
i) Student Placement
j) Twinning Programs
k) Introduction of new courses
l) Student Exchange
m) Any other
Research:






Dr. Ashwani Kumar, Department of Hindi, received UGC sponsored major research
project entitled Bhartiya Dalit Sahitya ka Sandharb Aur Patrakaarita. The project is
sponsored for two years and work is in the process.
Dr. Rajesh Kumar, Department of English, received two year UGC sponsored research
project entitled Santhali Dance-Songs of Jharkhand: Contextualizing Art and Culture.
Dr. Pralad Kumar Bairwa, Department of Political Science, received a research project
entiled Swach Bharat Abhiyaan, sponsored by UGC for two years.
Dr. Radhanath Tripathy, Department of Political Science, Dr. Bishnu charan Nag,
Department of Economics and Mr. Rajnish kumar kler, Department of Commerce
received an innovation research project worth Rs. 300000 on the topic Economically
Weaker Sections (ECONOMICALLY WAEKER SECTIONS) Reservation in Public Schools of
Delhi: Problems and Challenges.The project was sponsored by University of Delhi for one
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year three months (from 13th Nov’2013 to 31st March’2015) and the report was
submitted in first week of April’2015.
Dr. G. N. Trivedi, Department of Political Science, undertook a project entitled
Resurgence of Maoist Movement in India and Inter State Studies costing Rs. 453000 for
two years sponsored by UGC in 2012 and report to be shortly submitted.

Publications:
Refer to Annexure on Departmental Profiles/
Introduction of new courses:




Economics (Hons.) was introduced under FYUP in the year 2013 but later on it was
discontinued after withdrawal of FYUP system. Now, the College is planning to
reintroduce Economics (Hons.) again.
In the year 2015-16, discipline course in Hindi, English and Physical Education were
introduced in B.A (P).

3.7.6 Detail on the systematic efforts of the institution in planning, establishing
and implementing the initiatives of the linkages/ collaborations.




The College has made efforts to provide placements to students. Recently, a Placement
Cell has been constituted for the same. The Committee is planning to organise several
guidance and counselling sessions to its students.
The College regularly organizes seminars, talks and various others activities to strengthen
the learning skills of students’ as well as faculty members.
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Criterion-IV
Infrastructure and Learning Resources
4.1 Physical Facilities
4.1.1 What is the policy of the institute for creation and enhancement of
infrastructure that facilitate effective teaching and learning?













Despite the limitation of funds sanctioned by UGC, the College has tried to
develop suitable infrastructure that benefits the students as well as the Faculty
and the Staff.
Classrooms have been constructed from time to time to suit the Curriculum
requirement. Measures have always been taken to keep pace with the curriculum
advancements. Some of the classrooms are well-equipped with Projectors and
white boards..
The College has constituted a Building Committee to further develop the
infrastructure and get some more rooms constructed for extra-curricular
activities.
The College utilizes the grants as per Delhi University guidelines from time to
time.
In order to suit the needs of the differently-abled students , disabled- friendly
infrastructure such as ramps, toilets etc. has been provided all around the
campus.
Air-conditioned Conference room equipped with LCD Projector, Mic system etc; is
available to the faculty and students to organize seminars, talks, debates etc. to
enhance learning experience and develop new skills.
The College has always focussed on developing and providing ICT based learning.
The software and hardware of the computers are regularly upgraded according to
need.
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4.1.2 Details of the facilities available:
a) Curricular and Co-curricular activities:
Classrooms and Tutorial space
Technology-enabled learning space
Seminar Hall
Laboratories
Botanical Garden
Animal house
Specialized Facilities and Equipment for
Teaching, Learning and Research

36+15
7
1
2 computer labs
NA
NA
5 Projectors and 25 laptops

Number of Computers, Laptops, Printers and Projectors
Name of
Department
Principal
Room
Administrative
Officer Room
P.A. Room
Administrative
Office

No. of
Laptops Projectors Total No.
Computers
of
(Working)
Computers

1

1

1
5

1
7

Accounts
Office

7

7

Computer Lab

67

1

7

E-Resource
Centre
Library

20

1

40

3

1

9
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Printer/Fax Name

Total UPS

FAX L170

2

HP LaserJet 1020
Cannon Photocopier
HP LaserJet P2035
HP LaserJet 1000
Series(2 printers)
Samsung ML 2010(3
printers)
HP LaserJet 1020
HP LaserJet 1020 Plus
Photocopier(IR2525)
Scanner Fujitsu
HP LaserJet 1536
HP LaserJet 1160
HP LaserJet 3015
Samsung ML 2010
HP LaserJet 400 Pro
Xerox Printer

3
2
10

9

5
centralized
UPS(3×10
KvA,
2×2KvA
35 UPS
HP LaserJet 1020 Plus

11

b) Details of Extra-curricular activities:
Sports(Indoor)

 Weight lifting
 Power lifting
 Body Building

Sports(Outdoor)















Gymnasium
Auditorium
NSS
NCC
Cultural Activities
Public Speaking
Communication Skills Development
Yoga
Health and Hygiene

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes







Hockey
Football
Basketball
Volleyball
Judo
Taekwondo
Athletics
Kabbadi
Swimming
Wrestling
Cross Country
Riffle Shooting
Water Polo

Medical Room: There is Medical Room in the College which is visited by a qualified
doctor twice a week. The Students and Teachers are provided free medical consultation
and check-up.
Canteen: The College Canteen provides a variety of snacks, foods and soft drinks. Utmost
care is observed in giving quality food by ensuring good hygiene. The college provides
safe drinking water for all.
The College is striving to build Cultural Room for students for their practice.
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4.1.3 How does the institution plan and ensure that the available infrastructure
is in line with its academic growth and is optimally utilized? Give specific
examples of the facilities developed/augmented and the amount spent
during the last four years(enclose the Master Plan of the
institution/campus and indicate the existing physical infrastructure and
the future planned expansions if any)
The College has constituted the Building Committee to ensure that the existing
infrastructure caters to the needs of academic as well as non-academic activities taking
place in the College.
The Committee looks into the expansion of the infrastructure keeping in mind the future
needs of the college.
During the last four years, College has added 8 classrooms in J-block and 10 more
classrooms in the playground built in two floors.
The College is planning to spend Rs. 30, 00,000 for the upgradation of the Computer Lab.
We have been contributing our share to Morning College for the development of
infrastructure.

Amount Shared with the Morning College for development of
Infrastructure
Porta Cabins
Renovation(Ground Floor)
10 classrooms(PG block)
8 classrooms(J-block)
Electric Substation

Rs. 12,31,000
Rs. 57,05,543
Rs. 50,32,950
Rs. 52,06,500
Rs. 20,47,890

Amount to be shared with the Morning College in near future for further
Infrastructure development
Old Library Rooms
Furniture

Rs. 1,04,373
Rs. 7,62,902

We are also planning to build four new rooms for non-academic activities.
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Master Plan of the College
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4.1.4 How does the institute ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the
requirements of the students with physical disabilities?
 Special laptops with better configuration and features are available to the visually/physically
challenged persons. Lex Ear Device with laptop is available for the visually-challenged
students.
 The College has ramps all around the building for easy movement of PWD category students.
 College also provides an all-inclusive learning environment for visually challenged students.
It has numerous Braille books in the library.
 College also provides Reader-Writer facility whenever/wherever required by its students.
 By referring to enabling unit and equal opportunity cell of the College ensures that
infrastructure for the disabled is enhanced and upgraded.

4.1.5 Give details on the residential facility and various provisions available
within them:
The College does not provide residential facility.

4.1.6 What are the provisions made available to students and staff in terms of
health care on the campus and off the campus?





College has a medical room with an attending doctor for twice a week.
The College is also close to WUS health centre of south campus.
In case of any emergency, College has security guards round the clock.
Some of the employees of the College are member of WUS health centre for which they
have to pay monthly fee. Some of the most prestigious hospitals are on Delhi University's
panel either on direct payment or for money reimbursement.
 Medical facilities are provided to employees as per the guidelines of the University.

4.1.7 Give details of the Common Facilities available on the campus- spaces for
special units like IQAC, Grievance Redressal unit, Women's Cell, Counselling and
Career Guidance, Placement unit, Health Centre, Canteen, Recreational spaces
for staff and students, safe drinking water facility, auditorium, etc.
The College provides following facilities on the campus:






Girls Common Room
Medical Room
Student Union Rooms
Practice rooms for Cultural activities
College has a dedicated suggestion boxes all over the campus for any grievance.
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Placement Cell
Conference/Seminar Rooms
Staff Rooms attached with a reading/meeting room.
Library
College has water coolers with RO system all over the campus
College has a very well-spaced canteen providing different cuisines.
Free Wi-Fi

4.2 Library as a Learning Resource

4.2.1 Does the library have an Advisory Committee? Specify the Composition of
such a committee. What significant initiatives have been implemented by a
committee to render the library, student/ user friendly?
Library Committee is a Staff-Council committee, which acts as an advisory committee, and is
responsible for effective functioning of the library and formulates the guidelines for purchasing
the library resources.
Its composition is:
(a) The Principal
(b) Convener
(c) All Heads of the Departments
(d) Librarian.
The functions of the committee are the following:
• To approve of the annual budget for the library.
• To approve and purchase of Journals/ Periodicals and Books in the Library.
• Library is equipped with the CCTV cameras and Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) system to
prevent the pilferage and overall monitoring and surveillance of the library. After installation of
CCTV cameras the library has cut down on its losses significantly for now it is very easy to
monitor the library when any Library staff member is on leave.
• Access to e-resources and e-journals through NLIST & DULS
• To address issues and grievances pertaining to library matters
• To make the library student-friendly.
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4.2.2 Provide details of the following.
Total Area of the Library (in Sq. Mts.) 3100 sq mtr approx.
50 for Students and
15 for Teachers
Working Hours on working days, on The library remains open on Monday to
holidays, before examination days, Friday and the timings are 1.30 p. m to 9.00
p. m.

Total Seating Capacity

during examination days during
vacation.
Layout of the Library
(individual reading carrels, lounge
area for browsing and relaxed
reading, IT zone for accessing eresources)

• Circulation Counter area.
• Reference books area
• Reading Hall area
• Stack area
• Periodicals/Journals section
• Current Journals, Magazines
Newspapers display area.
• Check- out Desk.
•Property Counter.
•Teachers Reading Room section.
• OPAC area/ Help Desk.

and

4.2.3 How does the library ensure purchase and use of current titles, print and ejournals and other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on procuring
new books, journals and e-resources during the last four years.
Text & Reference Journals/
Newspapers
Books
Periodicals ( Print Magazines
& Electronic)
2014-15
Number
Cost ( In Rupees)

1140
3,66,604

Number
Cost ( In Rupees)

1925
4,17,361

08
11,000

(08+12)
25,076

03
4,085

(08+12)
23,204

(02+01)
7,160

(07+12)
18,419

04
4,885

(06+12)
18,529

2013-14

2012-13
Number
Cost ( In Rupees)

2173
4,61,474
2011-12

Number
Cost ( In Rupees)

1042
2,19,185
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4.2.4 Provide details on the ICT and other tools deployed to provide maximum
access to the library collection?

OPAC

Yes
• One Terminal
Management User access through User ID and Password
created and control by NLIST.

Electronic Resource
Package for e-journals
Federated searching to search articles As per provision and controlled by NLIST and
DULS.
in multiple database
Library does not have a separate website, but
Library website
In house/ remote access to
publications

has a page on the College website.
e- No

Library Automation
Total number of computers for Public
Access
Total number of printers for public
access
Internet bandwidth/speed
Institutional Repository
Content management system for elearning
Participation in Resource Sharing
networks/consortia

Using SOUL Software.
Nil
Nil
2mbps
Not yet implemented
NO
Yes, UGC N-LIST and DULS

4.2.5 Provide details on the following items:Average number of walk-ins
Average
number
of
books
issued/returned
Ratio of library books to student
enrolled
Average number of books added
during last three years
Average number of login to OPAC
Average number of login to eresource downloaded/printed
Number of Information Literacy &

500
1200
1 book : 25 Students
1746
10 per day
05 per day
Orientation programme is being organized in
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the beginning of each semester with the
objective to familiarize the students with
library resources, services, facilities,
arrangements, sections, rules and
regulations.
Details of weeding out of books and 2012-13 = 2222 Books

Training organized

other materials

4.2.6. Give details of the specialized services provided by the Library
Manuscripts
Reference

Nil
Yes, provided to all students and faculty
members
Yes
No
& Display of List of New books, Journals &
Magazine on Library Notice Board

Reprographic
ILL (Inter Library Loan Service)
Information
deployment
notification
Download
Printing
Reading
list
/Bibliography
Compilation In-house/Remote access
to e-resource centre.
User orientation and awareness
Assistance in searching database
Inflibnet/IUC facilities

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes, User Orientation and awareness
program conducted for fresher students in
the beginning of the first semester
Yes
UGC-NLIST, DULS

4.2.7. Enumerate on the support provided by the Library Staff to the students &
teachers of college.
The Library staff provides support to the students and teachers of the College by helping:
• To guide the users to access the library resources from the OPAC search engine.
• Helps in locating Books, Periodicals and other library resources.
• To search books, periodicals and other library resources.
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• To search and download e-resources and scan and print documents.
 Reference service available to students and faculty members.
 To assist the differently-abled for all their study needs.

4.2.8 What are the special facilities offered by the library to the visually/
physically challenged persons? Give details.
Following facilities are offered by the Library to the visually/physically challenged persons: Reference services all time irrespective of timings
 Special laptops with better configuration and features given to visually/ physically challenged
persons. Lex Air Device with Laptop (Notebook) available for Visually Challenged Students.

4.2.9 Does the Library get the feedback from its user? If yes, how is it analyzed &
used for improving the library services (what strategies are deployed by the
Library to collect feedback from user? How is the feedback analyzed & used for
further improvement of the Library services?
Library gets the feedback through the following methods from the users.
 Through Suggestion Box installed in the library.
 The suggestions are examined by the library committee and necessary action is taken to
implement changes in the infrastructure provided.
 Purchase of books as per students requirement.
 Librarian is always available for assistance in locating resources and answering user questions
or any other help.
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4.3 IT Infrastructure
4.3.1

S.No Details of Desktop Computer with
Configuration
1.

2.

3.

Qty.

Acer /Veriton M200 Series / 2.60 GHz,
80
AMD Phenom (-1m) II X4 810 Processor /
2GB RAM/ 320 GB HDD, LCD 19” Monitor,
Windows 7 Professional 32 Bit, Symantec
Antivirus.
HP Intel Core[TM] 2 CPU,6600 @ 2.40GHz 40
2.39 GHz, 512MB RAM, 80 GB Hard Disk,
15” Monitor, USB Keyboard and mouse,
Windows XP Service Pack-2, Symantec
Antivirus.
HP Intel (R) Core [TM] i5-3470S CPU @
2
2.90GHz, 4GB RAM, 1TB HARD DISK, with
Microsoft Windows 8.1 64 Bit

LAN

WiFi

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Give details on the computing facilities available (hardware and software) at the
institution.

S.NO

Details of Laptop Computer with
Configuration

Qty.

Wi-Fi

1.

HP / Probook 445 G1, 8GN RAM / AMD Elite
A65350M 2.9 GHz Processor, Ubuntu 12.04

595

Yes

2.

For Blind

01

There are a total of 122 Desktops, 596 (1 special for Blind) Laptops & 02 Servers as per the
details given below:

S.NO

Details of Server with Configuration

Qty.

LAN

1.

Acer Server / Intel ® Xeon (R) CPU E-5620 @ 2.40
GHz (2 Processors) with Windows 2008 (Server) R2
installed / 8GB RAM / 500 GB HDD, Windows Server
2008.

02

Yes
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Computer-student ratio
Standalone facility
LAN facility
Wi-Fi Facility
Licensed Software

Number of nodes/ computers with
Internet facility
Any other

1:3
Yes
Yes
Yes
Microsoft Windows 8.1 (32 Bit & 64 Bit),
Microsoft Windows 8 (32 Bit & 64 Bit),
Windows 7 Professional (32 Bit & 64 Bit),
Microsoft Office 2013 Professional, Microsoft
Office 2010 Professional, Symantec Antivirus.
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Projectors Installed In Library, E-Resource and
Computer Lab are enabled with Sound System

4.3.2 Detail on the computer and internet facility made available to the faculty
and students on the campus and off-campus?
1. Computer Labs with 100 Computers dedicated to be used for Students including
Computer Lab & E-Resource Lab.
2. The College campus is Wi-Fi enabled.
3. Free access of Google N-List to all faculty members.

4.3.3 What are the institutional plans and strategies for deploying and upgrading
the IT infrastructure and associated facilities?











The College is planning to conduct most of the things online like we have introduced
Online Fee Payment System in order to end the rush in the Accounts and Administrative
Departments.
We are also planning to set up Online Admission System for the convenience of students.
College is using Online Job Application Software to make convenient the advertising for
Non-Teaching Posts. All the recruitments related to the Non-Teaching Posts are being
done Online. In future, the College plans to use Online Job Application Software for
Teaching Posts as well.
More Access Points for Wi-Fi will be deployed as new classrooms are under construction.
We are expecting high speed internet connections in near future and also our separate
fibre internet line connection from the University.
College is planning to establish smart class rooms for teachers in coming session which
would be audio/video enabled. The CDs of lecture classes will be available in college
library, for which we have successfully tested a few classes.
Students are allowed to directly email their suggestions and difficulties, if any, to the
Principal at contact@mlnce.org which is regularly checked.
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4.3.4 Provide details on the provision made in the annual budget for
procurement, up gradation, deployment and maintenance of the computers and
their accessories in the institution (Year wise for last four years)
2011-12
General Fund (as per NIL
Budget Provision)

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

NIL

NIL

NIL

4.3.5 How does the institution facilitate extensive use of ICT resources including
development and use of computer-aided teaching/ learning materials by its staff
and student?
The institution encourages the use of ICT facilities.
 Teachers are encouraged to use ICT resources in their teaching and to obtain reading
material from the internet.
 College organizes/video screenings/seminars/workshops/conferences/talks and make use of
the services.
 Teachers are taking online assignments so that the wastage of paper is minimized. Students
are becoming more skilled with computers based assignments. Further it helps in checking
plagiarism as well.
 The College website is regularly updated to provide information to all its stakeholders.
 Students are encouraged to make presentations as part of their assignments.
 Student Attendance is uploaded every month on the college website for students to keep a
track of their record and improve it if needed. The Internal Assessment marks of the
students are also displayed on the website.

4.3.6 Elaborate giving suitable examples on how the learning activities and
technologies deployed (access to on-line teaching-learning resources,
independent learning, ICT enabled classrooms/ learning spaces etc.) by the
institution place the student at the centre of teaching-learning process and
render the role of a facilitator for the teacher.
Students are provided with theory and practical classes on the following:
1. Ubuntu 12.4 LTS Version
2. Tally ERP 9.0
3. Advance Excel 2013
4. MS Office 2013
5. Google N-List access
6. Internet basic
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7. HTML Coding
8. E- Commerce
9. Hardware and Networking

4.3.7 Does the institution avail of the National Knowledge Network connectivity
directly or through the affiliating university? If so, what are the services availed
of?
The procurement of the National Knowledge Network Connectivity is in process.

4.4 Maintenance of Campus Facilities
4.4.1 How does the institution ensure optimal allocation and utilization of the
available financial resources for maintenance and upkeep of the following
facilities (substantiate your statements by providing details of budget allocated
during last four years)
The College has duly constituted a Purchase Committee to supervise all the purchases. The
budgetary details of expenditure of last 4 financial years are as under:
Budget Allocation for 2012 to 2017
Equipment (Purchase)
Rs. 11, 00,000/Equipment (Maintenance) Rs. 8, 86,000/-

S.No Particulars

2011-12

2012-13

1.

NIL

Rs.2,21,410 NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

NIL

Rs. 93,273

NIL

NIL

2.

3.

4.

5.

Equipment
(Photocopy
Machine)
Maintenance of
Computer
&
Equipment.
Computer (Minor
repair & other
expenses)
Building
&
General
Maintenance
Furniture

2013-14

2014-15

4.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for maintenance and upkeep of the
infrastructure, facilities and equipment of the College?
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The Library Committee comprising faculty member from each department looks after the future
need of new infrastructure and ICT requirements and gives its recommendation to do the
needful. Annual maintenance contract with external vendors is signed for sensitive equipment.
The College has a computer operator cum trainee who handles the maintenance and upkeep of
the College equipment and facilities. Moreover, the College has an electrician who takes care of
all the electrical needs.

4.4.3 How and with what frequency does the institute take up calibration and
precision measures for the equipment/ instruments?
The College has its Scrap Assessment Committee constituted every year to find the obsolete
equipments in the college and give recommendations for further purchase.
The College takes up calibration and precision on a regular basis to measure the
equipment/instruments on the advice of respective departments.

4.4.4 What are the major steps taken for location, upkeep and maintenance of
sensitive equipments (voltage fluctuations, constant supply of water etc.)?
The College has a computer operator cum caretaker who keeps a check on the maintenance and
upkeep of the College equipment and facilities. Moreover, the College has an electrician who
takes care of all the electrical needs. Annual maintenance contract is signed for sensitive
equipment.
 The College has a generator of 125 KVA for round-the-clock power back up with smart
controller timer for four hours. We have manual generator also.
 The College servers have separate air-conditioned enclosures.
 The Computer Lab has UPS with approx one hour backup and in E-resource centre there are
35 UPS of 1kVA with 30 minutes backup.
 Computers are updated with anti - virus software to protect them from malicious viruses.
 Around 10-12 lamp posts are lighted through the Solar Panels which have been sponsored
by an industry. The panels are also maintained by the company.
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CRITERION-V
Student Support and Progression
5.1 Student Mentoring and Support
5.1.1. Does the institution publish its updated prospectus/ handbook annually?
If 'yes' what is the information provided to students through these documents
and how does the institution ensure its commitment and accountability?
Yes, the College Prospectus is published every year before the onset of the admission process to
apprise all, especially the students seeking admission, about the College, the courses offered,
the facilities available, admission criteria, etc.
The following details are provided to the students through the Prospectus:




















About the history of the College
Admission guidelines, procedure and fee structure
Updated Information about the facilities provided by the College
Courses offered by the College
Information regarding foreign candidates seeking admission
Information regarding fee concessions and stipends to poor and deserving students
Information regarding withdrawal and the refund of fee
Information about rules and regulations pertaining to attendance and internal assessment
scheme
Important Committees and their members such as the Admission Committee, Admission
Grievance Committee, SC/ST/PWD Enabling Committee, Counselling Committee, etc.
Faculty details
Rules and Ordinances related to governance of the College, for example, the Supreme Court
Guidelines on Prohibition and Punishment for Ragging, related rules and ordinances against
sexual harassment, maintenance of discipline among students of the University etc.
Format of Undertaking by the Student and Parent/ Guardian
Academic Calendar
Information on the infrastructural facilities such as Medical Room, Canteen, Seminar Hall,
Computer Laboratories, Library, etc.
Information about the vibrant life on campus through a brief about the various subject
societies, student bodies and their activities.
Information regarding various prizes to our students for their excellence performance in
different fields.
The college publishes annual bilingual (Hindi & English) magazine called “ASMITA”.
Information regarding various rules for the students to observe in the college premises.
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5.1.2 Specify the type, number and amount of institutional scholarships/
freeships given to the students during the last four years and whether the
financial aid was available and disbursed on time?
 The Fee concession committee decides on various student applications for waiver of tuition
fees and books are also provided for free to the students from economically weaker
sections.

5.1.3 What percentage of students receives financial assistance from state
government, central government and other national agencies?
Scholarship to the students is allocated by state government.
1. Vice Chancellor Scholarship
2. North East Students Scholarship
3. SC/ST/OBC Scholarship
4. UGC instituted Ishan Uday Scholarship for students from North-East India.
Note: - College accepts the application forms and after verification, forms are sent to the
respective offices and finally scholarship amount and number of students are received by
them.

Financial
Students
YEAR
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015

Total
Students
1674
1653
2104
2280

Assistance

Fee Concession
Number
12
45
26
NIL

Received

By

%
0.72
2.72
1.24
NIL

5.1.4 What are the specific Support Services/ Facilities available for:
Students from SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections:
 Seats are reserved for students belonging to SC/ST and OBC category and they are given
relaxation in the cut off percentage at the time of admission.
 The College has constituted committees for prevention of sexual harassment and such cases.
 The College has Nodal Officers for SC/ST, OBC, PWD and North East students.
 The Anti-Ragging Committee ensures that no student faces any kind of physical or mental
harassment in the College.
 Counselling and Helpdesk services are made available at the time of admission.
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 All the students belonging to the PWD students have been given fee waiver.
 The College also facilitates UGC scholarships for all students of the North East.

Students with physical disabilities:
 Ramps and track-tiles have been constructed to ensure safety of physically-disabled
students. Special toilets have been constructed for the differently-abled. The College is one
of the first barrier-free campuses in the University.
 Seats are reserved for the PWD category according to the National Policy.
 The Enabling Cell is dedicated to ensure ease of procedural admission and transparency for
the differently-abled students.
 Support in the form of Readers and Scribes is also provided to the visually challenged
students.
 The entire amount of fee paid by students belonging to PWD (VH) category is refunded.
 The College has Nodal Officers for PWD students.

Overseas Students: N/A
Students to participate in various competitions/ National and International:
Complete cooperation is provided to students undertaking Extra-Curricular Activities (ECA) and
Sports at Inter-university, National and International levels. They are given leverage in
attendance as per University guidelines. Financial assistance is also provided when required.

Medical Assistance to students:
The College has a medical room which is attended by a doctor twice a week.
The College is located close to WUS health centre of south campus.

Organizing coaching classes for competitive exams: None
Skill Development (Spoken English, Computer literacy etc.):
We have courses on Translation and Interpreting, Creative Writing and Computer Literacy.

Support for "slow learners":
Classes are held both in Hindi as well as English medium. Tutorials are conducted in the College
on a regular basis to encourage interaction of the students with teacher as well as amongst
themselves which enables them to learn more and develop new skills.
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Exposures of students to other institutions of higher learning/ corporate/
business house etc.
The College organises seminars and workshops from time to time to enable student interaction
with academicians to improve their skills. Students are also provided help with introductory
letters to libraries outside the college and other research resource bodies as and when needed.

Publication of student magazines: The College publishes its annual bilingual magazine
called “ASMITA”. It serves as an ideal platform for students with a flair for writing to exhibit
their creativity.

5.1.5 Describe the efforts made by the institution to facilitate entrepreneurial
skills, among the students and the impact of the efforts.




Placement cells have student representatives who interact with industry and corporate
houses and engage them for placement fairs in the College.
Workshops, talks and seminars by entrepreneurs in various fields are held regularly.
The College help students organise their own festivals and workshops as well as interacting
with corporate houses in bringing sponsorships.

5.1.6 Enumerate the policies and strategies of the institution which promote
participation of students in extracurricular and co-curricular activities such as
sports, games, quiz competitions, debate and discussions, cultural activities etc.
The students are encouraged to participate in various activities of the College. Such activities
not only enhance the personality of students but also facilitate their all-round development
through community and social service.
Students of the College enrol themselves in the following:




NCC (National Cadet Corps)
NSS (National Service Scheme)
Sports

The students are required to devote a prescribed minimum number of hours per year to the
chosen activity. The contribution of more than minimum hours is recognised and relaxation in
attendance is provided.
Besides the above mentioned activities, there are around 3 active societies which give
opportunities and facilities for students to showcase/ develop their talent.
 Dance Society
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 Music Society
 Debate Society
Students are elected /nominated as leaders of the Societies. A calendar of events is organized
under the guidance of the Staff Advisors, the account of which is maintained regularly.

 Students are given attendance waiver for the days of absence from classes to represent
College in various competitions as per university guidelines.
 Students are given awards such as Best Athlete/Best Sportsperson on Annual Day to
encourage and acknowledge their active participation.
 There is a relaxation for submission of assignments/ projects for participants.
 The College provides sports kits to its sportsperson who represent the College as detailed
below:
 Free Sports kits to all team players.
 Sports equipment /facilities to the players.
 The Annual grant for refreshment to the students of our college during practice session and
at the inter college tournament is Rs. 7000/= for the 1st position, Rs. 6000/= for the 2nd
position and Rs. 5000/= for the 3rd position. For the students participating in tournaments
outside Delhi the allowance is Rs. 200/= per day.
 College provides TA for all teams participating in competitions.
 College provides financial assistance to top players seeking additional training.
 College arranges special coaching for various games/ sports.
 The College has no stated policy for compensation. However, the committee considers cases
as and when it arises and recommends compensation based on available financial conditions
and gravity of injuries for a player/s hurt/injured while training.
 College pays the entry fees for all competitions on behalf of students.

5.1.7 Enumerating on the support and guidance provided to the students in
preparing for the competitive exams, give details on the number of students
appeared and qualified in various competitive exams such as UGC-SIRNET,
UGC-NET, SLET, ATE/CAT/GRE/TOFEL/GMAT/Central/State services, Defence
services, Civil Services, etc.
Teachers personally keep guiding the ex-students in preparing for their competitive exams.
However there is no structured mechanism for student support and guidance for competitive
exams and the College have no database of the kind mentioned above.

5.1.8 What type of counselling services are made available to the students?
(Academic, personal, career, psycho-social etc.)
 A Nodal Officer for sc,st,obc is there for counselling of the students.North Eastern students
cell guides the students from north east regoin from time to time.
 A Special Categories Counselling cell is set up and publicized as per University directives.
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 A counselling or help desk is also provided in the College premises during the time of
admission for aspirants.
 The College has a dedicated career guidance and placement cell that educates the student of
current market scenario and employability.
 Orientation is provided by all the departments of the College to counsel them about the
course structure.
 Teachers from all the departments keep guiding the students.

5.1.9 Does the institution have a structured mechanism for career guidance and
placement of its students? If ‘yes’, detail on the services provided to help
students identify job opportunities and prepare themselves for interview and
the percentage of students selected during campus interviews by different
employers (list the employers and programs)
 The College has a placement cell that plays an important role in career guidance placement
of the students.

5.1.10 Does the institute have a student grievance redressal cell? If ‘yes’, list (if
any) the grievances reported and redressed during the last four years.
The College has a student Grievance Redressal Cell.
 A Nodal Officer is assigned to specially look into any specific problems faced by the students
from the North-Eastern states of the country.
 The College has Nodal Officers for PWD, SC/ST and OBC.
 The College has constituted Internal Complaints Committee for prevention of sexual
harassment and such cases.
 The Anti-Ragging Committee ensures that no student faces any kind of physical or mental
harassment in the College.

5.1.11What are the institutional provisions for resolving issues pertaining to
sexual harassment?
The College until 2014 was governed by Ordinance XV-D of the University of Delhi according to
which it had duly constituted the College Complaints Committee to address the issue of
Prohibition and Punishment of Sexual Harassment in the Workplace. Subsequently, in January
2014 as per the Notification by the University of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace
(Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act 2013 the College has constituted the Internal
Complaints Committee as per the provision of the Act.
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5.1.12. Is there an anti-ragging committee? How many instances (if any) have
been reported during the last four years and what action has been taken on
these?
The College has an Anti-Ragging Committee as per University Ordinance XV-C. The College is
proud to report that no cases of ragging have been reported in the last four years.

5.1.13 Enumerate the welfare schemes made available to students by the
Institution.
The welfare schemes which are available to the students of the College are as follows:
 Career Guidance and Placement Cell
 Internal Complaints Committee against Sexual Harassment
 Financial Aid and Scholarships
 Medical Support and Health Services- WUS
 Student Counsellor
 Enabling Unit
 College provides TA for all teams participating in competitions.
 Free Sports kits for sportspersons
 NSS
 NCC
 Distribution of Laptops
 Distribution of Special Learning Resources to PWD.

5.1.14 Does the institution have a registered Alumni Association? If ‘yes’, what
are its activities and major contributions for institutional, academic and
infrastructural development?
No.

5.2 Student Progression
5.2.1Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education or
Employment (for the last four batches) highlight the trends observed.
Most of our students pursue post-graduation after graduating from the College. These include
M.A., M.Com, M.Ed., M.B.A etc. Many of them join B.Ed. programmes in various universities.
Some of our students have also qualified UGC NET exam and joined teaching in University of
Delhi and other universities. They have done L.L.B, L.L.M and one of our students has even
become civil judge.
The exact data is however not available with the College.
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5.2.2 Provide details of the program-wise pass percentage and completion rate
for the last four years (cohort-wise/ batch wise as stipulated by the University).
Furnish program wise details in comparison with that of the previous
performance of the same institution and that of Colleges of the affiliating
university within the city/district.

Last four year pass % of Motilal Nehru College (Eve.)
S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Courses
B.A.PROGRAMME
B.A.(H) ENGLISH
B.A.(H) HINDI
B.A.(H) HISTORY
B.A.(H) POL.SCIENCE
B.COM.(Hons)
B.COM (Prog.)

2013-14
47
65
97
36
54
75
79

2012-13
46
92
82
100
78
84
96

2011-12
26
73
65
64
73
59
100

2010-11
48.1
81.8
100
76.4
92
97.5
80

5.2.3 How does the institute facilitate students’ progression to higher level of
education and/ or towards employment?
Our College does not have Post-Graduate courses.

5.2.4 Enumerate the special support provided to students who are at risk of
failure and drop out?
Students at the risk of drop out due to financial reasons are identified and offered financial aid
and other forms of support.

5.3 Students Participation and Activities
5.3.1 List of range of sports, games, cultural and other extracurricular activities
available to students. Provide details of participation and program calendar.
Sports & Games:






Hockey
Football
Basketball
Volleyball
Judo
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Taekwondo
Athletics
Kabbadi
Swimming
Wrestling
Cross Country
Rifle Shooting
Weight lifting
Power lifting
Body Building
Water Polo

Co-curricular activities:
 NSS (National Service Scheme)
 NCC (National Cadet Corps)
 Career Guidance and Placement Cell.

Cultural Activities:






New Art & Literary Society Iris.
Dramatics Society
Music Society (Fusion).
Gender Champion Society
Debate Society

5.3.2 Furnish the details of major student achievements in co-curricular,
extracurricular activities and cultural activities at College levels, University/
State/Zonal /National/ International level etc. for the previous four years.

SPORTS: Activities and Achievement
2011-2012
Name

Game

Dr. M.S. Rathi,
Associate Professor

 50 Mts. Free
Style
Swimming
 100 Mts. Free
Style
Swimming

Result
 Gold
 Gold
 Gold
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Tournament
First Delhi State Masters
swimming Championship

 200 Mts. Free
Style
Swimming
 400 Mts. Free
Style
Swimming
 100 X 4 Mts.
Free
Style
Relay
Swimming
 100 X 4 Mts.
Medley Relay

 Gold
 Gold
 Gold

Delhi University Football
Tournament

Team Achievement

Football

Bronze Medal

Team Achievement

Football

First Position

Team Achievement

Football

First Position

Team Achievement

Hockey

Silver Medal

Team Achievement

Hockey

Third Position

Team Achievement

Hockey

First Position

Vikram Singh

Weight lifting

Gold Medal

Vikram Singh

Body Building

Silver Medal

Ganesh Ji

Power lifting

Gold

Niraj Yadav

Power lifting

Gold

Inter College Power Lifting
Championship, DU

Vikram Singh

Power lifting

Gold

Inter College Power Lifting
Championship, DU
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S.A. Rahim Memorial
Trophy
First Utranchal Cup Inter
College Football
Tournament
Inter College Hockey
Tournament, DU
First Pravin Kaur Memorial
khuli Hockey Tournament,
Organized by Khalsa
College, DU
Second I.M.E. Padamshree
Memorial Hockey
Tournament
Inter University Weight
lifting Championship
Delhi University Body
Building
Championship
Inter College Power Lifting
Championship, DU

Deepak Kumar

Taekwondo

Silver Medal

Inter College Taekwondo
Championship, DU

Dilavar Singh

Boxing

Bronze

Inter College Boxing
Championship, DU

Sonu Yadav

Boxing

Silver

Inter College Boxing
Championship, DU

Niraj Yadav

Tug of war

Silver

Delhi State Tough of war
Tournament

Vikram

Tug of war

Silver

Delhi State Tough of war
Tournament

Sahil Shaukin

Swimming

participation

Inter University Swimming
Tournament in Calcutta

Sahil Shaukin

Water polo

participation

Inter University Water Polo
Tournament in Calcutta

 In the annual sports day of our college (on the 28 th march 2012) the college invited
former captain of the Indian Hockey team, Shree Jafar Iqbal as the chief guest and Dr.
Harish Saxena Former Chairman of the Youth Hostel Association of the World as the
chief guest.
 It is an honour for our college that Mr. Ankit Sharma got the contract of Rs. 1 crore for
playing with the Cristobal FC of Spain. He is the only player of our college who got this
distinction.
 The student of BA (prog.) 2nd year Mr. Ankit Kumar was declared “The Sports Man of the
year”, on the occasion of college Annual sports day.
 Mr. Balram of our college represented Haryana State in the National Junior Hockey
Tournament.
 The following Students of our college represented University of Delhi in the Inter
University tournament :-
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Football :- Deepak Bisht, Monu Chaudhry, Ankit Sharma, Abhishek Sharma, Aashu
Naithani, Deepak Kumar Singh, Ravi Kumar, Nikhil Mahajan.

Hockey: - Deepak, Tarun, Mukesh Dalal and Manish.
2012-2013:
Name

Game

Result

Tournament

Team Achievement

Football

First Position

Team Achievement

Football

Gold Medal

Team Achievement

Football

First Position

Team Achievement

Football

First Position

Inter
College
Football
Tournament, DU
Inter National Level Football
Tournament Organised by IIT
Kanpur
Inter
College
Football
Tournament, Organised by
Uttarakhand Club
Rajeev Gandhi Sports Meet

Team Achievement

Football

First Position

Team Achievement

Football

First Position

Team Achievement

Hockey

Second Position

Team Achievement

Hockey

First Position

Team Achievement

Hockey

Participation

Team Achievement

Hockey

First Position

Team Achievement

Boxing

Third Position

Krishna

Boxing

Gold

Sonu Yadav

Boxing

Gold

Mandip Lakada

Taekwondo

Gold

Tanuj Katoch

Taekwondo

Silver

Deepak Kumar

Taekwondo

Bronze
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Spree Bits Goa Football
Tournament Organised by BITS
Goa
Tarun Sangh Club, New Delhi
National Hockey Tournament
Organised by IIT Kanpur
Hockey Tournament Organised
by Delhi University
Nehru Hockey Tournament
(Gwalior) Organised by Nehru
Hockey Society
National
Level
Hockey
Tournament
Sriyukta Baba
Bhagat ji Smriti, Rajasthan
Inter
College
Boxing
Tournament Organised by DU
Inter
College
Boxing
Tournament Organised by DU
Inter
College
Boxing
Tournament Organised by DU
Taekwondo
Tournament
Organised by DU
Taekwondo
Tournament
Organised by DU
Taekwondo
Tournament
Organised by DU

 In the annual sports day of our college (on the 25 th march 2013) the college invited
former captain of the Indian Kabaddi team, Arjun awardee andRajiv Gandhi Khel Ratan
awardee Shree Dinesh Kumar Bhardwaj as the Chief Guest .
 The student of B. A.(prog.) 3rd year Mr. Mukesh Dalal was declared “The Sports Man of
the year”, on the occasion of college Annual sports day. He is the National level Hockey
player.
 The student of B. A.(prog.) 2nd year Mr. Mohit Kumar was declared “Best boy Athlete of
the year”, and Sushma Adhikari B.Com (Hons.) was declared “Best girl Athlete of the
year” on the occasion of college Annual sports day.
 The following Students of our college represented of National Level SANTOSH TROPHY
Football tournament : Abhishek ravat, Ankit Sarma, Monu Chaudhry, Deepak Kumar, Shashank mamgai and
Umesh Chandan.
 Mr. Hardeep Singh Pathaniya and Balram Dahiya of our college represented National
Junior Hockey Tournament in Lucknow.
 Mr. Hardeep Singh Pathaniya and Balram Dahiya of our college represented National
Senior Hockey Tournament in Bangalore.
 Balram Dahiya had played in Calcutta.
 The following Students of our college represented University of Delhi in the Inter
University tournament :-

Football :- Sumit Rawat, Ankit Sharma, Nikhil Mahajan.
Hockey :- Nikhil Chaudhry, Tarun Kumar, Vijay Veer and Mukesh Dalal.
2013-2014:
Name

Game

Result

Tournament

Team
Achievement
Team
Achievement
Team
Achievement
Team
Achievement

Football

Second Position

Tarun Sangh Club, New Delhi

Football

Second Position

Football

First Position

Football

First Position

Team
Achievement

Football

First Position

47th Haryana yuva Mahotsav
Organized by Haryana
United Football Tournament
Organized by Akshardham Society
Spree
Bits
Goa
Football
Tournament Organised by BITS
Goa
Youth
Charity
Football
tournament
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Team
Achievement
Rajesh Kumar

Football

First Position

Boxing (49 k.g)

Bronze

Aaditya

Boxing(81K.g)

Bronze

Krishna

Boxing(91 kg)

Bronze

Aakash Yadav

Wrestling

Gold

Arun Kumar

Weight lifting

Bronze

Govind

Body Building

Gold

Govind

Body Building

Fourth Position

Inter
College
Football
Tournament Organized by DU
Inter college Boxing Tournament
Organized by DU
Inter college Boxing Tournament
Organized by DU
Inter college Boxing Tournament
Organized by DU
Inter College Kushti Tournament
Organised by DU
Delhi University Weight lifting
tournament
Inter College Body Building
Tournament Organised by DU
Delhi Open

Govind

Body Building

Fourth Position

Mr. India Tournament

Ganesh

Power Lifting

Gold

Delhi University Power lifting
tournament

 In the annual sports day of our college (on the 27 th march 2014) the college invited 400
meter Record holder, Shree Paramjeet Singh as the chief guest.
 Student of B. A.(prog.) 2nd year Mr. Abhishek Rawat was declared “The Sports Man of the
year”, on the occasion of college Annual sports day.
 The following Students of our college represented of National Level SANTOSH TROPHY
Football tournament for Dilli State: Abhishek Rawat, Monu Chaudhry and Shashan Mamgai.
Monu Chaudhry was the Captain of Dilli State for National Level SANTOSH TROPHY
Football tournament.
 Mr. Pankag Negi of our college represented National Level SANTOSH TROPHY Football
tournament for Uttarakhand.
 Mr. Sumit Rawat, Abhay Rana, Pankaj Negi aur Abhishek Rawat of our college selected
for “Indian National League”.
 It is an honour for our college that the student Nitish Chhakkara was selected for Indian
Football Championship in Bangalore.
 The following Students of our college represented University of Delhi in the Inter
University tournament :-

Football :- Gaurav Ravat, Nitish Chhikkara, Pawan Sharma, Sumit Rawat, Umesh
Kumar, Shashank Mamgai, Mohit kumar and Abhishek Rawat.
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Ganesh ji
Govinda
Akash Yadav
Tarun

-

Power Lifting
Body Building
Wrestling
Hockey

2014-2015:
Name

Sports

Result

Tournament

Team
Achievement
Team
Achievement

Football

First Position

Bits Pilani, Rajasthan

Football

Second Position

Youth
League
Tournament

Team
Achievement

Football

Second Position

Team
Achievement

Football

First Position

Spree
Bits
Goa
Football
Tournament Organised by BITS
Goa
Inter College Football Tournament
Organised by DU

Team
Achievement

Hockey

First Position

Rajiv Gandhi Sports
Football Tournament

Gaurav Kumar

Taekwondo

Gold

Mandeep
Lakada

Taekwondo

Silver

Taekwondo
Organised by DU
Taekwondo
Organised by DU

Ravi Ahaavat

Taekwondo

Bronze

Aakash Yadav

Boxing

Gold

Boxing

Bronze

Swami Yadav

Football

League

Tournament
Tournament

Inter
College
Taekwondo
Tournament Organised by DU
Inter College Boxing Tournament
Organised by DU
Inter College Boxing Tournament
Organised by DU

 In the Annual sports day of our college (on the 31 th march 2015) the college invited Arjun
awardee, Boxing Coach, Shree Mahaveer Singh as the chief guest.
 Student of B. A.(prog.) 1st year Mr. Navratan Sain was declared “Best boy Athlete of the
year”, and Sangita Chaudhary B.A.(Prog.) 1st Year was declared “Best girl Athlete of the
year” on the occasion of college Annual sports day.
 Mr. Abhay Rana of our college represented National Level SANTOSH TROPHY Football
tournament for Delhi State.
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 Personal Achievements Mr. Shashank Mamgen B.A.(Prog.) IIIrd Year : Captain, Football Team of University of Delhi.
 Captain of Uttari Kshetra Football Team.
 Captain of Inter University Football Team.
 Personal Achievements Mr. Mukul Chandra B.A.(Prog.) IIIrd Year : Vice- Captain of Santosh Trophy for Delhi State.
 Captain of Santosh Trophy Football tournament for Delhi State.
 Captain of Inter University Football Team.
 Captain of Uttari Kshetra Football Team.
 Captain of Delhi University Football Team.
 Football Team Captain of College.
 The following Students of our college represented University of Delhi in the Inter
University tournament :-

Football:-

Shashank Mamgai, Abhishek Rawat, Pradeet Chhikkara, Arvind
Mandarval aur Gaurav Yadav.

The details of various co-curricular activities are as follows:
CULTURAL SOCIETY:






New Art & Literary Society Iris.
Dramatics Society
Music Society (Fussion).
Gender Champion Society
Debate Society

New Art & Literary Society Iris. :This society entertains all sorts of creative activities such as art, craft, and creative
writing which brings out the flair in students & provides a chance to showcase their
talent.

Dramatics Society:Our dramatics society presents street plays on important social issues to create
awareness about them..

Music Society(Fussion). :This society provides a fair chance to every student to bring out talent in them

Gender Champion Society:It is one of the recent attempts to work for women rights. It has been formed in the
college in 2015.The society organizes a presentation titled “Representation of women in
popular advertisements” in Nov 2015.The presentation was followed by an intense
discussion.
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Debate Society:Two students of the College secured 2nd place in Inter College Debate Competition held by
University of Delhi in 2014-2015.

Other Organisations:The college also educates its students through engagements with NGOs and social
organizations

Other Activities:Our college flagged off cleanliness drive of the entire college.

National Cadet Corps: - Activities and Achievements
One of our students Poonam kumari attended SNIC camp from 28 Oct to 8 Nov 2012 at
Jaisalmer, Rajasthan. Our college students also participated following camps:








Swimming Cadre from 11Aug 2014 to 1 Sept 2014 held by Naval Unit.
NCC Sports from 1 Aug2014 to 26 Sept 2014(42 days camp) held by Naval Unit.
Ship Modelling from 24July 2013 to 6 Sept 2013(43 days camp) held by Naval Unit.
CACT CAMP at Delhi Cantt on 6sept 2013
NCC National Games (Kabbadi) held from 1st Sept to 24th Sept 2013
Sailing and pooling cadre from 5-16 Sept 2013
Combined Annual Training Camp at DG NCC CAMP PARADE GROUND DELHI CANTT 26 TH Aug
2013 to 4th Sept 2013.
 Our college NCC team also participated in Republic Day Parade.
The college encourages students to take active part in NCC activities. To encourage active
participation the teachers and students who participate in extension activities are granted
duty leave, attendance for the missed classes. Also the best cadet volunteer is awarded on
annual day every year.

National Service Scheme: - Activities and Achievements
 National Service Scheme (NSS): It organizes several activities such as blood donation camps
and also extends its services during times of natural calamities and disasters.
The college encourages students to take active part in NSS activities. To encourage active
participation the teachers and students who participate in extension activities are granted
duty leave, attendance for the missed classes. Also the best NSS volunteer is awarded on
annual day every year.
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ANTARDHVANI:ANTARDHVANI-ANNUAL CULTURAL FUNCTION


The College participated in ‘Antardhvani’, the Annual Cultural Function of University of
Delhi, held on 14th, 15th and 16th Feb 2014. In this the College got the opportunity to
represent its achievements and potential capabilities at University level, which became a
source of attraction for the audience in the Antardhvani.



Our College Dramatic Society presented a play on social issues. A large number of
students and college staff participated as a team to represent college in the function.
Our college received an innovation project from Delhi university on the topic “EWS
RESERVATION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF FOUR METRO CITIES (DELHI,CHENNAI,MUMBAI
AND CALCUTTA)-PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES”.



The College again participated in Antardhvani –Cultural Function held by Delhi University
on 20, 21 &22 Feb, 2015 wherein the college presented its various achievements & other
activities with the active participation of college staff and students. Also, the college
displayed its Innovative project (problems faced by students of EWS category in 4 metro
cities-Delhi, Chennai, Kolkata, Mumbai) given by Delhi university the preceding year.

5.3.3 How does the College seek and use data and feedback from its graduates
and employers, to improve the performance and quality of the institutional
provisions?
 From Graduates: There is no formal mechanism for feedback from students after completing
graduation. Stake holders have free access to the Principal and teachers for any feedback
that they would like to offer. Contact information like emails and phone numbers (of
persons to be contacted for feedback of any kind) is prominently displayed on the College
website.
 From employers: The Governing Body meets frequently where they discuss and review
various issues and various programs implemented in the College.

5.3.4 How does the College involve and encourage students to publish materials
like catalogues, wall magazines, College magazine and other material? List the
publications/ material brought by the students during the previous four
academic sessions.
There is a Magazine Committee appointed by the Staff Council which looks into encouraging
students as well as inviting teachers to contribute articles and writings for the annual
bilingual college magazine “ASMITA”. There is a Teachers’ Editorial team which is
responsible for selecting and finalising the content of the magazine.
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5.3.5 Does the College have a Students Council or any other similar body? Give
details on its selection, constitution, activities and funding.
 Students’ Union: The College has an elected Students’ Union.
 Constitution: The Student Union has a democratically developed and duly passed
Constitution with provisions for Amendments. Composition, role, process, procedure and
penalties are clearly laid out.
 Activities: The Student Union is responsible among other things a major two days College
festival with the help of Teachers Advisory Committee.
 Funding: Budget allocation is undertaken once the annual election of office bearers is
completed and the fund is sanctioned to the elected office bearers.
In addition to this, all the departments have their Student Societies such as Economic
Society, Pol. Science Society, History Society, and Commerce Society. These societies actively
organise Freshers Welcome, Farewell to outgoing students, debates, talks and other events.

5.3.6 Give details of various academic and administrative bodies that have
student representatives on them.






Students Union
Internal Complaints Committee against Sexual Harassment
Sports Committee
Cultural Committee
College Placement Cell

5.3.7 How does the institution network collaborate with the Alumnae and
former faculty of the institution?
N/A
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CRITERION VI
GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND
MANAGEMENT

6.1 Vision, mission and leadership o the institution
6.1.1 State the vision and mission of the institution and enumerate on how the
mission statement defines the institution’s distinctive characteristics in terms of
addressing the needs of the society, the students it seeks to serve, institution’s
traditions and value orientations, vision for the future, etc.?
Motilal Nehru College (E) came into being on 27 th August 1965. At the beginning, being an
evening college it catered to the need of education to the working population of the society. At
present, the college attracts, not only students from all corners of the country but also from all
strata of the society. Unlike its past, the college fulfils the diverse educational needs of the
society and attempts to reach a greater height in higher education in its future (course of
action).
The vision of the college is to make every section of the society enlightened with value-based
education and make all young women and men an agent of change and development of the
nation.
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The college upholds its mission by inculcating a sense of responsibility in the students through
its education and training process. Instilling the quality of leadership in the students is the key to
elevate the nation ahead.

6.1.2 What is the role of top management, Principal and Faculty in design and
implementation of its quality policy and plans?
As stated in Statutes, Rules and Ordinances of the University of Delhi, the Governing body holds
an apex position in supervising the general functioning of the college. The Staff Council, of which
principal is the Chairman, an elected teacher is the Secretary and all the teachers as members, is
entrusted the task of directing the academic functioning of the college. The Staff Council
ensures effective implementation of policies and plans through its Committees. The Council is
the overseer of the activities of all the Committees. The policies and plans are effectively
executed in the college through regular meetings of the Governing Body, Staff Council and
various Committees.
Hence, the management involves the Governing body and teaching and non-teaching staff for
ensuring a better management of both administration and teaching in the college.

6.1.3 What is the involvement of the leadership in ensuring?
• The policy statements and action plans for fulfilment of the stated mission
• Formulation of action plans for all operations and incorporation of the
same into the institutional strategic plan
• Interaction with stakeholders
• Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis, research
inputs and consultations with the stakeholders
• Reinforcing the culture of excellence
• Champion organizational change
The college is run by rules and regulations of DU. Apart from this the overall functioning
of the college is supervised by the governing body which ensures adherence to statutes
,rules and ordinance of the university . The internal academic functioning of the college
is led by the staff council, with the principal and chairman and one of the elected
teachers as the secretary. Being a statuary body the council plays significant role in
ensuring implementation of the policies and plans through the network of its multiple
committees. Through the layers of these governing institutions, (governing body, staff
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council and number of committees) the college monitors, regulates and ensures
executions of the policies and plans within the college.















The Governing Body being an apex management body of the college meets
regularly and sometimes calls emergent meetings as and when there is any
requirement in order to facilitate quicker and better management of the college.
The Staff Council meets six to seven times in a year on an average to discuss and
review the functioning of the college.
The committees of various department meet regularly in order to formulate and
implement policies for the management of the department
The Staff Council constantly brings issues of various departments to its meetings
and fixes academic accountability.
The decisions and actions of all the committees and departments are constantly
reviewed in their meetings to ensure growth in quality and create a cult of excellence
Through various informal interactive channels feedback is sought from students
in order to enhance the teaching learning process.
Committees for time table and workload ensure systematic delivery of curriculum
design
Faculty and staff are encouraged to upgrade their academic qualities and skills in
order to enhance and develop themselves
Experts and academicians are invited to interact with the students and staff of
the College regularly
Students are encouraged to excel not only in academics but also in activities beyond
the curriculum
Academic societies of various departments encourage and motivate students to
engage themselves in creative fields of activities, organizing seminars, talks and
debates not only in their respective departments but also at the college level.
Governance in the College is acquired by constant interaction, engagement and
communication amongst all the sectors of College

6.1.4 What are the procedures adopted by the institution to monitor and
evaluate policies and plans of the institution for effective
implementation and improvement from time to time?
The college minutely monitors and evaluates policies and plans in a continuous process which
takes place at various levels such as academic, managerial, administrative and infrastructural.
 The Principal being the head of the college administration facilitates and creates better
environment in the college for management of administration and teaching.
 The Principal holds regular meetings with all the departments in order to see the
performance and progress of the activities at the department level.
 With the help of departmental committees, the college administration organizes
semester report and collects feedback from students and staff.
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 Monitoring and evaluation of policies takes place regularly through the meetings held by
the Staff Council.
 Assessments and reports are framed by the Monitoring Committee and the
Administration and are documented as the Minutes of the committee as a part of
record.
 Diverse issues related to academics and infrastructure are discussed either in the
Governing Body, Staff Council or other statutory platforms wherein the Principal and
faculty deliberate and arrive at a final solution.

6.1.5 Give details of the academic leadership provided to the faculty by the top
management?
The apex body of the college is the governing body that supervises the overall functioning of the
college while everyday functioning is ensured and run by the principal and council along with its
respective committees ceaselessly make efforts to elevate academic standards by regulating
and systematizing academic as well as administrative functioning in a sustained manner that
finally gives rise to professional excellence.

6.1.6 How does the College groom leadership at various levels?
The key mission of the college is to groom leadership in the college as it clearly feels the
importance of leadership in shaping the future of not only the College but also the nation. The
College creates platforms at various levels of administration for developing leadership and
expects its students, faculty and the administrative staff to be responsible and accountable
entities. The College is always committed to foster leadership not only at the college level but
also at the department level.
 In order to achieve this goal, it follows the principle of seniority by rotation at the level of
faculty. This procedure ensures that each teacher participates in running the department
by taking up the position of the Teacher-In-charge. This is an extremely democratic
interface that is enabled by the top management in order to fluidly carry out the
administrative functions of the departments. The senior most position of the
department is selected on rotation basis. Further the principle of seniority on rotation is
also applicable to matters of appointment. The important activities are sometimes
looked after by the senior most members of the faculty for a better management of
activities.
 The Staff Council appoints teachers as Conveners of various committees which facilitate
them to enhance their leadership potential and also take part in the overall development
of the College.
 The teachers are trained to ensure transparency, responsibility and smooth functioning
by emphasizing on the importance of documenting all the decisions as Minutes, which
are further circulated and displayed.
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 In every department there is Department Society of the students which conducts
election of the Society every year giving them platform for grooming leadership in the
students.
 As a part of the University of Delhi, the organization and practices of the College ensure
that each teacher is put in a leadership role.
 Various issues of the department levels are taken up and discussed in the meetings that
are held by Student-Faculty Committees. Allotted representatives of the class assume
responsibilities.
 The principles of transparency and democratic functioning are also emphasized at the
level of students. This is carried out by the Student Union and other Student Societies.
Students are encouraged to conduct GBMs from time to time on significant issues and to
learn and value democratic functioning.
 The College also attempts to instill leadership qualities in its non-teaching staff along the
same principles of transparency and democracy. The College acknowledges the elected
leadership and allows it to function democratically
Creating atmosphere for grooming leadership has always occupied a very prime importance in
the agenda of the College. In order to achieve it the College also endeavors to assess the
individual qualities of the members of both teaching and the non-teaching staff.

6.1.7 How does the College delegate authority and provide operational
autonomy to the departments/units of the institution and work towards
decentralized governance system?
The College believes in decentralized governance system and operational autonomy of the
departments and other functional units of the College.
 Though the Principal is the statutory head of the college administration, he
incorporates the process of delegation of authority in all academic matters through
different committees.
 The Chair recommends various action plans and implements the decision of the Council
on all matters under the purview of the Staff Council.
 The Staff Council is responsible for carrying out College tasks under the leadership of
conveners and coordinators whereas the departmental tasks are carried out under the
supervision of the Teacher in Charge and committees under designated coordinators.
 The institution ensures operational autonomy to departments by following a policy of
non-interference in departmental measures which work efficiently and contribute a lot
to the institution. Thus, matters like creation of departmental committees, allocation of
work, task-distribution, work plans, crisis management and resolution of conflicts remain
internal to the departments.
 The role of the Principal is to oversee the implementation of various plans, policies and
directives in the institution.
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6.1.8 Does the College promote a culture of participative management? If ‘yes’,
indicate the levels of participative management.
The College strictly follows the culture of participative management. The conviction of the
College in a non-hierarchical and a genial approach of academic governance is comprehended
through the accessible Constitutions of the Staff Council which guarantee participative
management. Two teacher-members on a rotation basis and a representative from the
administrative staff and library who is invited as a Special Invitee are members of the Governing
Body of the College. Various Committees and the convener of the respective committees are
elected by the Staff council and participate in the management of the activities of the college.
The Principal seeks advises from the Staff Council on all academic matters and in co-ordination
both the units take decisive actions on infrastructural requirements. The Staff Council comprises
the Principal as Chairman, elected Staff Council Secretary and all the teachers.

6.2 Strategy Development and Deployment
6.2.1 Does the institution have a formally stated quality policy? How is it
developed, driven, deployed and reviewed?
Presently, the College doesn’t have a formal statement of a quality policy. However, various
departments of the College make strategy for ensuring quality in their respective departments.
The commitment of the College to provide quality education to its students is fulfilled by the
efforts made by the departments. The committees of the Council and the departmental
committees review the process of imparting quality education to the students. The College is in
the process of forming an IQAC in order to define a set of purposes to inculcate quality as a
value.

6.2.2 Does the institute have a perspective plan for development? If so, give the
aspects considered for inclusion in the plan.
The college always provides opportunities to its teaching staff to enhance their teaching
qualities through research oriented programmes, academic upgradation courses. The college
helps its teachers in different research projects. From time to time, the institution also organizes
seminars, workshops, special lectures, paper presentations and debates on various social
contemporary issues. Motilal Nehru College Evening is a centre of learning for its teachers,
students and non-teaching members. Various academic and administrative programmes are
launched at the behest of the college to enhance and upgrade the skills of its staff at regular
intervals. The teachers in college participate in various programmes intermittently. They present
their research papers at national and international seminars and symposiums. In addition, they
also enrich their knowledge through their mandatory participation in the orientation and
refresher courses of the Academic Staff College of the University.
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The college also provides a platform for the teachers as well as the administrative staff to
improve their technical skills. The non-teaching staff is also encouraged to train themselves
through skill upgradation programmes carried out by the college as well as the university

6.2.3 Describe the internal organizational structure and decision making
processes.
The internal organizational structure of the College is laid down as per the Rules,
Regulations and Statutes of the University of Delhi. The structure is grouped under Academic
and Administrative and the Governing Body is placed at the top of the management. The
Governing Body is led by the selected Chairman with the designated Honorary Treasurer as the
curator of finances and official procedures of the College. The role of the Principal is to execute
the decisions passed related to admission, development, administration, finances, recruitment
etc. The Staff Council is empowered to make policies related to academic activities of the
College and the Principal implements the decisions taken in the staff council. The decision
making practice is a democratic one and advocates participative management and
responsibility.

6.2.4 Give a broad description of the quality improvement strategies of the
institution for each of the following:
Teaching and learning
Research and development
Community engagement
Human resource management
Industry interaction
The College adopts quality improvement strategies for creating a better teaching and
administrative environment in the College.
Regular improvement of curriculum, expansive variety of activities around it, stress on writing
and presentation skills, internal assessment and examination and result analysis thereafter.
Pedagogical strategies are also reviewed. Teaching and Learning quality is guaranteed and
improved consistently by participating in seminars, conferences, orientation and Refresher
courses.
Quality of Research and Development at the level of Faculty and Staff is ensured at the level of
the individual in compliance with international practices. They are encouraged to enhance their
acedamic qualities and skills and they play role as overseers of students those practices are
realized and integrated. These are evaluated, examined and assessed whenever, necessary.
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Quality is required to be improved and enhanced by highlighting the inevitability of formal
presentation/ seminar of research.
Quality of Human Resource Management is developed through every day stock-taking and
accountability practices by the Principal, Vice-Principal, financial administrator and AO. In-house
informal schooling and briefing of groups is in place. It consists of both teaching and nonteaching staffs for particular purposes, like examination and admission, conferences and
proceedings and support to further skill enhancement through active participation in
upgradation programs related to education and skills.
Industry interaction in the Institute is organized in the program of study for hands-on
experience of agility and knowledge application. It is believed also from the point of view of
learning, internship and employment prospects for students through skilled interaction with
them. Professional networks are set in motion for interface and evaluated and reviewed
through committee of students and departmental feedback on output and importance of the
experience.

6.2.5 How does the Head of the institution ensure that adequate information
(from feedback and personal contacts etc.) is available for the top management
and the stakeholders, to review the activities of the institution?
The Principal gathers feedback and review from teachers and students, reports submitted to the
Staff Council and the information submitted in the Annual Report. The Governing Body meeting
is held at regular intervals which takes stock of activities that take place in the College. The
Governing Body issues directions as per its appraisal from time to time with regard to
procedures, protocol and policy.

6.2.6 How does the management encourage and support involvement of the
staff in improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional processes?
The institution encourages involvement of the staff by giving them assignment through its
network of internal organizational structure. The GB and Staff Council assign responsibilities to
various departments in order to integrate them in the process of enhancing and enriching the
institution. The GB provides support both morally and financially to all activities which develop
institutional esteem by enhancement of the academic, cultural and community life of the
Institute.

6.2.7 Enumerate the resolutions made by the Management Council in the last
year and the status of implementation of such resolutions.
During the academic year 2014-15, nine Staff Council Meetings were held, out of which 6 were
emergent meetings and 3 were general meetings. Eighteen resolutions got passed. All the
resolutions have been implemented.
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6.2.8 Does the affiliating university make a provision for according the status of
autonomy to an affiliated institution? If ‘yes’, what are the efforts made by the
institution in obtaining autonomy?
The College runs as per the rules framed by the University of Delhi and University Grants
Commission. It has not tried to obtain autonomy for its function.

6.2.9 How does the Institution ensure that grievances / complaints are promptly
attended to and resolved effectively? Is there a mechanism to analyze the
nature of grievances for promoting better stakeholder relationship?
The Institute takes grievances and complaints through a Grievance Committee, Internal
Complaints Committee (ICC), Anti ragging policy and other such committees. North East
Students Cell addresses the grievances related to students from the North East regions.
Controversial complaints and grievances are taken by the Staff Council.. To get students
feedback, a Suggestion Boxes are placed in the Institute.

6.2.10 During the last four years, had there been any instances of court cases
filed by and against the institute? Provide details on the issues and decisions of
the courts on these?
LIST OF COURT CASES:

S.NO Name of Case File

Case / Suit
No.

Advocate

Decisions

1

Suit No. 336/14

Sh. Mohinder
J.S. Rupal
Sh. Shiv Ram
Singh

Pending

Sh. Shiv Ram
Singh
Sh. Shiv Ram
Singh

Pending

2

Sh. Nand Gopal Vs. Motilal
Nehru College (Eve.)
SC/ST Association Vs.
University of Delhi
2 others

3

P.K. Sharma Vs. College

4

P.K. Sharma Vs. Madan
Mohan & Others

WP (C)
803/2014 and
CM No.
1605/2014
Case No.
94/2013
Suit No. 59/09

Pending

Pending

6.2.11Does the Institution have a mechanism for analyzing student feedback on
institutional performance? If ‘yes’, what was the outcome and response of the
institution to such an effort?
Presently, the College has no formal mechanism of feedback from students. However, many
teachers in their individual capacity have evolved their own mechanism for self-assessment and
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feedback from students of their class. This is done through classroom interaction and tutorial
classes, assignments and projects given to the students. A Complaint Box is placed into the
College to get the students feedback.

6.3 Faculty Empowerment Strategies
6.3.1 What are the efforts made by the institution to enhance the professional
development of its teaching and non-teaching staff?
The College facilitates the faculty members to attend academic upgradation courses like
Refresher Courses and orientation programmes and also to take up research projects. The
teachers are motivated to actively engage themselves in seminars, paper presentations,
workshops, lectures etc. in order to enrich their academic skills and acumen for research. The
college organizes Skill development in computers and academic resourcing at the institutional
level and persuades for teachers.
The College motivates the Non-teaching staff to attend training and skill upgradation programs
carried out in-house and also by the University and other bodies. Departmental Promotion
Committees sit at regular intervals, whenever there are vacancies at various levels of the
administration and teaching staff.

6.3.2 What are the strategies adopted by the institution for faculty
empowerment through training, retraining and motivating the employees for
the roles and responsibility they perform?
The College inspires individual teachers for undertaking training and skill development
programmes for the improvement of their performance. Workshops and programmes are
organized by the College to enhance the performance which is helpful in discharging the
responsibility effectively. The College frequently conducts workshops and talks for Library Staff,
Technical Team, Garden Staff and others separately. The interaction through talks, seminars and
invited speakers stimulate employees. For motivational and orientation purposes the
administration meets with the Staff at various levels. Both teaching and non-teaching staff are
invited to the programmes so as to bring coordination in the functioning of college activities.

6.3.3 Provide details on the performance appraisal system of the staff to
evaluate and ensure that information on multiple activities is appropriately
captured and considered for better appraisal.
The College follows Performance Appraisal System (PAS) which is an official mechanism of self–
appraisal for promotional purpose and is filled on a prescribed Performa designed as per
University norms.
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6.3.4 What is the outcome of the review of the performance appraisal reports
by the management and the major decisions taken? How are they
communicated to the appropriate stakeholders?
The Performance Appraisal System is for promotional purposes. The Selection Committee duly
appointed by the University for promotion, assess and evaluate the self-appraisal given by the
teachers and non-teaching staff. Incase of evident disagreement in the claims of the applicants,
same is reported to them.The reports and observations are communicated informally.

6.3.5 What are the welfare schemes available for teaching and non-teaching
staff? What percentage of staff have availed the benefit of such schemes in the
last four years?
The College provides all those benefits which are decided by the University Grants Commission,
University of Delhi and Governing Body of the College. The College provides Medical Benefits,
HTC and LTC, PF and NPS and all other welfare schemes instituted under SRO are provided. A
part-time doctor sits in College twice a week. The percentage of teaching and non-teaching staff
that availed the benefits of welfare schemes of the college have been given below.
Welfare
Schemes

2014-15

2013-14

2012-13

2011-12

Teaching

NonTeaching

Teaching

NonTeaching

Teaching

NonTeaching

Teaching

NonTeaching

LTC/HTC
Medical

31.57
28

44
28

18.42
32

10.52
36

36.84
32

40
33

26
31

20
30

GPF
CPF
NPS

65.78
NIL
34.22

80
NIL
20

65.78
NIL
34.22

80
NIL
20

65.78
NIL
34.22

80
NIL
20

65.75
NIL
34.20

80
NIL
20

*All the above mentioned figures are in %

6.3.6 What are the measures taken by the institution for attracting and
retaining eminent faculty?
Although the College is an evening college it has been able to attract and retain eminent faculty
in various departments. Recruitments are made
as per the University and UGCnorms
Transparency in recruitment process, good result of the students and the manner in which it
serves the society are instruments in attracting good faculties to the teaching and non-teaching
staff of the college.
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6.4 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization
6.4.1 What is the institutional mechanism to monitor effective and efficient use
of available financial resources?
The College is well aware of the fact that the management of the college and all its activities are
funded by the public money. The College adopts the following institutional mechanism to
monitor effective and efficient use of available financial resources:

Infrastructure Development
 The College has a Purchase and Building Committee formed by the staff Council which
inspects proposals received from the departments and other units. The Governing Body
after due inspection accords its approval on all such proposals.
 The College invites quotations or floats tenders as per General Financial Rules (GFR) and
College policies after inquiry of the proposals by the Purchase Committee.
 The College also seeks approval and sanction on proposals (on actual expenses) from the
Governing Body.

Students’ Activities
 Allocation of budgets to the student societies on the basis of stipulated financial rules
 Sanction of budgets by appropriate committees.
 Payment of bills and reimbursement of expenses as and when received, as per rules.

6.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for internal and external audit?
When was the last audit done and what are the major Audit objections? Provide
the details on compliance.
The College strongly believes in financial transparency and accountability. Audits are annually
conducted under Section 10 (23C) by external audit agencies duly approved by the Governing
Body, University of Delhi and University grants Commission. The College has not faced any major
objection in the last audits. The details of audited statement of income and expenditure for the
year 2012-13 and 2013-14 have been given below in section 6.4.3. The Balance Sheet and
Income and Expenditure Accounts are in agreement with the books of accounts maintained by
the College. The certificates given by the approved auditors have been provided below.
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6.4.3 What are the major sources of institutional receipts/ funding and how is
the deficit managed? Provide audited income and expenditure statement of
academic and administrative activities of the previous four years and the reserve
fund / corpus available with Institutions, if any.
Major source of institutional receipts/ funding:
 UGC grant – 100%
 Governing Body share – 0%
 University of Delhi (One time grant) – Recurring/Non-Recurring.

Details of Audited Income and expenditure
The details of audited statement of income and expenditure for the year 2012-13 and 2013-14
have been provided below.
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6.4.4 Give details on the efforts made by the institution in securing additional
funding and the utilization of the same (if any).
Our College is a Government college and is fully funded by the University Grants
Commission.
There is no provision for additional funding in the College.

6.5 Internal Quality Assurance System (IQAS)

6.5.1 Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
a. Has the institution established an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)?
If ‘yes’, what is the institutional policy with regard to quality assurance
and how has it contributed in institutionalizing the quality assurance
processes?
b. How many decisions of the IQAC have been approved by the
management/authorities for implementation and how many of them
were actually implemented?
c. Does the IQAC have external members on its committee? If so, mention
any significant contribution made by them.
d. How do students and alumni contribute to the effective functioning of
the IQAC?
e. How does the IQAC communicate and engage staff from different
constituents of the institution?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

We are in the process of establishing IQAC in the College.
N/A
Proposed IQAC will have an external member.
Proposed IQAC will have a student member.
N/A
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6.5.2. Does the institution have an integrated framework for Quality assurance
of the academic and administrative activities? If ‘yes’, give details on its
operationalization.
The College ensures a continual assessment, quality development, appraisal and scrutinizing
through accessible mechanisms in the University Ordinances which meet regularly at the level of
faculty and students. Bringing quality in both teaching and administrative work has always been
a serious concern for the College and constant efforts are made in this direction.

6.5.3 Does the institution provide training to its staff for effective
implementation of the Quality assurance procedures? If ‘yes’, give details
enumerating its impact.
The College does not have any formal training mechanism to train the staff. The members of
both teaching and non-teaching learn through participating in various activities and actively
engaging themselves in the various committees of the College. Constant engagement in the
management of different activities of the college and departments gives opportunities to learn
to ensure quality in work. This kind of informal training gives way to a qualitative and noticeable
impact on the overall functioning of the institution. The College encourages the staff members
to undertake refresher courses, orientations programmes, ICT trainings, Lab Staff training etc.
organized by university competent authorities and agencies in order to upgrade their academic
skills.

6.5.4 Does the institution undertake Academic Audit or other external review
of the academic provisions? If ‘yes’, how are the outcomes used to improve the
institutional activities?
Presently there is no formal mechanism for Academic Audit in the rules of the University. The
Staff Council reviews, implements and monitors systemic checks to improve academics in the
College. The academic activities and its progress and the curriculum delivery mechanism is
monitored and maintained by the Staff Council and its Committees in order to enhance the
quality of academics. Thus, it assesses curriculum, gathers departmental feedback and suggests
infrastructural changes or additions, workload and recruitment and resolves obtainable
infrastructure and human resources with the academic flexibility that the College may affirm for
optimization of its activities.
Departmental Committees are authorized to review and moderate the results of class tests and
assignments that are components of internal assessments. The autonomy of internal review of
the academic activities of the departments and the review by externals feeds into its academic
environment to improve quality and delivery of its various academic programs.
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6.5.5 How are the internal quality assurance mechanisms aligned with the
requirements of the relevant external quality assurance agencies/regulatory
authorities?
The College by making constant effort through all its hard work endeavours to align with the
principles of brilliance, growth and development articulated in the University’s and the Nation’s
plan of higher education and laid out in its vision statement and mission tasks. The college is
committed to assure quality in its administrative and teaching tasks and puts utmost effort to
align internal administrative and teaching mechanism with external regulatory authorities.

6.5.6 What institutional mechanisms are in place to continuously review the
teaching learning process? Give details of its structure, methodologies of
operations and outcome?
The Departmental committee follows the guidelines and instructions given by the University and
decides its own course of action to review the teaching and learning process of the
departments. The staff Council is the overseer of all the teaching and learning activities of all the
departments.

6.5.7 How does the institution communicate its quality assurance policies,
mechanisms and outcomes to the various internal and external stakeholders?
The College strongly believes in transparency and accountability. All its policies and outcomes
are communicated to all stakeholders and put in the public domain. The College documents
student results and activities that took place throughout the year and presents its Annual Report
in the Annual Day programme of the College. All developments and achievements of the College
are reported to the top management in the GB meetings and all the information is made
available in the public domain through its website, the Principal’s Report and the Annual Report
made for the University.

Any other relevant information regarding Governance, Leadership and
Management which the College would like to include.
Motilal Nehru College (E) is a Government college and it strongly believes in transparency,
accountability and responsibility towards the society and nation. To achieve all these goals it
constantly makes efforts by arranging regular meetings on different issues related to teaching
and administration. Being an evening college it has made an impressive space in the education
domain in the society. The time bound and target oriented goals and its constant effort to
accomplish it has enabled the college fulfil its vision and mission.
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CRITERION-VII
Innovations and Best Practices
7.1 Environment Consciousness
7.1.1 Does the Institute conduct a Green Audit of its campus and facilities?
The College has initiated the process of Green Audit and has organized Tree Plantation
campaigns and would continue to work in this respect.

7.1.2 What are the initiatives taken by the College to make the campus ecofriendly?
Our College is making all efforts to convert the College campus into an eco-friendly zone by
organizing tree plantation campaigns and through the optimization of obtainable measures
leading to the conservation of energy and other natural resources.

Energy Conservation:
In order to save energy solar panels are used in the College to light the campus. Solar panels
supply energy to at least 10-12 poles in the College. The new upcoming building and classroom
units will be fitted with LED bulbs. The morning and evening College shares the infrastructure
but the Morning College is the custodian of the building and other infrastructure.

Water harvesting:
Our College has become the first in the University of Delhi to use waterless urinal technology
developed and patented by IIT, Delhi. Through the use of this technology we will be saving 15
Lac litres of water annually. The College has a system of water harvesting with a rechargeable
water pit.
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Hazardous waste management:
The College maintains and follows the policy of segregation of waste. The College complies with
the Honourable Supreme Court order on burning of leaves.

Efforts for Carbon neutrality:
We have been working in this respect by making the campus green through plantation
campaigns

E-waste management:
Our College follows the guidelines formulated by Delhi University relating to e-waste
management. Our College is striving hard to convert the campus into an eco-friendly zone and
undertake all measures in promoting sustainable development and the optimal use of resources
to arrive at our goal of conservation of energy and natural resources.

7.2 Innovations
7.2.1 Give details of innovations introduced during the last four years which
have created a positive impact on the functioning of the College.
Innovative Academic Transaction:
Curricular learning enhanced through Interdisciplinary Programs: The Innovation Project
program introduced by the University of Delhi has provided an impetus to interdisciplinary
activity and interaction in the College. Our College participated in the competition conducted by
Delhi University in showcasing their innovation projects.
The College participated in the Teach India campaign organized by The Times Group and our
students benefitted in the development of their language skills. The College has motivated its
students and teachers to curricular learning across departments.

Innovative Infrastructural Development and Expansion through Optimization:
With an increased student intake over the past few years the College has had to build its
infrastructural capacity. In order to create more classrooms the College has added 5 semi161

permanent porta- cabin classrooms, 8 fully air conditioned classrooms and 12 more classrooms.
The morning and evening College shares the infrastructure but the Morning College is the
custodian of the building and other infrastructure. The new staff room was built two years back.
The staff room is fully, technologically equipped and can function as a seminar room as well. The
College is now completely secured with CCTV cameras placed at strategic places in the College.

Institutional Management through Innovative Managerial Practices
Our College involves every member of the institution in the smooth and efficient functioning.
The transparency is maintained in all dealings within the College through the display of
information in the public domain. The College also maintains accountability of its members.

7.3 Best Practices
7.3.1 Elaborate on any two best practices in the given format at page no. 98,
which have contributed to the achievement of the Institutional Objectives and
/or contributed to the Quality improvement of the core activities of the College.
The two best practices which have contributed to the accomplishment of Institutional
Objectives of righteousness, justice, empowerment and quality can be recognized as:

1. Promoting Inclusiveness in Higher Education
2. Participatory Governance

BEST PRACTICE I

Title of the Practice: Building an Institution for all.
Goal: Our College pursues the policy of inclusiveness. In this regard, young men and women
from all socio-economic, linguistic and regional background seek admission. Nobody is deprived
of educational growth on the basis of caste, creed, religion or region. The under-privileged class
students, as well as, the differently-abled students find an encouraging and harmonious
atmosphere at the College.
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The Context: Our College, Motilal Nehru (evening) is an affiliated College of Delhi University
and is located in South Delhi. Since, our College is a prestigious institution, the students from
rural, as well as, urban and of different economic conditions seek admission. The enrolment
data reflect a healthy male-female ratio of our students. Our College also enrols the students of
special needs so as to facilitate equal prospects for all.

The Practice:
The College provides equal opportunities to all the strata of society. The College follows the
National Policy of reservations in Students’ admission as well as Teaching/Non-teaching
appointments. The Governing Body appoints a Liaison Officer to ensure that the Reservation
Policy is properly followed.
Fee concessions are given to EWS students. The College facilitates Scholarships to North-East
Students. North-East Cell is responsible to look into their problems.
To ensure safety of the female students, the College has constituted an Internal Complaints
Committee against Sexual Harassment.
The College has introduced Braille study- material/books and special software for the visually
challenged students. These advancements allow them to access books and technology without
facing any kind of problem.

Constraints: Although the College aims to maintain a low fee structure but to balance with
financial demands is a challenge. The infrastructural and budgetary constraints restrict the
institution from conducting remedial classes for our students.

Limitations: Due to budgetary and infrastructural reasons, sometimes the idea of
inclusiveness runs into the danger of being reduced to mere symbolism if it fails to change the
mindset of the society at large.

Evidence of Success:
The data relating to admission of students over the years show the increase in female ratio. Our
College has given 3% concession to girls at the time of admission this year. Till last year, the
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concession to girls candidates was 5% in the aggregate. It also shows that the students were
encouraged to apply and avail fee waiver.

Problem Encountered and Resources Required: Due to infrastructural and budgetary
reasons the College encounters problem in conducting remedial classes.

BEST PRACTICE II
Title of the Practice: Good Governance through Participation
Goal: For good governance participatory practices are required through the
involvement of all the stakeholders in the processes of planning and decision making.

The Context: In order to create a modern progressive institution it is important that all
stakeholders like students, management, faculty members and non-teaching staff be
given an opportunity to participate in decision making, planning and goal setting for the
institution.

The Practice:
The staff council of our College administers the day today activities of the College
through various committees. Every committee has a convenor, who takes decisions by
involving other members of the committee and if needed, sometimes students union is
involved in the decision making process. Our College gives opportunity to every member
of the College in the decision making process relating to the functioning of the College to
achieve the goal of participatory governance. The various committees formed by staff
council are:
1. Timetable committee,
2. SC/ST/OBC committee
3. Internal Complaints Committee against Sexual Harassment,
4. Admission Committee
5. Special Categories Admission Enabling Committee
6. Grievances Committee- Admission
7. Students’ Union Advisory Committee
8. Fee Concession Committee
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9. Library Advisory Committee
10. Discipline Committee
11. Attendance Committee,
12. Magazine Committee,
13. Workload Committee,
14. Photography Committee,
15. Provident Fund Committee,
16. Monitoring Committee,
17. Sports Committee,
18. Student Union Advisory Committee,
19. College Website and Prospectus Revision Committee
20. Standing Committee
21. Purchase Committee
22. Computer Lab Committee
23. Cultural Committee
24. College Placement Cell
25. Building Committee
College gives opportunities to students to democratically participate in the College life.
SUAC oversees the student union elections. The students are represented by their
student representatives in the union through elections. They are mentored by SUAC
with a teacher-convenor. The opinion generated by the Students Union is respected and
given due attention in the decision making relating to the governance of the College.
The College also has vibrant associations of both teaching and non-teaching staff. These
associations have regular meetings where the teaching and non-teaching staff members
discuss and give suggestions for the better governance of the College. The Governing
Body of our College is the top decision making organ of the institution. It has two teacher
representatives, one senior and one junior and both the teachers actively participate in
all the deliberations of the GB. One senior member from non-teaching staff also
represents them in the GB as a special invitee.
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Evidence of Success:
For the smooth functioning of the institution it is required that all the stakeholders
interact with each other to facilitate in the participatory governance. The participatory
governance helps in the process of transparent decision making and in the creation of
harmonious and cordial atmosphere in the College.

Problems Encountered and Resources Required:
The participatory nature of governance has certain constraints in arriving at a decision.
The only problem encountered in participatory governance is the shortage of time as it
involves most of the members of our institution with the constraint that our College
functions in the evening i.e. from 3:30pm. We need more classrooms so that the
teaching timings can be preponed and the classes get over early.
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ANNEXURE
Details of Publications and other academic activities of teachers
Department of Commerce

1. Name of the Department: Department of Commerce
2. Year of Establishment: 1965

3. Names of Programmes
UG: B.Com (Honours)
B.Com
4. Names of Interdisciplinary Courses and the departments/units involved:
Democracy and Governance for B.Com (H)

5. Annual/ Semester/ Choice Based Credit System (programme wise):
B.Com (Honours) & B.Com 1st year courses are in CBCS format of University of Delhi
B.Com (Honours) & B.Com 2nd & 3rd years are in semester mode of University of Delhi

6. Participation of the department in the
departments:

courses offered by other

The department of Commerce currently teaches students of other departments the
paper of Insurance & Risk Management under CBCS. The paper is currently being taught
to the students of 1st year.

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.:
N/A

8. Details of courses/ programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons:
Previously the department had BA (P) with Commerce in the year 1965 but the said was
discontinued in the year 1993-1994 in the same year B.Com (P) was introduced.
Following the success of B.Com (P) B.Com (H) was also introduced in 1972-1973

Number of teaching posts:
Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors
Associate Professors
Assistant Professors

N/A

N/A
3
2+10( Ad-hocs)
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9. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization (D.Sc. /
D. Litt. / PhD/ M. Phil, etc.):
Name

Qualifications Designations Specialization Experience
(in yrs.)

Mr. Vijay
Singh
Mrs. Renu
Govila
Mrs.
Poonam
Khanna
Mr.
Honest
Mohideen

M.Com
M.Phil
M.Com
M.Phil
M.Com
M.Phil

Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor

M.Com
MBA
M.Phil
(Pursuing
Ph.D)
M.com
M.Phil
(Pursuing
Ph.d)
M.com
M.Phil

Assistant
Professor

Mr.
Rajnish
Kumar
Kler
Mrs.
Neelu
Grover
Ms.
Deepika
(Ad-hoc)

Accounts & 38 years
Finance
Accounts & 27 years
Finance
Organization 18 years
Behaviour &
Development

No. of M.
Phil/
PhD
students
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

Assistant
Professor

Financial
Management

10 years

N/A

Assistant
Professor

Finance

12 years

N/A

M.Com

Assistant
Professor

3 years

N/A

Ms. Renu
(Ad-hoc)

M.com
M.Phil

Assistant
Professor

2.5 years

N/A

Ms.
Monika
(Ad-hoc)

M.Com

Assistant
Professor

4.5 years

N/A

Mr.
Nishant
Sharma

M.Com
M.Phil(
Pursuing)

Assistant
Professor

Cost
Accounting &
Management
Accounting
Business Law
&
Management
Accounting
Accounting,
Computers &
Corporate
Laws
Corporate
Laws,
Corporate

2 years

N/A
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(Ad-hoc)
Mrs.
Rachna
Yadav
(Ad-hoc)
Mrs.Maya
Rani
(Ad-hoc)
Mr.
Ravinder
Singh
(Ad-hoc)
Mr. Mohd
Shahid
(Ad-hoc)

Governance
Finance

5 years

N/A

MBA

Assistant
Professor

M.Com
MBA
M.Phil
M.Com

Assistant
Professor

Marketing

3 years

N/A

Assistant
Professor

Finance

2 years

N/A

M.Com
Assistant
Pursuing Ph.D Professor

Finance

2.5 years

N/A

10. List of senior visiting faculty: None
11. Percentage

of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty: 2/3rd of the total classes of both B.Com
& B.Com (H) that is aprox. 66% of the total classes are held by temporary (Ad-hoc)
faculty members.

12.Student-Teacher ratio (programme wise):
The student teacher ratio for the department is 30:1 that is 1 teacher per 30 students.
This information is on the basis of sanctioned number of seats the actual ratio may be a
little higher with 1 teacher available per more number of students.
13. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff,

sanctioned and filled: N/A
14.Qualifications of teaching faculty with
PG: 14
M.Phil:09
Phd(Pursuing): 03

15.Number of faculty members in ongoing projects from:
a.) National: 01
Innovation Project: “EWS Reservation in Public schools of Delhi: Problem and
Challenges.” Sponsored by University of Delhi.(2014)
b.) International funding agencies and grants received: N/A
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16. Departmental projects funded by DST – FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc., and

total grants received: N/A
17. Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the university: N/A
18.Number of Publications per faculty:
Name

Mr.
Rajnish
Kumar
Kler

Ms.
Deepika
Ms.
Renu
Ms.
Monika
Mr.
Nishant
Sharma
Mrs.
Rachna
Yadav
Mrs.
Maya
Rani
Mr.
Mohd
Shahid

Number
eChapters
of papers Content in books
published
in peer
reviewed
journals
8(Eight)

4(Four)
5(Five)
5(Five)
10(Ten)

7(Seven)

4(Four)

7(Seven)
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Monographs/books Books
with
authored/ edited/ ISBN/
ISSN
co-authored
numbers
with
details
of
publishers
Entrepreneurship
and
Business
development
(B.Com
Text
Book)
Kalyani
Publisher, New
Delhi-2014

19. Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: N/A

20.Faculty as members in:
a.) National Committees: N/A
b.) International Committees: N/A
c.) Editorial Boards: N/A
21. Student Projects: The students of B.com (honours) 3rd year are assigned a project by
the teachers those who act as their guides & mentors & make them work on the project.
These projects help student in building a practical approach of commerce & give them an
opportunity to apply theory to real life situations. On submission the students are
examined on the basis of project report submitted & a viva voce examination.
Sometimes the research project turns out to be of great quality that it becomes worthy
of publication in journals & magazines of repute.

22.Awards/ Recognitions received by
a.) Faculty:
Mr. Rajnish Kumar Kler


Represented basket ball team at intra state level and secured first runner’s up position in
1994.
Mr. Nishant Sharma

 Certificate of Recognition received for organizing the 1st Annual Commerce Convention on the
topic Emerging Issues in finance organized by the Department of Commerce, Delhi School of
Economics, University of Delhi, on 3rd February, 2012.

 Awarded Mirza Mehmood Beg Scholarship for securing highest percentage of marks in
college in B.com (H) III year.
 Won Honahar Pratibha Sammaan from Yuva Sathi Sangathan.
 Won certificates (position holder) on participating in exams of Moral education.
 Awarded Junior Research Fellowship by University Grant commission
Miss Monika

 Awarded Junior Research Fellowship by University Grant commission
Mr. Ravinder Singh

 Awarded Junior Research Fellowship by University Grant commission
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Miss Renu

 Awarded Junior Research Fellowship by University Grant commission
b.) Students: N/A

23. List of visits from eminent academicians and scientists:
CA Saurabh Jain: for a talk on the topic” Goods & services Tax and its implications in
India

24.Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & Sources of funding:
a.) National: N/A
b.) International: N/A

25.Student Profile Programme/ Course wise:
Name of the Applications
course/
received
programme
(refer to Q. No.
4)
Insurance and
Risk
Management
under CBCS AS
GENERIC
ELECTIVE

Selected

Enrolled

Pass
Percentage

7

7

Course
offered in
July 2015.
Examination
held in
NovemberDecember
2015.

26.Diversity of Students :
Name of the course

B.Com (Honours)
B.Com

%age of students
from the same
state (Delhi-NCR)
90
80
172

%age of students %age of students
from other States
from abroad
10
20

Nil
Nil

27. Number of Students having cleared National and State level Competitive

Exams (eg., NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defence Services, etc.) : N/A

28. Student Progression: N/A
Student Progression
Against %age enrolled
UG to PG
PG to M. Phil
PG to PhD
PhD to Post Doctorate
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other
than
campus
recruitment
Entrepreneurship/ Self-employment

29.Details of Infrastructural facilities:
a.) Library: The college has a separate dedicated section for the department that is well
equipped with latest edition of text books, reference books, periodicals & journals.
b.) Internet facility for Students and Staff: The College is equipped with round the clock
connectivity available for both staff & students
c.) Class rooms with ICT facility: presently the classrooms are not equipped with such
facilities; however the wifi facility is available in the entire campus including the class
rooms which is an essential mean for the students to get on instant information if
required in classrooms.
d.) Laboratories: The College has a fully maintained computer lab & also have a
dedicated E- resource centre. The lab has latest version of software where commerce
based accounting software are being taught to students.

30.Number of Students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies:
The college provides fee concession to eligible students in tuition fee to every possible
student applying for it. Also arrangement of providing books is also taken care of to
needy students.
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32.Details of Student Enrichment Programmes (special lectures/ workshops/
seminar) with external experts in the last one year:
Educational Trips/ Cultural activities.
Despite type tie constraint the department has always shown extreme enthusiasm in
organizing various events & programmes for the enrichment of its students. Some of
such initiatives include:
 An enriching visit to NSE that is National stock exchange was organized in the
current year itself that equipped students with the basic understanding of what
stock markets are all about & clears their doubts with respect to investing in
stock markets. The programme covers the following topics for students
o The Importance of Investment
o Overview of the secondary market
o Awareness on the products available in securities market
o Operations of the Exchange.
o Benefits of investments in securities market
o Certifications offered by National Stock Exchange of India Limited
o Rights and Obligation in securities market

33.Programmes hosted by department in last one year:


The department also organizes its annual commerce fest: fest-o-com every year
comprising various events such as
a. Business plan
b. Business quiz
c. Product planning & launch
d. Ad-Mad: The marketing of today
e. Rangoli Making & Poster making.



Various talk shows are also organized from time to time the latest being a joint talk on
GST that is on Goods & Services tax.

34.Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
Being one of the largest departments of the college, the department of commerce
always strives to impart the best of the education & knowledge to its students with the
help of young & energetic pool of its excellent teachers. The aim always remains to take
the student outside the boundaries of the classrooms to show them how things work in
practical. To make the students confidence every student is encouraged to participate in
Group Discussions & to give presentations.
The major teaching methods include
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o A case study based pedagogical process
o Tutorial Method: Comprehensive enrichment of students through
individual attention on each & every student possible
o A continues evaluation approach is often adopted by our department
teachers to ensure overall development of student in the area of their
study through class tests & assignments given from time to time.
o Participation of students through group discussions
o Presentation by students
o Not restrictive to classrooms: the students can access the teachers
whenever they want through their contact details made available to the
students on the very first day of their classes.

35.Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) AND Extension
activities:







Students of the department actively participated in the inter college annual fest
Antardhvani(An annual cultural fest organised by the University of Delhi)
The department students not only contested but have been and are office bearers in the
capacity as student’s leaders.
The students as well as the teachers of the department along with the students and
teachers of other departments in a spirit of promoting inter disciplinary learning are
together working on a project titled “EWS reservation in Public Schools in Delhi.
Students of the department participate and emerge as winners too in the annual Sports
day of college.
Students as well as faculty members actively & enthusiastically participated in the Ekta
Diwas & Swachhta Bharat abhiyan as organized by the college.

36.SWOC Analysis of the Department and the Future Plans:
Strengths:
 A pool of highly qualified young as well as experienced teachers which is the
major strength of the department
 Use of participative & interactive materials in the classrooms
 Comprehensive & continuous evaluation of the students trough test, assignments
& tutorials.
 Availability of excellent study material for both staff & students.
 Feedback mechanism for students.
 Flexible availability of teachers to students beyond college hours.
 Individual attention to students to the extent possible
 Availability of high tech computer lab & e-resource centre.
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 Educational visits for the students
 Organization of extracurricular events for students & teachers alike.

Weaknesses:
 Lack of extra Curricular Activities due to time constraint
 Infrastructural constraints: non availability of ICT in classrooms.

Opportunities:
 A student with a graduate degree in commerce has multiple options for higher
studies viz CA, CS, MBA, M.COM.CFA. CMA & many more.
 The faculty is enriched with experience to impart theoretical as well as practical
knowledge to students.
 Continuous evaluation of students helps them to get them absorbed in the
industry soon after the finish their degree.

Challenges:
 The biggest challenge is restriction of time in one semester

Future Plans:
 The department will very soon be starting a placement cell for its students so that
students can get into the industry as soon as they are done with their degrees.
 Students to be given more counselling sessions to make them aware of the
environmental changes.
 To encourage & undertake socially responsible causes & projects to help not only
students & college but society at large as well.
 To initiate a commerce alumni association to strengthen the bonds within the
past students.
 To invite eminent scholars & personality to deliver lectures to students.
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Economics Department
1.

Name of the Department: Economics

2.

Year of Establishment: BA (Programme) Discipline Course - 27 August, 1968.
: B Com (Programme) - 1997-98
: BA (Honours) Economics (Under FYUP) - July 2013

3. Names of Programmes/ Courses offered (UG) :
➢ B.A. (Programme) with Economics (three year course)
➢ B Com (Programme) with Economics (three year course)
➢ B.A. (Honours) in Economics (three year course under restructured FYUP)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary Courses and the departments/units involved:
➢ Economics Department offers a paper “Principles of Economics” as a discipline centered
concurrent course to all students persuing honours in Hindi, English, History, Pol Science
under the semester system
➢ In Bcom (Programme) , we are teaching a paper of economics to all the students in
third, fourth, fifth and sixth semester under semester system.
➢ In every semester of BA programme we are teaching a paper of economics to the
ones who have opted for it under both semester and choice based credit system.
➢ In every semester, Economics department is offering a Generic Elective paper to all
students pursuing honours in Hindi, English, History, Pol Science and Commerce under
choice based credit system.
➢ The department offers an application course “ Banking and Insurance “ to
BA(Programme) students under semester system.
➢ Economics department is teaching “Environmental Studies” paper to Bcom (Programme)
students under choice based credit system
5. Annual/ Semester/ Choice Based Credit System (programme wise):
➢ BA (Honours)
III Year Course based on FYUP system
II Year Course based on Semester system I
Year Course based on CBCS system
➢ BA (Programme)
II Year Course based on Semester system I
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Year Course based on CBCS system
6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
Participation of the economics students in the courses offered by department of
History, English, Hindi and Political Science:

 'Contemporary India' by Pol Science Department
➢ 'Human Rights, Gender and Environment' Course offered by History Dpeartment
➢ 'Ancient India, Medival India and Modern India' offered by History Department
➢ 'Creative Writing' offered by English and Hindi Department

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.:
Nil

8. Details of courses/ programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons:
➢ B.A. (Programme) and B Com (Programme) under the annual system were discontinued

after the introduction of three years semester system in the university.
➢ Three years BA (Programme) and Bcom(Programme) courses under the semester system

were discontinued after the introduction of four years of Undergraduate Programme
(FYUP) in July 2013. Under FYUP BA(Honours) Economics was introduced in our college for
the very first time in economics deparment.
➢ The four year undergraduate program (FYUP) was discontinued by the Delhi University in

July 2014. Hence, BA (Honours) Economics which was started in July 2013 was also
discontinued and converted into three year restructured FYUP only for 2014 and 2015
while BA (Programme) and Bcom(Programme) were also reintroduced.
➢ Semester system has been discontinued again after the introduction of Choice Based

Credit System (CBCS) since July 2015. Under CBCS, BA(Programme) Application Courses
and BCom (Prog) Economics papers in I, II, III and IV semester are discontinued which are
reducing the workload of economics department drastically.

9. Number of teaching posts:
Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professor

Nil

Associate professor

Nil

Assistant professsor

7 ( permanent(3) + adhoc (4))
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10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization (D.Sc. /
D. Litt. / PhD/ M. Phil, etc.):
Name

Qualifications Designation Specialization Experience (in No. of
yrs.)
M. Phil/
PhD
students

Dr.Priya Bhalla

MA,

Assistant
Professor

Micro
Economics

13 Years
approx

Nil

16 Years
approx.

Nil

Rural devt. and 11Years
agricultural
approx.

Nil

M.Phil,Ph.D
Macro
Economics and
Indian
Economy
Dr. Anjali Agarwal

MA,

Assistant
Professor

Micro
Economics

Ph.D
Macro
Economics and
Growth &
Development
Dr. Bishnu Charan MA,
Nag
Ph.D

Assistant
Professor

economics
Mr. Ashish Gupta

M.A

Assistant
Professor

Econometrics

Mr. Prakash Kumar MA,
Sahoo
M. Phil

Assistant
Professor

Econometrics, 2Y 9M
Financial
approx.hu
institutions
and
markets

Ms. Kavita

Assistant
Professor

Econometrics

1Y 9M approx. Nil

Assistant
Professor

Micro and
Macro
Economics

3Y 4M approx. Nil

MA,

2Y 3M approx. Nil
Nil

M. Phil
Mrs. Deepti Goel

M.A
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11. List of senior visiting faculty: Nil
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty:
60% of the lectures and tutorial classes are handled by temporary faculty.

13. Student-Teacher ratio (programme wise)
B.A.(Hons.) Economics : 37:1
B.A.(Prog.). + B. Com ( Prog).+ Generic Elective : 92:1

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff,
sanctioned and filled:
Nil

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with D. Sc /D. Litt / PhD/ M. Phil/ PG:
Ph.D

: 03

M.Phil : 02
MA

: 02

16. Number of faculty members in ongoing
projects from: a.) National : none
b.) International funding agencies and grants received: none

17. Departmental projects funded by DST – FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc.,
and total grants received:
➢ Economics department organized a two day National Seminar sponsored by UGC

on “Industrialisation: development for whom?” on 20-21 March 2012 and received
a total grant of 1.5 lakh

18. Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the university: Nil
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19. Number of Publications per faculty:
Name

Number of
Number e-Content Chapters Monographs/books Books
Papers
presented
of papers
in books authored/ edited/ with
in Conference/ published
co-authored
ISBN/
in peer
ISSN
Seminar
reviewed
numbers
journals
with
details of
publisher

Dr. Priya
Bhalla

5 – National
3International

8

20
chapter

1

(chapters
in book
1)
Dr. Anjali
Agarwal

5 – National
3International

5

-

-

-

-

Dr. Bishnu
Nag

11 – National
3International

4

-

1

-

-

Mr. Ashish
Gupta

5

-

-

-

-

Mr. Prakash 4 – National
1International

4

-

2

-

-

Ms. Kavita

3

-

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

-

1 - National

Mrs. Deepti -

20. Areas of Consultancy and Income
generated:
Nil
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21. Faculty as members in:
a. National Committees: nil
b. International Committees: nil
c. Editorial Boards: nil

22. Student Projects:
Students of economics department were involved in an innovation project of University of
Delhi entitled, “ EWS reservation in public schools in Delhi : Issues and Challenges” from Nov
2013- June 2015, sponsored by Delhi University.

23. Awards/ Recognitions received by
Faculty: Dr. Priya Bhalla received two best paper awards in international conferences and
obtained UGC international travel grant.
Students: No

24. List of visits from eminent academicians and scientists:
➢ Ms. Chaitanya Jai Kumar, a research scholar from Italy - for a talk on 'Inflation in India'
➢ Mr.Saurabh Jain , Chartered Accountant – for a talk on 'Goods and Services Tax
and its implication in India' .

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & Sources of funding:
➢ National: seminar on, “Industrialisation: development for whom?” in 2012, funded by

UGC (1.5 lakh)
Recently (on 29th Oct 2015) we have applied in UGC for a national conference on,
“Goods and Services tax and its impact on India”
➢ International: Nil

26. Student Profile Programme/ Course wise:
Name of the
course/
Programme
(refer to Q. No.
4)

Introductory
Micro Economics,
Generic Elective
under CBCS

Applications
received

Selected

80
182

Enrolled

80

Pass
Percentage

Course
offered in
July 2015.
Examination
held in
November-

December
2015.
Macro economic
theory and
apication

162

162

Indian Economy

162

162

75.15%
(121/161)
84.47%
(136/161)

Due to the centralised admission process in Delhi university, the college does not have
data on the total number of applications received for any course.

27.Diversity of Students :
Name of the course %age of students
%age of students
from the same state from other States
(Delhi-NCR)

%age of students
from abroad

1st Sem

90%

10%

Nil

3rd Sem

92%

8%

Nil

5th Sem

78%

22%

Nil

Although we get students from throughout the country, most of the students belong to
Delhi, while a small proportion also comes from other states like UP, Bihar, Haryana,
Rajasthan, Manipur, Uttarakhand etc. Being an evening college we also get students from
weaker sections of the society, and from rural areas, as they prefer to do a job to support
their families in the day hours and study in the evening.
28. Number of Students having cleared National and State level Competitive

Exams (eg., NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defence Services, etc.) : Data not
available.

29. Student Progression: Actual data is not available.
Student Progression

Against %age enrolled

UG to PG
PG to M. Phil
PG to PhD
PhD to Post Doctorate
Employed
Campus selection
Other than campus recruitment
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Entrepreneurship/ Self-employment

Majority of the students go for higher studies in reputed universities all over India and
abroad, while some also prefer doing a job in companies, BPOs, KPOs, and simultaneously
study through correspondence course, especially the ones who are under financial
constraints.
30. Details of Infrastructural facilities:
a.) Library:
The library for economics is very well equipped with textbooks and reference
books which the students can issue. The library also subscribes to numerous
journals and newspapers for the students.
b.) Internet facility for Students and Staff:
The computer center provides computer facilities with internet for students and
teacgers for effective study. College provides a fully centralised wifi facility for
those who work on laptop, computer or mobile phones. The Department provides
a Wi-Fi facility for those who work on laptop computers, there is space provided
for availing Wi-Fi services.
c.) Class rooms with ICT facility:
Some classrooms are equipped with overhead projectors.
d.) Laboratories:
Not Applicable
31. Number of Students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies:
College is providing fee concession (tution fee) every year, to all students applying
for the same and also try to provide books to some students who face financial
constraint.
32. Details of Student Enrichment Programmes (special lectures/ workshops/ seminar)
with external experts in the last one year
➢ Two special lectures organised to expose students to current issues and also
provided them with a platform that get their queries answered
➢ "Inflation in India" by Chaitanya Jai Kumar
➢ "Goods and Service Tax: Its Implications in India" by Mr. Saurabh Jain.
➢ Formation of economics society of the students in the department of economics for
managing all the activities in the department such as talks, debates, conferences etc.
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33. Programmes hosted by department in last one year:
➢ Every year we organise students fresher's function for Ist year students (in first
term) who study economics and farewell function for IIIrd year students (in
second term).
➢ Organised a talk on Inflation in India by Chaitanya Jai Kumar, a research scholar from
Italy.
➢ Organised a talk on Goods and Services Tax and its Implications in India by Mr.
Saurabh Jain, a chartered accountant and also an alumni of the college.
➢ We have also applied for a National Conference on Goods and Services Tax and its
impact on India in UGC.
➢ Economics department of our college has also sent an application to Delhi
University for starting the process of applying for Eco honours.

34. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
➢ Interactive sessions with students’ presentation at both individual level and group
level are always a part of teaching which help students in better understanding the
abstract concepts.
➢ Tests, written assignments and viva are among the regular practice
followed in the department. This helps increase the insight into the
subject.
➢ Remedial teaching and students counselling is a practice that department follow to
take care of Hindi medium students and students from weak background with low
percentage particularly.
➢ Internet references like various recent articles published in the reputed economic
journals are recommended to students for upgrading their knowledge about the
subject which also encourage the interest in the research among the students.
➢ Department organises seminar and talk by various eminent professors and scholars
on topics related to economics. This enhances learning experience of the students
beyond the prescribed syllabus and also makes them expose to the research field.

35. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) AND Extension
activities:
➢ The department is dedicated and committed towards student’s welfare and their

progression as they are primary stakeholders of the institution.
➢ Many students from the department have joined the National Cadet Corps

(NCC) and National Service Scheme (NSS).
➢ In addition to these many students have also excelled in sports and represented the
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college in inter-college competition.
➢ A good number of students from the department are also in the Cultural Committee,

not only this, but students have also represented the college in “Antardhvani” the
annual cultural festival of the University.
➢ Our department has also presented a project through posters titled, “Green

Life” in Antardhvani, held in February, 2015.
➢ Teachers of the department are also actively participating in various

committees of the college.
➢ Also, the students and teachers are working on a project entitled, “EWS Reservation

in Public Schools in Delhi: Issues and Challenges”.
➢ Students of economics department participated enthusiastically in National

Seminar, two special lectures, Fresher function and Farewell function.
➢ Students also participated in International Yoga Day, Swachhta Diwas and Unity

Day in College.

36. SWOC Analysis of the Department and the Future Plans:
Strengths:
Department has well qualified faculty with specialization in different aspects of Economics
and capable of teaching equally to the Hindi medium students with the aim of student centric
teaching. Many of them presented research papers in national and international
conferences/seminars in India and abroad and also published research papers in reputed
journals. Diversity of specialization of the department has promoted multi-faceted research
at the department and has brought a certain depth to the courses as well.
 Maximum number of children from English(H), Hindi(H), History(H), Pol Science (H)
and B.Com. (H) opted for Generic Elective paper offered by economics department as
it enables the students to choose from a variety of career prospects.
 Guidance to students with regard to future career opportunities. Close interaction
between students and faculty.
 Seminars, talks and lectures by external subject experts are organised.
 Updated reading material including all prescribed textbooks available for staff and
students
 Construction of J Block, PG Block and G Block solved the problem of insufficient
number of class rooms to some extent but still there is a connectivity problem that
exists.
 Successfully conducted two years of BA (Honours) Economics under FYUP in our
college.
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Weaknesses:
➢ No separate department space.
➢ Limited time in a semester to give practical knowledge
➢ Infrastuctural constraints like lack of computer labs, lack of access to economics
journals, limited space in seminar room, lack of space for holding lectures, seminars
and inter college activities.

Opportunities:
The study of economics provides students with immense research and career
opportunities after under graduation as it provides students the tool to critically
assess both market and non- market factors affecting regional and global economies.
Economics provides you with skills that are highly valued by employers. These include
skills in problem -solving, analytical thinking, gathering and interpreting data, writing
reports and research papers, and skills in computation. Such marketable skills open
doors to a wide range of jobs in the areas of law, banking, finance, insurance and real
estate; utility companies; non-profit organizations; regulatory agencies; sports, health
and aging; academia; all aspects of business and international agencies such as the
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. Economists are needed in both
times of recessions and booms – a recession-proof career!

Challenges:
➢ We need to strengthen out placement cell so that students get an opportunity to get

placed via on campus recruitment.
➢ Regular skill enhancing facilities as per the new syllabus
➢ Very high Student-Teacher ratio creates the problem of improper personal attention
➢ Being an evening college, we get students from economically weaker sections of
the society with lower percentages therefore the need is to enhance their capacity
for logical thinking especially for a subject like economics is a challenge for the
faculty.
➢ To provide updated Hindi reading material to Hindi medium students is a challenge

for the faculty. Hence, the faculty routinely self translates English language course
material in Hindi Language to provide notes to the students.
Future Plans:
➢ Successive continuous efforts to restart Economics Honours in our college.
➢ To organise department fest with inter college activities
➢ To hold special lectures, debates, quizzes and field visits frequently
➢ Annual National seminar/conference of the department
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Department of English
1. Name of the Department: English
2. Year of Establishment: 1965
3. Names of Programmes / Courses offered (UG, PG, M.Phil., Ph.D.,
Integrated Masters; Integrated Ph.D., etc.)
BA (Honours) English
 Names of Interdisciplinary courses and the departments/units involved:
i) English for the Students of Commerce for B.Com (Programme)
ii) Business Communication for B.Com (Hons)
iii) Language Literature and Creativity for students of BA (Hons)
iv) Generic Elective courses under CBCS- I Year Honours other than English.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Academic Writing and Composition.
Media and Communication Skills.
Text and Performance.
Language and Linguistics.
Contemporary India : Women and Empowerment.
Language, Literature and Culture.
Readings on Indian Diversities and Literary Movements.

 Annual/ semester/choice based credit system (programme wise):
 BA (Hons) :
III year Course based on FYUP system
II year Course based on Semester system
I year Course based on CBCS system
 BA (Prog.):
II year Course based on Semester system
I year Course based on CBCS system
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Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments

The Department of English participates in the teaching of courses offered by all the
departments of the college including Political Science, Hindi, History, Mathematics and
Commerce.

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NA
The College and the Department follows the curriculum designed by the University of
Delhi. The discontinued courses/programmes are corollary of the structural changes made
at the University level.

9. Number of teaching posts
Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

NA

NA

Associate Professors

NA

02

Asst. Professors

NA

10

10. Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization, (D.Sc.
/D.Litt. /Ph.D./ M. Phil. etc.)
Name

Qualification Designation

Specialization Experience
(In Yrs)

Associate
Professor

(17th Century
Poetry)

Ph.D

Assistant
Professor

Dalit Writing
and Aboriginal
Writing
13 Yrs

Ph.D

Assistant
Professor

Elizabethan
Drama

Mrs. Uma
Chaudhary

M.Phil

Dr. Rajesh
Kumar

Dr. Hema
Dahiya
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35

14 Yrs 6
months

No. of M.Phil/
Ph.D. Students
Guided for the
Last 4 years

Dr. (Mrs.) Rita Ph. D
Kakkar

Associate
Professor

English Critical
Theory
33 Yrs

Ms. Swagata
Roy

M.A

Assistant
Professor

Victorian
Poetry
13 Yrs

Dr. Pradip
Sharan

Ph.D

Associate
Professor

Amercian
Literature
30 Yrs

Dr. Jyoti Jakhar
Dahiya

Assistant
Professor

Historiograph
y, Diaspora
14 yrs
Studies

Assistant
Professor

Irish Drama

Assistant
Professor

AfroAmerican
Literature

Assistant
Professor

English
Literature

1 Yr 6
Months

MA

Assistant
Professor

20th century
English
Drama

1 Yr 5
Months

M.Phil

Assistant
Professor

Literature
and Cinema 10 months

Ph.D
Dr. Kasturi
Choudhury
(Adhoc)

Ph.D

Dr. Aqueel
Akhtar (Adhoc)

Ph.D

Ms. Parul Batra
(Adhoc)
M.Phil
Mr. Amit
Kumar (Adhoc)

Mr. Shubhmay
Chauhan
(Adhoc)
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3 yrs

11. List of senior visiting faculty: - NIL
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty:
Approximately 40 % of the lectures delivered and tutorial classes are handled by
temporary faculty.

13. Student -Teacher Ratio (programme wise):
The Student – Teacher ratio is as follows:
BA (Hons) : 1:15
BA (Prog) : 1:56
B.Com (Prog): 1: 15.5

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative
staff; sanctioned and filled:
None in the English dept.

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with D.Sc/ D.Litt/ Ph. D/ M.Phil / PG.
Ph.D: 7
M.Phil: 3
MA: 2

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National
International funding agencies and grants received:
Dr Rajesh Kumar has been awarded the UGC Research Award in English for 2016-18 and has
received grant from UGC

17. Departmental projects funded by DST - FIST; UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and
total grants received: No
18. Research Centre /facility recognized by the University: Primarily because of
limited resources, there is no Research Centre/Facility in the College.

19.Publications:
a) Publication per faculty
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Name

Number
of

papers

E-

Chapt
ers
Monographs/Books

Books

Content

in
Books Authored/

With

published

Edited/Co-

ISBN/

in

Authored

ISSN

peer

reviewed

numbers

journals*

With
details of
publishers

Mrs. Uma
Chaudhary

Dr. Rajesh
Kumar

2

12

1

2

2

ISBN:978-93-80525-228

Cambridge Scholar
Publishing (UK)
ISBN(10):1-44385310-0

Dr. Hema
Dahiya
10

ISBn (13):978-1-44385310-1

-

Dr. (Mrs.) Rita
Kakkar

Anmol Publications
Pvt.Ltd. 2004, Delhi
2

-

-

2

ISBN-81-261-1752-4.

-

-

-

-

-

Ms. Swagata
Roy
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Dr. Pradip
Sharan
10

-

1

-

-

Dr. Jyoti
Jakhar Dahiya

6

-

4

1

ISBN: 81-87403-36-5
New Delhi Books Plus,
2014

1

Dr. Kasturi
Choudhury
(Adhoc)

2

-

-

-

-

Dr. Aqueel
Akhtar
(Adhoc)

Ms. Parul
Batra
(Adhoc)

1

-

-

1

LAP- Lambert Academic
Publishing, Germany,
ISBN 978-3-659-267390)

2

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

Mr. Amit
Kumar (Adhoc)

Mr. Shubhmay
Chauhan
(Adhoc)

 Areas of Consultancy and income generated: No
 Faculty as members in
a) National Committees- Dr Rajesh Kumar : Executive Member and Seminar Coordinator, Institute of Harmony and Peace Studies, Dwarka, Delhi.
b) International Committees - No
c) Editorial Boards- No
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 Student Projects- Nil
 Awards/ Recognition received by faculty and studentsDr. Rajesh Kumar has been awarded the UGC Research Award Fellow, 2016-18

in English for the Project “Santhali Dance-Songs of Jharkhand:
Contextualizing Art and Culture”
Dr. Pradip Sharan was awarded the Scholarship and completed the Access Teacher
Development Online Program (ATDOP), 2012. This online course was offered by the
Department of Linguistics, American English Institute, University of Oregon (USA).
Awarded the Professional Development Scholarship by TESOL, USA to attend the
International Convention in Salt Lake City, USA – April, 2002.

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists / visitors to the department:
1.Prof. Harish Narang, JNU,
2.Prof. Simi Malhotra, Jamia Millia Islamia University,
3.Prof. Uday Kumar, University of Delhi.,
4.Sh. Suraj Pal Chauhan, prominent Dalit writer and activist
5.Prof. Vivek Kumar, JNU

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & the source of funding
a) National: No
b) International: No
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26. Student profile programme/course wise:
Name of the

Applications

Course/programm
e

Received*

Selected

Enrolled

Percentage

data not
English(course offered
to CBCS Students of
B.COM(p))
Language Literature &
Creativity ((course
offered to students of
BA(H) Sem 2nd ) 201415

Media &
Communication Skills
(Generic Elective course
offered to CBCS
students of BA(H))

Pass

available
50

50

Course
offered in
July 2015.
Examinati
on held in
November
December
2015.

84.62%
78

54
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78

(66/78)

54

Course
offered in
July 2015.
Examinati
on held in
November
December
2015.

27. Diversity of Students

Name of the

% of

% of students

% of

Course

students

from other

students

from the

States

from

same state

abroad

(Delhi-NCR)
BA (Hons)

60

40

NIL

BA (Prog)

55

44

1

B.Com

60

43

2

28. How many students have cleared national and state
competitive examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil services,
Defense services, etc.?
Data not available

29. Student progression:
Student progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

3

PG to M.Phil.

Data not available

PG to Ph.D.

Data not available

Ph.D. to Post-Doctoral

Data not available

Employed

Data not available

• Campus selection
• Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Self-employment

Data not available
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30. Details of Infrastructural facilities:

a) Library: The College has a well-stocked library and teacher representatives from
different department ensure that the latest editions of text books, reference books,
journals, etc are made available to the students. We have a Libaray Committee
comprising of the Librarian and Incharges of different departments to oversee the
functioning of the Library and the purchase of books.
b) Internet facility for Staff & Students: The whole campus is wi-fi enabled and students
and staff can access the Computer Lab for their academic needs.
c) Class rooms with ICT facility: The classrooms have white boards as teaching tools.
d) The college has seven technology enabled learning space.

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
university, government or other agencies:
Data not available

32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures /
workshops /seminar) with external experts:
i) Talk delivered on “Literary Theory” by Prof. Simi Malhotra, Department of English, Jamia
Millia Islamia University, Delhi.
ii) Talk by Prof Uday Kumar, Department of English University of Delhi.
Department Program in last One year
i) Dr. Pradip Sharan, coordinator, of the Department of English of our college
collaborated with Times Group for the development of Spoken skill of our students,
especially those who belong to the under privileged class of our society.
ii) The students of English department have been very active participants in the cultural
activities like dance, music, debate at our college. They are also very active in social
activities like Swaccha Bharat Abhiyan.
iii) The student of English Hons. performed a scene from Webster’s The Duchess of Malfi
to discuss and understand the language of theatre.
iv) The department of English has bi- lingual debating society named ‘Alfaaz’
Our students participate in various Inter-College competitions like
Literary Quiz, debates, paper presentation etc. and some of them have won prizes.
v) The department organized the screening of “Mrichhakatika” an episode from Bharat
ek Khoj followed by a discussion.
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vi) Our department organized a debate on the topic “Has Indian Democracy failed”.
vii) Organised education trip to Agra and Gwalior.

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
The department adopts various methods aimed at improving and enhancing student
learning such as classroom teaching, tutorials, referring to e-resources (www.gutenburg.org,
SOL, ILLL), paper presentations, projects, quiz competitions, paper reading sessions to name
a few.

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities:
The students of our department are active members of the NSS, NCC which centrally
conducts various activities such as blood donations, campus cleaning drive, plantation etc.
Students of the department have also enacted street plays to raise awareness on various
issues.

35. SWOC analysis of the Department and Future plans:
Strengths
 There is a huge diversity in the faculty. Their areas of specialization are varied like
ELT, Feminism, Historiography, Dalit Literature, American Literature to name a few.
Also, they have received their degrees from Universities like Sheffield Hallam
University, DU, JNU and they bring in academic ethos of those, further enhancing the
Department.
 The English Association, with a faculty member as mentor is one of the most active
associations in the past 3 years having organized various events.
 The English Department is the only department to be teaching at least one course to
students of all the disciplines in the Colleges

Weakness
 We do not have a research journal at our college which is of immediate need and
importance
 Infrastructure is a big problem for us since most of the classrooms are not able to
seat more than 60 students
 We do not have a department room which could be used as a space for enriching
discussions and research work.
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Opportunities
 The department caters to the language requirement of all disciplines and
believes that this is an area which offers immense scope to expand the
teaching from language to literature as well.
 There is a need to expand skills based disciplines like Mass communication to
other departments.

Challenges
 The lack of a Language Lab is a challenge that needs to be addressed at the earliest
 The lack of a formal set up to
institutes/universities is a huge challenge

facilitate

collaboration

with

other

Future Plans
 Our Department is planning to launch an In-house journal within this academic year.
 The Department intends to publish the Literary Magazine on a quarterly basis.
 There should be a long term, sustained partnership with foreign universities and
departments for skills development related activities

Hindi Department

1. Name of the Department : HINDI
2. Year of Establishment : 27-08-1965
3. Names of Programmes/ Courses offered UG : B.A. in Hindi (Honours) (Three Year Course)
 B.A. (Prog.) With Hindi (Three Year Course)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary Courses and the departments/units
involved : Foundation Course (LLC) in Hindi for B.A. (prog.) IInd year Students
(Under Three Year Programme)
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 Rachnatmak lekhan (Creative Writing) In Hindi for B.A. (prog.) IIIrd year
Students (Under Three Year Programme)
 Qualifying and Credit Course Hindi (As Concurrent Course for student of
B.A. Hons. Other than Hindi)
 Language Course in :- Hindi for B.Com (Prog.)
Hindi for B.Com (Honours)

5. Annual/ Semester/ Choice Based Credit System (programme wise) : BA (Hons) :
III year Course based on FYUP system
II year Course based on Semester system
I year Course based on CBCS system
 BA (Prog.):
II year Course based on Semester system
I year Course based on CBCS system

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments :The Department of Hindi participates in the courses offered by all the
Departments of the college including History, Political Science, English, B.Com.
(Hons.) and B.Com (Prog.).

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc. :NIL

8. Details of courses/ programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: The College and the Department follows the curriculum designed by the University
of Delhi. The discontinued courses/programmes are corollary of the structural
changes made at the University level.
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9. Number of teaching posts :Posts
Sanctioned
Filled
Professors
N/A
N/A
Associate Professors
N/A
03 (Three)
Assistant Professors
12
07
 Five Assistant Professors are working 0n Ad-hoc basis.

10.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization
(D.Sc. / D. Litt. / PhD/ M. Phil, etc.):
Name
Dr. Vidya
Shanker
Singh
Dr.
Premlata
Sharma
Dr.
Pushkar
Singh
Dr.
Ashwani
Kumar
Dr. Brij
Kishore
Dr.
Rajesh
Kumari
Kaushik
Kana
Ram
meena
Dr.
Ashutosh
Sharma
Dr. Bipul
Kumar
Dr.
Archana
Rani
Simmi
Chauhan
Pushpa
Meena

Qualifications Designations Specialization Experience No. of M. Phil/
(in yrs.)
PhD students
Ph. D.
Associate
Hindi
30 Years
One
Professor
Upanyas
Ph. D.

Associate
Professor

Hindi
Upanyas

28 Years

Ph.D.

Assistant
Professor

Aadhunik
sahitya

14 Years

Ph.D.

Assistant
Professor

Media Aur
Dalit Sahitya

13 Years

Two

Ph.D.

Associate
Professor
Assistant
Professor

Aadhunik
Sahitya
Madhyakalin
Sahitya

15 Years

Three

M.Phil,
Ph.D.
Pursuing
Ph.D.

Assistant
Professor

Lokpriy
Sahitya

7 years

Assistant
Professor

Ritikalin
Sahitya

5 Years

Ph.D.

Assistant
Professor

Ph.D.

Assistant
Professor

Hindi Cinema 3 Years
Aur Aadhunik
Sahitya
Stree Vimarsh 6 Years

M.Phil,
Ph.D.
Pursuing
Ph.D.
Pursuing

Assistant
Professor

Hindi
Upanyas

2.5 years

Assistant
Professor

Natya Sahitya

2 Years

Ph.D.
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12 Years

11.List of senior visiting faculty : No
12.Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty : 42% by Ad-hoc Faculty.

13.Student-Teacher ratio (programme wise) : ***************************
14.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff,
sanctioned and filled : No

15.Qualifications of teaching faculty with D. Sc /D. Litt / PhD/ M. Phil/ PG :
Ph.D. : 09
M.Phil : 02
PG
: 01

16.Number of faculty members in ongoing projects from :
a.) National : 01
b.) International funding agencies and grants received : No

17.Departmental projects funded by DST – FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc., and
total grants received : No
18.Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the university : DU

19.Number of Publications per faculty :
Name

Dr. Vidya
Shanker
Singh
Dr.
Premlata

Number of
papers
published
in peer
reviewed
journals
----

e-Content

Chapters
in books

Monograp
hs/books
authored/
edited/ coauthored

Books with ISBN/
ISSN numbers
with details of
publishers

-----

----

----

-----

06

------

01

--------

--------
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Sharma
Dr.
Pushkar
Singh

-----

-------

-------

---------

-------

Dr.
Ashwani
Kumar

25

--------

05

01

ISBN978-81-92939-117

Dr. Brij
Kishor

03

-------

10

03

ISBN –
9788190553483,
9788185999906,
9788191077308

Dr. Rajesh
Kumari
Kaushik

06

01

-------

02

Kana Ram

------

------

-------

------

Dr.
Ashutosh
Sharma

05

-----

------

-------

Dr. Bipul
kumar

07

01

02

03 & 02

Dr. Archna 08
Rani

-----

02

------

Simmi
Chauhan

03

03

-------

-------

Pushpa
Meena

07

-----

-------

------

20.Areas of Consultancy and Income generated : No
21.Faculty as members in :a.) National Committees : No
b.) International Committees : No
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-------

ISBN –
9788190209335,
9789382435083,
9789381350966,
9789381435137

c.) Editorial Boards : 01 (One)
Dr. Ashwani kumar :- 1) Apeksha
2) Asmita
3) Pari-Samvad

22.Student Projects : No
23.Awards/ Recognitions received by
a.) Faculty :
 Dr. Ashwani Kumar; Research Award for Teachers For The Year 20162018 by UGC.
 Dr. Ashwani Kumar, Associate for the 2013-2015 by Indian Institute Of
Advanced Study, Shimla
 Dr. Bipul Kumar, Teaching Excellence Award by University of Delhi for
academic session 2013-2014.
b.) Students : No

24. List of visits from eminent academicians and scientists :
Academicians List :1.) Dr. Gopeshwar Singh - “Nagarjun ki kavya samvedna” 2010-2011.
2.) Dr. Jai Prakash Kardam – “ Dalit vimarsh ke aaine me Hindi Sahitya” 2011-2012.
3.) Dr. Harimohan Sharma – “ Bhartendu Harishchandra aur Jai Shankar Prasad”
2011-2012.
4.) Dr. Surendra Nath Singh – “ Kavi aur Natakkaar Jai Shankar Prasad” 2012-2013.
5.) Dr. K.D. Paliwal “ Bhaktikal ka Adhunik sandarbh” 2013-2014.
6.) Prof. Shyoraj Singh Bechain – “Dalit Sahitya aur Vartmaan Sandarbh” 2014-2015.
Prof. Vivek Kumar

25.Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & Sources of funding :
a.) National : No
b.) International : NO
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26.Student Profile Programme/ Course wise :
Name of the
course/
programme
(refer to Q. No.
4)
B.Com (P) Sem
1st 2014-15
(Hindi-A/HindiB)
B.Com(H) Sem
2nd 2014-15
(Hindi-A/HindiB)
Hindi Cinema
aur uska
adhyayan

Applications
received

Selected

Enrolled

Pass
Percentage

Data not
Available

93

93

100%

Data not
Available

68

68

86.76%
(59/68)

Data not
Available

12

12
Course
offered in
July 2015.
Examination
held in
NovemberDecember
2015.

27.Diversity of Students :
Name of the
course
Hindi (H)

%age of students
from the same
state (Delhi-NCR)
60

%age of students
from other States

%age of students
from abroad

40

Nil

28.Number of Students having cleared National and State level
Competitive Exams (eg., NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defence
Services, etc.) : N/A

29.Student Progression : N/A
Student Progression
UG to PG
PG to M. Phil
PG to PhD

Against %age enrolled
N/A
N/A
N/A
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PhD to Post Doctorate
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus
recruitment
Entrepreneurship/ Self-employment

N/A

N/A

30.Details of Infrastructural facilities:
a.) Library : The College Library has a separate dedicated section for the
department that is well-equipped with the text books, reference books,
jouenals/ periodical print & electronic, Magazines and Newspapers. The
collection of books is regularly updated.

b.) Internet facility for Students and Staff : Centralized facility available to staff and
students. Wi-Fi facility is also available for staff and students.
c.) Class rooms with ICT facility : Some Classrooms are equipped with overhead
Projectors.
d.) Laboratories : Not applicable

31.Number of Students receiving financial assistance from college,
university, government or other agencies : Data Not Available
37.Details of Student Enrichment Programmes (special lectures/
workshops/ seminar) with external experts : The Department organizes
special lectures by renowned subject experts, Literat

38.Programmes hosted by department in last one year : Data not available
39.Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
The Hindi Department of motilal Nehru College employs latest teaching and
learning methods which are interactive and student friendly.Apart from adopting
traditional class room method, we try to encourage electronic learning methods
such as PPT presentations. Students are encouraged to present their projects and
seminars etc.in PPT presentations. Almost on every Saturday students are
benefited from regular screening of movies and documentary films on sensitive
and contemporary topics. Lectures, tutorials, Excursions, Project Presentations
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{individual and group}, inter-college competitions are part of the departmental
teaching and learning method.

40.Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) AND Extension
activities: The Department takes in all the activities organized by College .
41.SWOC Analysis of the Department and the Future Plans :
Strengths: Highly qualified, devoted and hardworking teachers.
 Updated library with good reading material available for staff and students.
 Regular seminars, film screenings, paper presentations to enhance student
learning.
 Interactive teaching approach in the classroom.
 Teaching and Learning through films and documentaries.
 Regular assessment by way of projects, tutorials, as well as home
assignments.
 Extra-curricular activities for students.
 Excursions and study tours for students.
 Guidance to students with regard to future career opportunities.

Weaknesses: Lack of infrastructures such as (a) Departmental rooms,(b)project rooms
for media and cinema papers etc. Moreover, and most importantly, lack
of infrastructure proves to be detrimental and obstacles in introducing
newly introduced papers.

Opportunities: The Course Structure is well-equipped to caterto the needs of cinema/
media and industry/academics/Research Organizations.
 Student have immense opportunities to apply for various UG course
Cinema, media, journalism and popular litreture.

Challenges: Encouraging self-learning practices among students.
 Value based teaching.
 Regular updating of faculty as per interdisciplinary & Generic new syllabi and
practical fields.
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Future Plans : To start Cinema, Media and Journalism specialized course to develop overall
knowledge and skill as per todays challenge. The Department of Hindi intends
to establish a lab for the above mentioned specialized course.
 To start the publication of a monthly magazine and a theatre group for the
students of the Department.
 To organize local and out-station toure on regular intervals to improve
academic performance, confidence, cultural diversity and social responsibility
amongst the student.
 To organize a workshop/Seminar on Hindi and other Indian Languages &
Literature.

History Department
1. Name of the Department: History
2. Year of Establishment: 1965

3. Names of Programmes/ Courses offered (UG, PG, M. Phil, PhD,
Integrated Masters, Integrated PhD, etc.)
UG: BA (Hons) in History (three year course); BA (prog.) with history ( three year
course)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary Courses and the departments/units
involved:
 History of India, upto 300 BCE as core course for B.A. (Prog.) 1st Year
 History of India, 300 BCE to 8th Century AD as core course for B.A. (Prog.) 1st
Year
 History of India, 8th to 18th Century for B.A. (Prog.) 2nd Year
 Issues in World History: The 20th Century as core course for B.A. (Prog.) 2nd
Year and B. Com (Hons) 2nd Year
 Human Rights, Gender and Environment as a Foundation Course for B.A.
(Prog.) 2nd Year
 Ancient Delhi as Disciplined Centred Course for B.A. (Hons.) in various
disciplines
 Medieval Delhias Disciplined Centred Course for B.A. (Hons.) in various
disciplines
 Modern Delhias Disciplined Centred Course for B.A. (Hons.) in various
disciplines
 Environmental Issues in Indiaas Concurrent Course for B.A. (Hons.) in various
disciplines
 Environmental Issues in India as Generic Elective for B.A. (Hons.) in various
disciplines
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5. Annual/ Semester/ Choice Based Credit System (programme wise):
Courses are semester system and CBCS based.
6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other departments:
The Department of History participates in the courses offered by departments of
Political science, English, Hindi, Economics, Maths and Commerce.
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign institutions,
etc.:
NA
8. Details of courses/ programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons:
NA
9. Number of teaching posts:
Posts
Professors
Associate Professors
Assistant Professors

Sanctioned
Nill
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Filled
Nill
04
03

10.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization
(D.Sc. / D. Litt. / PhD/ M. Phil, etc.):

S.N
O
1

NAME

QUALIFICATI
ON

DESIGNATION

SPECIALIZATI
ON
Medieval
Indian
History
Ancient
Indian
History

Dr.Virendr
a Kumar
Jha
Mr.
Dinesh
Chandra
Varshney
Dr.Prabhat
Chandra
Choudhar
y
Dr. Rajesh
Kumar

Ph.D

AssociateProfes
sor

M.Phil

AssociateProfes
sor

Ph.D

AssociateProfes
sor

Ph.D

AssociateProfes
sor

5

Hansraj

M.Phil

AssistantProfes
sor

6

Prem
Kumar

M.A.

AssistantProfes
sor

7

Dr.Pintu
Kumar

Ph.D

AssistantProfes
sor

8

Mohamm
ad Arshad

Ph.D

9

Sujit
Kumar

M.Phil

10

Vikash
Kumar

M.Phil

11

Ashk
Kumar
Chauhan
Dr. Jaya
Priyadarsh
ini
Rakesh
Kumar

M.Phil

Assistant
Professor
(Adhoc)
Assistant
Professor
(Adhoc)
Assistant
Professor
(Adhoc)
Assistant
Professor
(Adhoc)
Assistant
Professor
(Adhoc)
Assistant
Professor
(Adhoc)
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2

3

4

12

13

Ph.D

M.A.

EXPERIEN
CE
29 yrs.

GUIDE
(MPHIL/PH
.D
-

26 yrs.,
6 months

-

Medieval
Indian
History

21 yrs.

-

Modern
Indian
History
Ancient
Indian
History
Ancient
Indian
History
Ancient
Indian
History
Modern
Indian
History
Modern
Indian
History
Modern
Indian
History
Modern
Indian
History
Medieval
Indian
History
Medieval
Indian
History

19 yrs.

-

13 yrs.

-

7 yrs.
7 months

-

6 yrs
3 months

-

4 yrs.

-

7
months
2 yrs.,
3 months

-

1 yr.,
9 months

-

2 yrs.,
3 months

-

10
months
1 month

11.List of senior visiting faculty:
NA

12.Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty:
60 percent.

13.Student-Teacher ratio (programme wise):
B.A. (Hons) in History- 15:1
B.A. (Prog.) with History- 60:1

14.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff,
sanctioned and filled:
NA

15.Qualifications of teaching faculty with D. Sc /D. Litt / PhD/ M. Phil/ PG:
Ph.D- 06
M.Phil- 05
PG- 02

16.Number of faculty members in ongoing projects from:
a.) National
Nil
b.) International funding agencies and grants received:
01 (One)

17.Departmental projects funded by DST – FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc., and
total grants received:
Nil

18.Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the university:
NA

19.Number of Publications per faculty:
S.NO

NAME

NO. OF
ECHAPTERS MONOGRAPHS/
PAPERS
CONTENT IN BOOK BOOKS
PUBLISHED
AUTHORED/COAUTHORED

1

Dr.Virendra
Kumar Jha

01

2

Mr. Dinesh
Chandra
Varshney

01
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BOOKS WITH
ISBN NOS.
AND
PUBLICATION
DETAILS

3

5

Dr.Prabhat
Chandra
Choudhary
Dr. Rajesh
Kumar
Hansraj

6

Prem Kumar

7

Dr.Pintu
Kumar

8

Mohammad
Arshad
Sujeet
Kumar
Vikash
Kumar
Ashok
Kumar
Chauhan
Dr. Jaya
Priyadarshini
Rakesh
Kumar

4

9
10
11

12
13

04
02
04

03
01

20.Areas of Consultancy and Income generated:
NA

21.Faculty as members in:
a.) National Committees:
Nil
b.) International Committees:
Nil
c.) Editorial Boards:
Nil

22.Student Projects:
Some of our students are engaged under the supervision of R.N. Tripathi et. al under the
University of Delhi Innovation Project Scheme 2013-14

23.Awards/ Recognitions received by
a.) Faculty: Nil
b.) Students: NA
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24. List of visits from eminent academicians and scientists:
 B.P. Sahu, Professor, Department of History, University of Delhi
 R.C. Thakaran, Professor, Department of History, University of Delhi
 Raziuddin Aquil, Associate Professor, Department of History, University of
Delhi
 Anirudh Deshpande, Associate Professor, Department of History, University
of Delhi
 R.P. Bahuguna, Professor, Department of History and Culture, Jamia Milia
Islamia
 P.K. Basant, Associate Professor, Department of History and Culture, Jamia
Milia Islamia

25.Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & Sources of funding:
a.) National:
Nil
b.) International:
Nil

26.Student Profile Programme/ Course wise:
Name of the Applications
course/
received
programme
(refer to Q. No.
4)
Environmental
data not
issues in India
available
((Generic
Elective course
offered to CBCS
students
of
BA(H))

Selected

Enrolled

Pass
Percentage

31

31

Course
offered in
July 2015.
Examination
held in
NovemberDecember
2015.

History
of
India-II( C. 300
B.C.
to
8th
century A.D.)

data not

103

available
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103

20% aprox
(20/103)

27.Diversity of Students :
Name
course

of

B.A. (Hons.)
B.A. (Prog.)

the %age of students
from the same
state (Delhi-NCR)
30-40
60-70

%age of students %age of students
from other States
from abroad
60-70
30-40

0
1-2

28.Number of Students having cleared National and State level
Competitive Exams (eg., NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defence
Services, etc.) :
Data not available

29.Student Progression:
Data not available
Student Progression
Against %age enrolled
UG to PG
PG to M. Phil
PG to PhD
PhD to Post Doctorate
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other
than
campus
recruitment
Entrepreneurship/ Self-employment

30.Detail of Infrastructural facilities:
a).Library: The College has a very good collection of textbooks, reference book and
periodicals. The college library regularly keeps updating the books.
b).Internet facility for staff and students: Centralized facilities are available to students
as well as faculties.
c).Classroom with ICT facilities: Some classrooms are also equipped with projectors.
d).Laboratories: Not applicable.
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31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college/
University/government and other agencies: Data from college (Data Not
available)

32.Details
on
Student
enrichment
Programmes
Lectures/workshops/ seminars with external expert):

(Special

The History department of the College conducts seminars and conferences on various
themes of Indian history in every academic semester. In the year 2012-13, Department
of history organized seminars on various themes, one such seminar was organised on
the theme, “Human right, Gender and Environment: Visual representation”. The
department invited eminent academicians as speaker for the seminar viz. Prof. R. C.
Thakran, AnirudhDespande, R. Aquil, and P.K. Basant.
The department organized various educational tours, in and outside Delhi during the
previous and current year. The department organized Jaipur Trip in 2013. Department
also organized “Delhi Historical Tour” in the same year. In February 2014, department
organized a ‘Heritage Walk’ in the ridge area of the University of Delhi.
The department also holds annual election to ‘History Society’ of the college. This gives
students the opportunity to explore their various talents and qualities as well as skill to
organize various events. Other students along with the elected office bearers of the
society organize various events and departmental tours in and outside Delhi.
Various students of the History Department participated in ‘Gyanodaya, educational trip
in 2014’ as well as ‘Antardhvani 2015’ organized by University of Delhi. The students also
participated in, Film Society, Debate Society. The student of Department has also a fair
representation in ‘College Student Union 2015’.

Departmental Programmes in last one year:
In 2014, department organized a visit to the ‘National Museum’, Heritage Walk in
Mehrauli. In 2015, like last year, department organized one day visit to ‘National
Museum’ in the month of October.

42.Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
Department of History adopts various innovative methods to improve pedagogy,
such as PPT, educational tours, heritage walks, movie screenings on historical and
current socio-economic issues, organizing debates, essay competitions, quiz, etc.
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43.Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) AND Extension
activities:
Department of History students and faculty members participate in various
institutional social responsibilities and extension activities. Department of history
students participates in various ISR activities organised by NCC and NSS college unit,
such as awareness programmes in J.J.colonies, plantations, blood donations etc. Our
students also visited Uttarakhand at the time of disaster in July 2014.

44.SWOC Analysis of the Department and the Future Plans:
Strengths:our strength is our faculty members. Forty percent faculty members have
experience of more than fifteen years. Our fifty percent faculty members are young
and energetic with more than five years of experience. All members have good
institutional and academic background. All are devoted teachers. All are technosavvy.
Weaknesses: Infrastructural and financial constraints, are biggest weaknesses of our
department. We neither have departmental rooms nor rooms for faculty members.
So it is difficult on our part to counsel our students on a regular basis. We have
financial constraints in terms of shortage of funds for various curricular and extracurricular activities such as educational tours, heritage walks, etc.
Opportunities:We train our students in such a way that our students get success at
various planks such as higher academics, competitive exams conducted by UPSC,
PCS, SSC, etc.
Challenges: Improving infrastructure and financial situation.
Future Plans: In we are planning to introduce various vocational and semi-vocational
courses suited to our department such as Tourism, Heritage Management,
Archaeology and Archival Studies.

Self-Assessment Report of POLITICAL SCIENCE Department

1.

Name of the Department: POLITICAL SCIENCE

2.

Year of Establishment: BA (PROGRAMME) discipline course– 27.08.1968;
BA(HONOURS) – 1993-94.
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3.

Names of Programmes Courses offered : UG Courses offered - BA (HONOURS)

in Political Science (three-year course); & BA (PROGRAMME) with Political Science (threeyear course);

4.

Names of Interdisciplinary Courses and the departments/units

involved:


Inter-disciplinary Course with papers on READING GANDHI, and CITIZENSHIP
IN GLOBALISING WORLD for English (Hons.), History (Hons), and Hindi
(Hons) Courses;



DEMOCRACY AND GOVERNANCE paper FOR B.COM (Hons.) Courses;



ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES;



Foundation Course paper CONTEMPORARY INDIA for BA (Prog.);



Generic Elective Course paper on UNDERSTANDING AMBEDKAR AND
NATIONALISM IN INDIA with History (Hons.), and Hindi (Hons.) Courses.



Allied Course paper on GANDHI AND CONTEMPORARY WORLD, and
UNDERSTANDING AMBEDKAR for FYUP batch Economics, English, and
History students.

5.

Annual/ FYUP/Semester/ Choice Based Credit System (programme

wise):
 BA (Hons) :
III year Course based on FYUP system
II year Course based on Semester system
I year Course based on CBCS system
 BA (Prog.):
II year Course based on Semester system
I year Course based on CBCS system
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6.

Participation of the department in the courses offered by other

departments:
Political Science honours students participate in the courses offered by departments
of History, English, Hindi and Economics:
a)

II year Political Science students chose HUMAN RIGHTS, GENDER AND

ENVIRONMENT Course History department.
b)

II year Political Science students chose CREATIVE WRITING Course under English and

Hindi department.
c)

I year Political Science students chose JANSANCHAR Course under Hindi department.

d)

II year Political Science students chose PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS Course offered by

Economics department.
e)

I year Political Science students chose GENERIC ELECTIVE COURSE under CBCS.

f)

II year Political Science students chose ANCIENT INDIA, MEDIEVAL INDIA, and

MODERN INDIA offered by History department.

7.

Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign

institutions, etc.: NIL
8.

Details of courses/ programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons:
 BA(Hons.) three year course under Semester system was discontinued by the
University of Delhi after the introduction of FYUP in July 2013. This also
affected the BA (Prog.) courses, which were discontinued under FYUP.
 In July 2014, FYUP was discontinued due to University policy, and the three
year BA (Hons.) course under Semester system was re-introduced. BA (Prog.)
courses were also re-introduced.
 Again, the three year Semester system has been discontinued since July
2015, after the introduction of CBCS in its place. Many Papers have been
discontinued under the CBCS system, such as Papers in B.Com (Hons.), B.Com
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(Pass), B.Com (Hons.) in lieu off M.I.L, B.Com (Pass) in lieu off M.I.L, and BA
(Prog.) Foundation and Application courses. This has also adversely affected
the

9.

teachers

workload.

Number of teaching posts:
Sanctioned

Filled – 7 permanent, 7
adhoc.
1 adhoc post in lieu of
Officiating Principal.

10.

Professors

NIL

Associate Professors

06

Assistant Professors

08

Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization

(D.Sc. / D. Litt. / PhD/ M. Phil, etc.):
Sno.

Name

Qualifications

Designations

Specialization

Experienc

No. of

e (in yrs.)

M. Phil/ PhD
students

Associate
1.

Dr. S. K SHARMA

MA, M.PHIL,

Professor

United Nations

(Officiating

PH.D

&

Organisation,

Officiating

Indian Politics.

Principal)

38 years

NIL

29 years

NIL

Principal

Foreign Policy,
2.

Dr. SUSHMA
GUPTA

MA, PH.D

Associate

International

Professor

Relations, Indian
Politics, Political
Theory.
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Western
Political
3.

Dr. VICHITRA

MA, M.PHIL,

Associate

Thought, Politics

GARG

PH.D

Professor

In Africa.

25 years

NIL

26 years

NIL

Indian Political
Thought,
4.

Dr. RAKESH

MA, M.PHIL,

Associate

Public

SINHA

PH.D

Professor

Administration
and Public
Policy.
Political Theory,
Political

5.

Dr. G.N TRIVEDI

MA, M.PHIL,

Associate

Philosophy,

PH.D

Professor

Multiculturalism

PhD-4
30 years

M.Phil-3

12 years

PH.D-1

17 years

M.PHIL-2

Reading Gandhi,
6.

Dr. PRAHLAD

MA, M.PHIL,

Assistant

Comparative

KUMAR BAIRWA

PH.D

Professor

Politics,
African Politics.
Public Policy,

7.

Dr. RADHANATH

MA, M.PHIL,

Associate

Reading Gandhi,

TRIPATHY

PH.D, PDF

Professor

Democracy And
Human Rights.
International

8.

Mr. SANJIV
RANJAN

MA, M.PHIL

Assistant

Relations,

Professor

Russian Studies,
Public
Administration,
Constitution of
India.
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4 years

NIL

African Politics,
9.

Dr. CHETAN

MA, M.PHIL,

Assistant

Public Policy,

TOKAS

PH.D

Professor

Citizenship in

3 years

NIL

4 years

NIL

5 years

NIL

2 years

NIL

1 year

NIL

10 years

NIL

Globalising
World.
Indian Politics,
10.

Dr.
ANNAPURNA

MA, PH.D

Assistant

Federalism

Professor

International

SHARMA

Relations, with
specialization in
Geo-Politics
Political Theory,

11.

Ms. DEEPIKA

MA, M.PHIL

HANDA

Assistant

International

Professor

Relations.
Constitutional
Democracy in

12.

Ms. ISHTA

MA, M.PHIL

VOHRA

Assistant

India,

Professor

State Politics in
India,
Developmental
Studies.
Constitutional

13.

Mr. PRAMOD

MA, M.PHIL

KUMAR

Assistant

Democracy in

Professor

India,
Political Theory
International

14.

Dr. INDU

MA,M.PHIL,

Assistant

Relations, with

BAGHEL

PH.D

Professor

specialization in
Portuguese
studies,
Political Theory
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11.

List of senior visiting faculty: NIL

12.

Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled

(programme wise) by temporary faculty: As per University Rule (12 lecture +6
tutorial and percept tutorials), 50% temporary faculty in the department.

13.

Student-Teacher ratio (programme wise):
B.A (Hons.) - 25:1
B.A (Prog.) – 60:1

14.

Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff,

sanctioned and filled: Nil
15.

Qualifications of teaching faculty with PD/ PhD/ M. Phil :
Post Doctorate - 01
PhD – 09
M. Phil – 04

16.

Number of faculty members in ongoing projects from:
National: 05
i)

Dr. Radhanath Tripathy (Associate Professor) is currently working on a project

of editing volume on “Rights-based approach to Disaster Management”, sponsored
by Sphere India.
ii)

Dr. Radhanath Tripathy (Associate Professor) has worked on “EWS

reservation in public schools in Delhi; Problem and Challenges”, funded by, and
submitted to University of Delhi, India, 2013-2015.
iii)

Dr. G.N Trivedi - is Principal Investigator of ongoing Major UGC research

Project on “Resurgence of Maoist movements in India; An inter-state study”.
iv) Dr. Gajendra Nath Trivedi – was Co-Investigator of the Project by Planning
Commission on “Poverty Eradication and the role of local institutions in comparative
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perspective, with focus on Kalahandi, Bhojpur and Chitoor”, 2004.

International funding agencies and grants received : 01
 Dr. Radhanath Tripathy received European Commission funded Eramus
Mundus fellowship for Post-Doctorate (2011-2012) in UCD Ireland on “
Introduction of Rights based approach to disaster management in India. ”

17.

Departmental projects funded by DST – FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc., and

total grants received: UGC sponsored two day National Seminar on “State, Democracy
and

Development

in

India”

held

from

March

17-18,

18.

Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the University : NA

19.

Number of Publications per faculty:

2008.

No. of papers

S
no.

Name

No. of

published/

Monograph/

Books with

conference

book reviews

Newspaper

Chapters

books

ISBN/ ISSN

s/ seminar

in peer

articles

in books

authored/

numbers

papers

reviewed

edited/ co-

with detail

presented

journals and

authored

of

as e-content

publishers

Dr. S. K
1.

Sharma
(Officiating

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Principal)

2.

Dr. Sushma
Gupta

-

5 chapters
published in
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online
resource of
ILLL,
University of
Delhi

3.

Dr. Vichitra
Garg

National: 2
Internation

-

-

-

-

-

al: 1
Published: 1

4.

Dr. G.N
Trivedi

National: 18
Internation
al: 11

Forthcomin

12 research

-

papers

-

-

g:1
(List
attached)
Published: 5

Regular
5.

Dr. Rakesh
Sinha

National: 27

-

contributor
to various

Forthcomin
-

print media

Monographs:

g:4

3

(List
attached)

National:10
6.

Dr. Prahlad
Kumar

Internation

Bairwa

al: 1

Dr.
7.

4 research

Radhanath
Tripathy

papers

-

2

-

-

-

3

-

-

National: 9
3 research
Internation

papers

al: 3
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8.

Mr. Sanjiv
Ranjan

-

6 research

-

papers

1

-

Published: 1
(List
attached)

9.

Dr. Chetan

National:4

Tokas

Internation
al: 3

10.

Dr.

National: 4

Annapurna

15 research
papers,

-

-

-

2 book
reviews
Published: 1

4 research

-

papers

-

-

4 chapters
11.

National: 1

Deepika

-

2

-

Handa

12.

Ms. Ishta

translated
from English
to Hindi

National: 2

Vohra

(List
attached)

Sharma

Ms.

-

3 research
papers

Published: 1
(List
attached)

1

-

-

-

3

-

-

-

2 research
papers,
1 book
review,

13.

Mr. Pramod
Kumar

3 chapters
-

published in
online
resource of
ILLL,
University of
Delhi
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No. of papers

S
no.

Name

No. of

published/

Monograph/

Books with

conference

book reviews

Newspaper

Chapters

books

ISBN/ ISSN

s/ seminar

in peer

articles

in books

authored/

numbers

papers

reviewed

edited/ co-

with detail

presented

journals and

authored

of

as e-content

publishers
Published: 6
Forthcomin

14.

Dr. Indu
Baghel

3 research
National: 2

-

papers

3

g:1

-

(List
attached)

20.

Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: Nil

21.

Faculty as members in:
a) National Committees  Shastri Indo Canadian Association – Dr. G.N. Trivedi
 Indian Gandhian Association - Dr. G.N. Trivedi
 Foundation for Creative Social Research (co-founder) - Dr. G.N. Trivedi
b) International Committees - Nil
c) Editorial Boards:
1. Dr. Chetan Tokas (Editorial Associate) with “Insight on Africa” (Sage
Publication) since January, 2014.
2. Dr. Chetan Tokas (Associate Editor) with Researchpedia since January,
2014
3. Dr.

Chetan

Tokas

with
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NAM

Today

since

September,

2012

22.

Student Projects:
i)

Dr. Radhanath Tripathy (Associate Professor) was principal investigator of the

innovation project on “ EWS reservation in public schools in Delhi; Problem and
challenges funded by and submitted to University of Delhi, India, 2013-2015.

23.

Awards/ Recognitions received by FACULTY:
i)

ii)

iii)

iv)

Dr. G. N. Trivedi 

Awarded Merit scholarship for Undergraduate studies - Dr. G.N. Trivedi,
1977-79.



Awarded JRF under area studies programme, Delhi University, 1984.

Dr. Rakesh Sinha -–


Received ‘B.C. Pal Award’ for Nationalistic writings by the then Prime
Minister A. B. Vajpayee, 2000.



Awarded Gold Medal in M.A, University of Delhi, 1989.



Secured Second Position in B.A, University of Delhi, 1986.



Awarded Gold Medal in Personality Test conducted by Bihar School
Examination Board, 1981.

Dr. Prahlad Kumar Bairwa 

Awarded ‘Teachers Research Award’ by UGC for 2016-2018.



Visited University of South Africa for research work 2009-2010.

Dr. Radhananth Triparthy

Awarded SRF for PhD by UGC, 1995-1998.



Awarded JRF for M.Phil. by UGC, 1993-1995.
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v)

vi)

Dr. Annapurna Sharma

Awarded JRF by UGC in Political Science, 2008.



Awarded Gold Medal in BA (Hons.) II year, Panjab University, 2002.



Received NCC Certificate.

Ms. Deepika Handa  Secured First Position in B.A, University of Delhi, 2001.
 Awarded ‘Lala Jugal Kishore Award’ for topping MA I year,
Indraprastha College for Women, University of Delhi, 2004.

vii) Dr. Indu Baghel 

Received ICSSR Award of Partial Asssitance for Ph.D, 2002.



Received ICHR Contingency (Study and Travel) Grant, 2000.

b) Awards/ Recognitions received by STUDENTS: data not available

24.

List of visits from eminent scholars and intellectuals:
i)

Professor Rajeev Bhargava, Centre for Political Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru

University, 1999.
ii)

Professor Neera Chandoke, Department of Political Science, University of

Delhi, 2005.
iii)

Professor Rajeev Bhargava, Centre for Political Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru

University, 2006.
iv)

Professor Imtiaz Ahmed, Centre for Political Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru

University, 2009.
v)

Professor Achin Vanaik, Department of Political Science, University of Delhi,

2010.
vi)

Dr M N Thakur, Centre for Political Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University,
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2013.
vii) Professor N. Sukumar, Department of Political Science, University of Delhi,
2014.

25.

Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & Sources of funding:
 National: Two days National Seminar on “State Democracy and
Development” sponsored by UGC held on March 17-18, 2008.
 International: Nil

26.

Student Profile Programme/ Course wise: provided for course papers

studied/being studied by the three batches:
i) FYUP 2013 – 2016,
ii) Semester system based 2014-2017,
iii) CBCS 2015-2018.

Name of the course/

Applications

programme (refer to

received

Selected

Enrolled

Pass Percentage

98

98

100%

Q. No. 4)

ALLIED COURSE for
FYUP batch offered
in 2014-’15.


Gandhi and
Contemporary

data not available

(98 pass)

World


Understanding
Ambedkar

-do-

98

98

90%
(88 pass)
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INTER-DISCIPLINARY

data not available

COURSE for Semester
based Honours batch
offered in 2015-’16.


Reading
Gandhi
162

162
Course offered in
July 2015.
Examination held
in NovemberDecember 2015.

ENVIRONMENTAL
STUDIES for Semester
based Honours batch

-do-

80

80

offered in 2014-’15.

97.5%
(78 pass)

GENERIC ELECTIVE
COURSE for CBCS
based Honours batch

Course offered in

offered in 2015-’16.

July 2015.



Examination held

Understanding
Ambedkar

-do-

64

62

in NovemberDecember 2015.
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Name of the course/

Applications

programme (refer to

received

Selected

Enrolled

Pass Percentage

60

60

Course offered in

Q. No. 4)

ABILITY
ENHANCEMENT
COMPULSORY
COURSE for CBCS
based Honours batch
offered in 2015-’16.


Environmental

data not available

July 2015.

Studies

Examination held
in NovemberDecember 2015.

DEMOCRACY AND

Course offered in

GOVERNANCE paper

July 2015.

FOR B.COM (Hons.)

-do-

58

58

Examination held

for Semester based

in November-

batch offered in 2015-

December 2015.

16.

FOUNDATION
COURSE for Semester
based BA (Prog) batch

Course offered in
-do-

97

offered in 2015-2016.


97

July 2015.
Examination held
in November-

Contemporary

December 2015.

India
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27.

Diversity of Students :
Name of the

%age of students

%age of students

%age of students

course

from the same

from other States

from abroad

state (Delhi-NCR)

28.

B.A(Hons.)

40-45

60-55

Nil

B.A(Prog.)

45-55

55-45

Nil

Number of Students having cleared National and State level

Competitive Exams (eg., NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defence Services,
etc.) : Data not available.
29.

Student Progression: Data not available.
Student Progression

Against %age enrolled

UG to PG
PG to M. Phil
PG to PhD
PhD to Post Doctorate
Employed
e) Campus selection
f) Other than campus
recruitment
Entrepreneurship/ Self-employment

30.

Details of Infrastructural facilities:
a.) Library: It is fully equipped with text books, reference books and periodicals. The
collection of books is regularly updated.
b.) Internet facility for Students and Staff: Fully Centralized wi-fi facility, with
computer lab for students and faculty.
c.) Class rooms with ICT facility: Some classrooms are equipped with overhead
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projectors
d.) Laboratories: We do not require any Lab for studying Pol. Science.

31.

Number of Students receiving financial assistance from college,

university, government or other agencies: We provide financial assistance to
students who apply for it, and provide them books free of cost.

32.

Details of Student Enrichment Programmes (special lectures/

workshops/ seminar) with external experts in the last one year:
 Special Lecture by Prof. N. Sukumar, Professor, University of Delhi on
‘Democracy and the State of Human Rights in Contemporary India’,
February 9, 2015.

 Special Lecture by Dr John O’Dowd, Associate professor, School of Law,
University College Dublin (UCD), Ireland on ‘Irish constitution and
politics’, February 19,2014.

 Special Lecture by Dr Brian Norris, Assistant Professor, Department of
Criminal Justice, The Citadel, Charleston, USA, on ‘US Policy towards Latin
America Under Barak Obama’, September 8, 2014.

 Inter-departmental debate on ‘Role of State in ensuring Communal
Harmony’ on October 29, 2015.

33.

Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
The faculty of Political Science adopts empirical, normative and explanatory methods
to deliver their lectures. This teaching pedagogy is followed through a combination
of interactive sessions like group discussions, classroom debates, quizzes, and
oratory and writing enhancement techniques, for the purpose of confidencebuilding, personality and aptitude development of students. Students are
encouraged to make periodic projects and presentations so as to enhance their
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comprehensive and analytical capacity. Methods of visual sociology and occasional
film/documentary showing are adopted to sharpen students’ aptitude towards the
discipline. Faculty also connects directly with the students on a regular basis to
motivate them. This is especially important as we are an evening college, and admit
students from socio-economic weak background, and with low percentages, as
compared to other campus colleges. The concerns of girl students in an evening
college are also kept in mind by the faculty, which regularly counsels them to pursue
their higher education. Over the years, we have produced many University toppers.
Uninhibited student feedback is highly encouraged during their interaction with the
faculty.

34.

Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) AND Extension

activities:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Antardhwani Academic and Cultural Festival, University of Delhi, 2014-2015
Antardhwani Academic and Cultural Festival, University of Delhi, 2015-2016
Gyandodya Express, University of Delhi, 2015-2016
NSS student volunteers
NCC student cadre
National Seminar on ‘State democracy and development’ that instill the values of
democracy in students and to understand the functions of democracy at national
level.

10.Participation in International Yoga Day, June 21 2015.
11.Participation in Swacchta Diwas, October 2, 2014 & 2015.
12.Participation in Unity Day, October 31, 2014 & 2015.
35.

SWOC

Analysis

of

the

Department

and

the

Future

Plans:

Strengths
 We have Honours course in Political Science for students who have opted for
the discipline as the main area of study. In addition, we also encourage the
interests of students of other disciplines towards Political Science, and offer
them papers that are helpful in imparting fundamental insight into this
discipline. Students from History, Economics, English, Commerce and Hindi
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discipline have been regularly opting for such papers offered by the Political
Science department.

 Faculty members of the department are highly qualified. Few of our faculty
members have gone abroad for their research and post-doctorate
programme.

Many

of

them

have

presented

research

papers

at

Conferences/Seminars in India and abroad. They regularly contribute
research papers in reputed journals, and have also written several books.

 Our faculty members also bring along diversity of academic background, and
experience that enhances inter-disciplinary approach in their teaching
strategies.

 There is strong co-ordination in the department between the senior and
young faculty. Senior faculty are always ready to solve the problems, if faced
by the young lecturers. They inspire them academically, as well as morally, by
sharing their own experiences. Democratic decision making is highly
encouraged.

 Innovative teaching methods, like group discussions, classroom debates,
quizzes are adopted by our faculty to try as best as possible to cater to the
individual needs of students. Regular assessment of students is ensured
through tutorials, written and oral presentations, and home assignments.

 Regular update of books and reading material in college library is undertaken.
These are made available to all faculty and students. Access to e-content, viz Gyankosh, ILLL, Jstor is encouraged among students. Faculty routinely selftranslates course material to provide notes to Hindi medium students.

 Our students, despite the odds of coming from socio-economic weak
background, are equally very hardworking, continuously bring us laurels235

many are pursuing research PH.Ds, some have even gone abroad on
scholarships. Over the years, our ex-students have chosen career in teaching,
and are presently working in colleges of University of Delhi and other
Universities. They are also pursuing law. One of our students has become a
Civil Judge. Many have also successfully cracked civil services.

Weaknesses
 The students face sponsorship problems when it comes to holding academic
and extra-curricular activities, owing to this being an Evening college.

 The Department does not have conducive facilities for self- study and
research for the faculty in the college premise, such as a separate department
room, and departments own separate library. The system of sabbatical leave
for research is also not available. This apart, college faculty does not have
residential facilities within the college campus.

Challenges
 We admit students from economically and socially weaker backgrounds, and
with low percentages, as compared to other campus colleges. This poses a
challenge for the faculty to enhance the comprehension abilities of the
students, along with developing their capacity for critical thinking.

 In this day and age when internet is a crucial source of knowledge, most of
our students cannot afford access to online services at home. Laptops that
were made available to some sections of students in the previous academic
year have also been taken away due to University policy. In such situation,
the students have limited scope for self-learning at home.

 Absence of reference suggestions in the syllabus for Hindi medium students
poses a challenge for the faculty. Even as the faculty earnestly searches for
reading material from various sources for these students, available material
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may not be as good as that for English medium students. Here, the faculty
routinely self-translates English language course material to provide notes to
these students.

 Owing to the evening timing of the college, the Department has found it
challenging to organize academic excursions for students, like visits to the
Parliament, national museums etc. Many of our students belong to weaker
sections of society, and work in the morning to financially support their
family.

 Lack of hostel facilities deter girl students from staying late for classes, and
participating in academic and other extra-curricular activities. These students
have to be regularly motivated, and provisions made for them to be dropped
home safely.

Opportunities
 The Political Science (Hons.) syllabus of University of Delhi can match the
syllabus of any University in the world. The teaching curriculum provides
intellectual stimulus to both teachers and students.

 Students have immense research and career opportunities after undergraduation. Those interested in pursuing education can apply for postgraduation courses in various streams. Given the inter-disciplinary nature of
the under-graduate syllabus, students can pursue their interests in historical
studies, arts and aesthetics, legal studies, media studies, regional
development, sociology, political-economy etc.

 Career prospects for students include civil services, legal practices,
journalism, policy think-tanks and research organizations, and other such
professional opportunities.
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Future Plans
 To collect funds, and institutionalize the idea of an annual seminar of the
department.

 To hold more frequent special lectures by eminent scholars.

 To build a department library for the faculty and students.

 To stimulate inter-departmental activities in the college with departments of
History, English, Economics, Hindi in the form of joint documentary movie
screenings, debate competitions, photography sessions etc .

 To organize excursion-cum-field trip for students, and encourage them as
well to collect funds, and organize department fests, mock parliament
sessions etc.

Mathematics Department

1. Name of the Department: Mathematics
2. Year of Establishment:
1968
3. Names of Program/ Courses offered (UG, PG, M. Phil, PhD, Integrated
Masters, Integrated PhD, etc.)
UG

: B.A.(Programme)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary Courses and the departments/units
involved: B.A.(H) English, Hindi, History, Political Science and B.Com.(H).
5. Annual/ Semester/ Choice Based Credit System (programme wise):
Sem./CBCS

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: The department of mathematics currently teach Calculus paper
to students of Commerce, English, Hindi, History, and Political Science department.

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NA
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8. Details of courses/ programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NA
9. Number of teaching posts:
Posts
Prof.
Associate Prof.
Asst. Prof.

Sanctioned
Nil
Nil
01

Filled
Nil
Nil
Nil

10.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization
(D.Sc. / D. Litt. / PhD/ M. Phil, etc.):
Name

Qualifications

Designations

Specialization

Amit
Kumar

M.Sc.,M.Phil.

Asst. Prof.

Differential
Equation

Experience
(in yrs.)
05 Years 06
months

No. of M. Phil/
PhD students

11.List of senior visiting faculty: None
12.Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty: 100%
13.Student-Teacher ratio (programme wise):
B.A.(Prog.) – total student enrolled 62 (student-teacher ratio 1:30).
B.A. (H) English, Hindi, History, Political Science and B.Com.(H) - total student
enrolled 28 (student-teacher ratio 1:28) .

14.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff,
sanctioned and filled: NA
15.Qualifications of teaching faculty with D. Sc /D. Litt / PhD/ M. Phil/ PG:
M.Phil.(01)

16.Number of faculty members in ongoing projects from: None
a.) National
b.) International funding agencies and grants received:

17.Departmental projects funded by DST – FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc., and
total grants received: NA
18.Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the university: NA
19.Number of Publications per faculty: No
Name

Number of
papers
published
in peer
reviewed
journals

e-Content

Chapters
in books
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Monographs/books Books with
authored/ edited/ ISBN/ ISSN
co-authored
numbers
with
details of
publishers

20.Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: NA
21.Faculty as members in: NA
d.) National Committees:
e.) International Committees:
f.) Editorial Boards:

22.Student Projects: NA
23.Awards/ Recognitions received by faculty:
Amit Kumar Selected for short term fellowship of German govt. (Euro 6000 +TA, for
6 months to visit a German University) , DAAD(German Academic Exchange
service) for the year 2012.

24. List of visits from eminent academicians and scientists: NA
25.Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & Sources of funding: NA
c.) National:
d.) International:

26.Student Profile Programme/ Course wise:
Name of the
course/
programme
(refer to Q. No.
4)
Calculus
(Generic
Elective course
offered to CBCS
students)

Applications
received

Selected

Enrolled

Pass
Percentage

Data Not
Available

27

27

Course
offered in
July 2015.
Examination
held in
NovemberDecember
2015.
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27.Diversity of Students :
Name of the course %age of students
from the same
state (Delhi-NCR)
Overall
Approx. 50%
B.A.(P),B.A.(H)
(Delhi and NCR)

%age of students
from other States

%age of students
from abroad

Approx. 50%
(other states)

Nil

28.Number of Students having cleared National and State level
Competitive Exams (eg., NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defence
Services, etc.) : NA

29.Student Progression: NA

Student Progression
UG to PG
PG to M. Phil
PG to PhD
PhD to Post Doctorate
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus
recruitment
Entrepreneurship/ Self-employment

Against %age enrolled

30.Details of Infrastructural facilities:
a.) Library: The College Library has a separate section for the department.
b.) Internet facility for Students and Staff: Centralized facility available for both
staff and students.
c.) Class rooms with ICT facility : Few classrooms are equipped with overhead
Projectors.
d.) Laboratories: NA

31. Number of Students receiving financial assistance from college,
university, government or other agencies: NA
32.Details of Student Enrichment Programmes (special lectures/
workshops/ seminar) with external experts in the last one year: NA
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33.Programmes hosted by department in last one year: NA
34.Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning: The teaching
methods includes lectures, tutorial, assignments, presentations, and class test.

35.Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) AND Extension
activities: NA
36.SWOC Analysis of the Department and the Future Plans:
Strengths




Highly qualified and experienced teacher
Participative and Interactive teaching methods used in the classroom
Regular assessment of students done through assignments, tests,
presentation and tutorial.

Weaknesses
We have no separate room for the department teachers.

Opportunities
A student having graduate degree with Mathematics has many options after
his/her college. He/she can pursue higher educational degree like MBA, MCA,
M.A.(Mathematics) etc. or just join the industry as an intern.

Challenges
With the growing competition the students have not only to perform well in
academics but also in non-academic fields. This will help them get good placement
in the industry.

Future Plans




To introduce B.Sc.(H) Mathematics
Establish a computer lab only for Mathematics students having various
software related to Maths.
To invite eminent Mathematician as speakers to motivate the students.
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Physical Education Department

1. Name of the Department: Physical Education
2. Year of Establishment: 2006
3. Names of Programmes/ Courses offered (UG, PG, M. Phil, PhD,
Integrated Masters, Integrated PhD, etc.) UG
4. Names of Interdisciplinary Courses and the departments/units
involved: N/A, every department is involved in sports activities
5. Annual/ Semester/ Choice Based Credit System (programme wise):
Semester system

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: N/A
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: N/A
8. Details of courses/ programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons:
Application course which was offered to B.A. (P) IIIrd year students was discontinued
by University of Delhi in 2014 and in 2015 a new general elective course was
introduced named Physical Education I. This course is offered to all students of VI th
semester.
9. Number of teaching posts: 9
Posts
Professors
Associate Professors
Asst. Professors

Sanctioned
N/A

Filled
N/A
1

10.Faculty profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization
(D.Sc. / D. Litt. / PhD/ M. Phil, etc.):
Name
Dr M.S.
Rathi

Qualificati
ons
Ph.D.

Designation
s
Associate
Professor

Specializatio Experience No. of M. Phil/
n
(in yrs.)
PhD students
Sports policy 36 years
NIL
and programs
of the
Government
of India since
Independenc
e
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11.List of senior visiting faculty: NO
12.Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty: N/A
13.Student-Teacher ratio (programme wise):
14.Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff,
sanctioned and filled: N/A
15.Qualifications of teaching faculty with D. Sc /D. Litt / PhD/ M. Phil/ PG:
1

16.Number of faculty members in ongoing projects from:
a.) National No
b.) International funding agencies and grants received: No

17.Departmental projects funded by DST – FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc., and
total grants received: N/A
18.Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the university: N/A
19.Number of Publications per faculty: No
Name

Number of
papers
published
in peer
reviewed
journals

e-Content

Chapters
in books

Monographs/books Books with
authored/ edited/ ISBN/ ISSN
co-authored
numbers
with
details of
publishers

20.Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: No
21.Faculty as members in:
a.) National Committees: Technical Official in National Games and National from
time to time.
b.) International Committees: No
c.) Editorial Boards: No

22.Student Projects: No
23.Awards/ Recognitions received by
a.) Faculty: N/A
b.) Students: N/A

24. List of visits from eminent academicians and scientists: No
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25.Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized & Sources of funding:
a.) National: N/A
b.) International: N/A

26.Student Profile Programme/ Course wise: Not Applicable
Name of the
course/
programme
(refer to Q. No.
4)

Applications
received

Selected

Enrolled

Pass
Percentage

27.Diversity of Students :
Name of the
course
Physical Education

%age of students
from the same
state (Delhi-NCR)
80%

%age of students
from other States

%age of students
from abroad

20%

N/A

28.Number of Students having cleared National and State level
Competitive Exams (eg., NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defence
Services, etc.) : Data not available

29.Student Progression: Data not available

Student Progression
UG to PG
PG to M. Phil
PG to PhD
PhD to Post Doctorate
Employed
 Campus selection
 Other than campus
recruitment
Entrepreneurship/ Self-employment

Against %age enrolled
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30.Details of Infrastructural facilities:
a.) Library: The college library has a dedicated section for the Sports Education and
other related issues. It is well equipped with textbooks, reference books and
periodicals. The collection of books is regularly updated.
b.) Internet facility for Students and Staff: WiFi and well equipped computer lab is
available for both staff and students.
c.) Class rooms with ICT facility:
d.) Laboratories: N/A

31. Number of Students receiving financial assistance from college,
university, government or other agencies: N/A
32.Details of Student Enrichment Programmes (special lectures/
workshops/ seminar) with external experts in the last one year: N/A
33.Programmes hosted by department in last one year:
34.Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning: Students are
motivated to engage in participatory learning by providing them opportunities for
power point presentations. They are well equipped with the importance of health
and well-being in their day to day life.

35.Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) AND Extension
activities: Dr M.S. Rathi headed various committees such as admission committee
and other committees from time to time.

36.SWOC Analysis of the Department and the Future Plans:
Strengths: Dedicated one man faculty for the theoretical teaching and sport
practices. College has excelled in various sports since the beginning. Students
perform at state, national and even international level. Cordial relationship between
the faculty and the students is another important strength of this department.

Weaknesses: Lack of infrastructural facilities. Shortage of funds and finances.
Being an evening college lack of time for practice of sports. Clash in time for the
teaching and the sports practice.

Opportunities: Given the dedication of the faculty the college can make new
inroads in the sports world. Can expand in other sports which are not being taught at
present. Can introduce yoga and other wellness sports for staff members and other
students.
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Challenges: To overcome the weakness.
Future Plans:
1. Expansion of the department.
2. Providing sports facilities to the students
3. Helping the students financially
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PUBLICATIONS/PRESENTATIONS OF FACULTY

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Mr. Rajnish Kumar Kler
Book
 Entrepreneurship and Business Development (B.Com Text Book) Kalyani Publisher,
New Delhi-2014

Research Papers
 FDI Evolution: Progressive economy of South Africa -25th Jan 2012, journal of African
Studies, University of Delhi.
 Africa: Infrastructure Development and Economic Reforms - Dec 2012, African
Review, Mumbai.

Paper Presented
 Paper presented in Department of African Studies on India- Africa mutual
Partnership in SME sector - 25th Feb2010.
 Paper presented in Department of African Studies on India- Africa: Financial
collaboration and economic reforms -16th Dec 2010.
 Paper presented in Department of African Studies on FDI Evolution :Progressive
economy of South Africa -25th Jan 2012
 Paper presented in National Seminar on “Indian Economy: Fiscal Reforms and
Development ” held on 11th Feb 2012 conducted by GGDSD College, Sector 32-C,
Chandigarh(UT)
 Paper presented in National Seminar on “Entrepreneur Development and Women
Empowerment” held on 16th and 17th Feb 2012, conducted by Digambar Post
Graduate College,Dibai, Bulandsahar,UP
 Paper presented in National Seminar on “Africa Renaissance: India as a Partner” held
on 14th March 2012, conducted by Department of Commerce, G.C.G Punchkula.

Miss Deepika
 Rural entrepreneurship -- International research journal of commerce arts and
science Volume5 Issue4 [2014] ISSN 2319-9202
 Managing business finance –International research journal of management sociology
& humanity Volume 5 Issue4 [2014] ISSN 2250-1959
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 Work life balance—International research journal of management science &
technology Volume 5 Issue 4 [2014] ISSN 2277-9809
 Impact of opening up of malls on various stakeholders—International research
journal of commerce arts and science Volume5 Issue4 [2014] ISSN2319-9202

Miss Monika
 Microfinance in India: An Empirical Study of Trends and Challenges International
Journal of Business and Rural Development Studies. ISSN 2277-3207 Volume 4,
Number 1 (2014), pp. 1-16
 Mergers and Acquisitions in Indian Banking Sector-A Comparative Study on Pre-Post
Merger International Journal of Economic and Management Strategy. ISSN 22783636. Volume 4,Number 1 (2014), pp. 1-14
 Capital Account Convertibility in India International Business Journals Issue4volume4 April 2014 Issue ISSN 2348-4063 pp no 45-52
 A study of Financial Inclusion Progress in India International Business Journals Issue4volume4 march 2014 Issue ISSN 2348-4063 pp no44-54
 Analysis of Mergers and Acquisition in India: As a Tool of Export Competitiveness
International Journal of Business Management and Economics Research. Volume 1,
Number 1 (2014), pp. 1-12 ISSN 2349-2333

Mrs. Maya Yadav
 Rural entrepreneurship -- International research journal of commerce arts and
science Volume5 Issue4 [year2014] ISSN 2319-9202
 Managing business finance –International research journal of management sociology
& humanity Volume 5 Issue4 [2014] ISSN 2250-1959
 Work life balance—International research journal of management science &
technology Volume 5 Issue 4 [2014] ISSN 2277-9809
 Impact of opening up of malls on various stakeholders—International research
journal of commerce arts and science Volume5 Issue4 [2014] ISSN2319-9202

Mrs. Rachna Yadav
 “E-Banking and its Different Aspects” IRJMSH, ISSN 2277-9809.
 “Micro Finance: An Instrument for Lifting the Poverty” CASIRJ , ISSN 2319-9202 .
 “Theories of Capital Structure: Analysis of Capital Structure Determinates” IRJMST,
ISSN:2250-1959
 Risk Management Approach for Financial Restructuring in Integration With ISO31000,IRJMST, ISSN:2250-1959
 “Devaluation of Indian Rupee Against US $: A Historical perspective” IJARSE,
ISSN:2319-8354(E)
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 “Capital Structure Theories: A Review” CASIRJ, ISSN:2319-9202
 “Merger and Acquisition” Conference Proc. Full Length Paper Conference on RIMSD
at IMR Ghaziabad, pp10 ISBN:9789381771006

Miss Renu
 “Creative Accounting-A Negative aspect of accounting” International Journal of
Applied research and Studies Volume3,Issue 5 (May 2014), ISSN: 2278-9480
 “An Introduction to Commercial Entrepreneur& Social Entrepreneur and their role in
an Economy” International Journal of Applied research and Studies Volume3,Issue 6
(June 2014), ISSN: 2278-9480
 “Impact of Brand Personality on the Consumer Behavior and its implications for the
Marketer” International Journal of Scientific research and Management
Volume2,Issue 6 (June 2014), ISSN: 2321-3418
 “Sustainable Marketing- A Marketing Response to Environmental, Economical and
Social issues to draw some benefits” International Journal of Applied research and
Studies Volume3,Issue 7(July 2014), ISSN:2278-9480
 “E- Leadership-A New and Modern style of Leadership” International Journal of
Advances in Management and Economics Volume3,Issue 5 (Sep-Oct 2014),
ISSN:2278-3369

Mr. Mohd. Shahid Ali
 Akram, H. W., Ali, M. S., & Ahmad, A. (2014). A Study on Trade Performance of Safta.
Iqra International Management Journal, 99-112.
 Ali, M. S. (2014). Business Statistics for Contemporary Decision Making, 5/e by Ken
Black, Wiley India. Business Dimensions.
 Ali, M. S., Akram, H. W., & Khan, M. A. (2014). Analysis of Determinants of Capital
Structure: With Special Reference to Indian Listed Non-Financial Companies in S&P
CNX Nifty. Business Dimensions, 147-155.
 Ali, M. S., Yadav, R., & Jamal, M. A. (2013). Theories of Capital Structure: Analysis of
Capital Structure Determinants. International Research Journal of Management
Sciences & Technology, 695-704.
 Ali, M. S., Yadav, R., & Khan, A. M. (2013). Capital Structure Theories: A Review.
International Research Journal of Commerce Arts and Science, 703-714.
 Yadav, R., & Ali, S. (2013). Devaluation of Indian Rupee Against Us $: A Historical
Perspective. International Journal of Advance Research In Science and Engineering,
189-194.
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 Yadav, R., & Ali, S. (2013). Risk Management Approach for Financial Restructuring in
Integration with ISO 31000. International Research Journal of Management Sciences
& Technology, 1027-1036.

Mr. Nishant Sharma
 “Analyzing Companies Act: A move towards better Governance”. IOSR Journal of
Business and Management (IOSR-JBM) e-ISSN: 2278-487X, p-ISSN: 2319-7668.
Volume 16, Issue 5. Ver. IV (May. 2014), PP 26-32.
 “Understanding Corporate Governance: Success & Failures in the light of two world
famous scandals- Enron & Satyam: A parallel study.” BEST: International Journal of
Humanities, Arts, Medicine and Sciences (BEST: IJHAMS) ISSN(E): 2348-0521.
Volume. 2, Issue 4, Apr 2014, PP 79-86.
 “Corporate Social Responsibility: Concepts, Realities & Challenges in India.”
International Journal for Research in Management and Pharmacy.(IJRMP) ISSN:
2320- 0901 Volume. 3, Issue 2, March 2014, PP 7-11.
 “Understanding Corporate Governance in a Comparative Context of India & New
Zealand.” International Journal for Research in Management and Pharmacy. (IJRMP)
ISSN: 2320- 0901 Volume. 3, Issue 1, Jan-Feb 2014, PP 36-43.
 “Understanding the Role of Micro-Finance in Inclusive Growth & Financial Inclusion.”
International Journal of Advances in Management and Economics. (IJAME) ISSN:
2278-3369 Volume 2, Issue 6, Nov-Dec. 2013, PP 43-49.
 “Corporate Governance in India IT Sector” International Journal of Research in
Humanities & Social Sciences. ISSN:(P) 2347-5404 ISSN:(O)2320 771X Volume. 3,
Issue: 4, April: 2015 , PP 1-8.
 “Women Director: A Move towards women empowerment in Corporate World.”
International Journal of Research in Humanities & Social Sciences. ISSN:(P) 23475404 ISSN:(O)2320 771X Volume. 3, Issue: 3, March: 2015, PP 47-49
 “One Person Company: Concepts, opportunities & challenges in India” International
Journal for Research in Management and Pharmacy.(IJRMP) ISSN: 2320- 0901
Volume 4, Issue 3, April 2015, PP 1-4.
 “Corporate Social Responsibility: Making Corporate more Accountable”.
International Journal for Research in Management and Pharmacy. (IJRMP) ISSN:
2320- 0901 Volume. 4, Issue 2, Feb.-March: 2015, PP 56-60
 “Class Action Suit: A tool of togetherness.” International Journal for Research in
Management and Pharmacy. (IJRMP) ISSN: 2320- 0901 Volume. 4, Issue 1, January:
2015. PP 24-27.
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DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS
Dr. Anjali Aggarwal
Research Papers
 “Productivity Trends in Organized Manufacturing Industry ” in edited volume of
National Symposium on Indian Industry: Fostering Economic Development March,
2011 (ISBN: 978-81-920303-1-9
 “Role of Sectoral Employment Growth in Poverty Reduction” published in Horizon –
Journal of Social Sciences, No. – 11/2013, Volume IV in July, 2013 (ISSN: 0975-5535)
 “Growth and Structural Transformation of the Workforce – Are we heading in the
right direction?” published in Arthashastra- Indian Journal of Economics and
Research Vol 3(5) in Sept 2014.(ISSN: 2278-1811)
 “Demographic Dividend and Changing Structure of Workforce in India” published in
International Journal of Business Management and Social Sciences, Vol. III, Issue
12(IV), August 2014(ISSN: 2249-7463)

Paper Presented
 “Economics and ethics – Moral Value of Self Interest” in National conference on
Promotion of Ethics and Human Values, Agra College, 16-17 January, 2011.
 'Case Study of Sugar Industry in India and Brazil” in Science, Spirituality and
Humanity: Transcending Discipline Barriers during 17th – 19th February, 2011 in
Shivaji College, University of Delhi
 “Economic Reforms and Employment Growth” in National Conference on Poverty
and Inclusive Growth in India by Department of Economics, Kurukshetra University,
from 10-11 March 2011.
 “Industrialization and Development in India” in National Seminar on
“Industrialization: Development for whom”, organized by Dept of Eco, Motilal Nehru
(E) College, DU, from 20-21 March, 2012.
 “Productivity Trends in Organized Manufacturing Industry” in National Symposium
on Indian Industry: Fostering Economic Development, held on 24- 25th March, 2011
organized by Annamalai University.
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 “Growth and Structural Transformation of Workforce in India” in International
Conference MAFMEB – 2014 held in JNU, New Delhi, organized by Krishi Sanskriti
from 22-23 Nov, 2014.
 “Demographic Dividend and Changing Structure of Employment in India” in
International Conference on Impact of Current Social and Political Changes in India
on Global Market, organized by Leelavati College of Commerce and Computer
Science, Warje, Pune, August 2014.
 “Assessing Efficiency in Non-Income Human Development Index – A case of Indian
States” in 51st Annual Conference of The Indian Econometric Society (TIES)
organized by the Department of Economics, Punjabi University, Patiala from 12-14
Dec, 2014.

Dr. Priya Bhalla
Article in Books
 “Consolidation in the Indian Financial Sector: Does it make the Sector Vulnerable to
Contagion”, in edited book, India 2020: Vision for the Financial Sector, Regal
Publications, 2014 edited by, Harvinder Kaur and J.B, Singh.

Research Papers
International
 “Mergers & Acquisitions in India: A Sectoral Analysis”, International Journal of
Business and Economic Development, Vol. 2, No. 2, July 2014 (ISSN 2051-8498)
 “Ex-ante Characteristics of Acquirers and Targets in Indian Financial Sector: An
Empirical Analysis”, International Journal of Financial Services Management,
forthcoming
 “Do Mergers & Acquisitions Enhance Technical Efficiency? An Empirical Assessment”,
Journal of Business and Policy Research, Vol. 10, No. 1, July 2015.

National
 “Impact of Declining Groundwater Levels on Acreage Allocation in Haryana” in
Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. XLII, No. 26, June 30, 2007 (ISSN 0012-9976).
 “Mergers and Acquisitions in India with special reference to the financial sector:
Recent trends and patterns”, The IUP Journal of Business Strategy, Vol. VII, No. 3,
September 2010 (ISSN 0972-9259).
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 “Determinants of Mergers & Acquisitions of Firms in the Indian Financial Sector: An
Empirical Analysis”, The IUP Journal of Business Strategy, Vol. VIII, No.3, September
2011(ISSN 0972-9259).
 “Impact of Deregulation, Globalisation and Technology on Mergers & Acquisitions in
Financial Sector”, Review of Glocal Studies, Vol. 1, No. 2, April 2014 (ISSN 23475072).
 “Consolidation in the Indian Financial Sector: Does it make the Sector Vulnerable to
Contagion”, Journal of Business Thought, Vol. 5, April 2014 (ISSN 2231-1734).

Paper Presentation in Seminars/Conferences
International
 “An Empirical Analysis on Performance of Acquirers in Indian Financial Sector: Pre &

Post M&A”, at 15th Annual Money and Finance Conference held on 13th-14th
December, 2013 at Indira Gandhi Institute of Development Research (IGIDR), Mumbai,
India.


“Consolidation in the Indian Financial Sector: Does it make the Sector Vulnerable to
Contagion”, at 2nd International Conference on India 2020: Vision for the Financial
Sector at Sri Guru Gobind Singh College of Commerce, University of Delhi held on
10th-11th March, 2014.

 “Impact of Mergers & Acquisitions on Technical Efficiency: A Stochastic Distance

Function Approach”, at 9th Annual Business Research Conference held on 4th-5th
August 2014 at Imperial College, London, UK, published in proceedings.
 “Impact of Mergers & Acquisitions on Technical Efficiency: A Stochastic Distance

Function Approach” at International Conference on Empirical Research on Trade in
Services, Centre for WTO Studies, Indian Institute of Foreign Trade (IIFT) held on 21-22
August, 2014.

National
 “Trends on Mergers & Acquisitions in India: A Sectoral Analysis” in National
Conference on Mergers and Acquisitions- Issues, Opportunities and challenges on 2021 January, 2012 by Shaheed Bhagat Singh College, University of Delhi.
 “Importance of India in Global Patterns of M&A with special reference to the financial
sector” in National Conference on M&A in Global Scenario on 17-18 August, 2012 by
Kamala Nehru College, University of Delhi.
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 “Linking Mergers & Acquisitions to Instability in the Indian Financial Sector: An
Empirical Analysis”, in National Conference on Banking Sector Reforms in India:
Experience, Opportunities and Challenges on April 6-7, 2015 by Shri Ram College of
Commerce, Delhi University.

Dr. Bishnu Charan Nag
Books
 Poor Man’s Capital (Book), Bloomsbury Publishing Company, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi.
 Common Man’s Economics (Book), Bloomsbury Publishing Company, New Delhi.
 Economic History of Dalits (Chapter in Edited book), Dalit Literature and
Historiography, Pragati Publisher, New Delhi, ISBN:81-7307-127-6, (2014)

Paper Presentation
International
 Paper titled “Practice of Child Labour: An Analysis from Indian Literature”, Literature
and Marginality: Comparative Perspective in African, American, Australian and Indian
Dalit Literature, International Seminar, 20th 22nd February, 2013, IGNOU, New
Delhi.
 Paper titled “Microfinance and Women Empowerment in South Asia: An Indian
Experience”, South-Asia in Global Perspective: Democracy, Human Rights and
National Building, International Seminar, 21th 22nd February, 2014, Deptt.of Political
Science, Jay Narain Vyas University, Jodhpur.
 Paper titled “Green Federalism and Economic Development In India: Issues and
Challenges”, Federalism and Governance in Globalising World: Issues and Challenges,
International Seminar, 4-5 February, 2015, The Department of Political Science,
Shaheed Bhagat Singh College (M), University of Delhi.

National
 Paper titled “Microfinance and Women Empowerment in South Asia: An Indian
Experience”, Deptt. Of Political Science, Jay Narain Vyas University, Jodhpur.
 Paper titled “Women emancipation in 21st century: A Study of Female Children In
Rayagada District”, Child Abuse and Labour in India, UGC National Seminar, 25th-26th
March,2011, Arya College, Ludhiana
 Paper titled “Microfinance: A Ray of Hope: An Experience from KBK Region of
Odisha”, Dynamics of Chronic Poverty in Odisha National Seminar, 22nd-23rd
April,2011, IIPA and JNU, New Delhi, held at Koraput.
 Paper titled “Effecting Child Rights: A Stepping Stone for Development Human Rights
Education and Values”, UGC National Seminar 24thJanuary,2012, Arya College,
Ludhiana
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 Paper titled “Microfinance: An Instrument of Women Empowerment”, Status of
Women in Changing Scenario: Challenges and Prospects, 16th-17th February, 2012,
Digambar, P.G.College, Dibai, Buland Sahar, U.P.
 Paper titled “Elimination of Poverty: A Myth or Reality”, Economic Reforms: An
Unfinished Agenda National Seminar, 11thFebruary, 2012, GGSD College,
Chandigarh.
 Paper titled “Setting an Alternative Model: Revamping Indian Economy”,
Industrialization: development for whom? UGC National Seminar, 20th -21st March,
2012, Motilal Nehru College (Eve.)
 Paper titled “Affirming Children Rights: A Footstep to Eliminate Child Labours”,
Human Right Issues and in Indian Constitutions, UGC National Seminar, 9th
February,2013, Baba Balraj Panjab university Constituent College, Balachaur, Panjab.
 Paper titled “Higher Education: Challenges in India Education, Reforms: Challenges
and Strategies National Seminar
9th February, 2013 GGSD College, Chandigarh.
 Paper titled “Labour Welfare Policies in Informal Sector”, Management: Changing
Perspectives ,Paradigms and Challenges,
National Seminar 7th -8thFebruary,
2014 Deptt.of Business Administration, Faculty of Commerce and Management
Studies, Jay Narain Vyas University, Jodhpur, Rajasthan.
 Paper titled “Economic Perspectives of Buddhist”, Philosophy
Buddhist
Philosophy- Old Glory and Future Prospects, National Seminar March 24-25- 2015
Department of History, Municipal Post Graduate College, Mussoorie.

Mr. Prakash Kumar Sahoo
 Sahoo P. K. and A. R. Behera (2015): “Financial Inclusion through Micro Finance” in
“Communities and social Development in India” (ed.) by Rabindra Kumar Garada,
Avon Publication, New Delhi, India, pp: 140–154, (ISBN: 978-93-8183-970-6)
 Sahoo, P.K. and A. R. Behera (2015): “Sustainable Development through Micro, Small
and Medium Enterprises: An Economic Analysis”, Pratibimba, Vol-15, No- 02 (ISSN:
0972-5466)
 Sahoo, and A. R. Behera (2014): “Rural Electrification”, Orissa Economic Journal, Vol46, No-1 & 2 (ISSN: 0976-5409)
 Sahoo, P. K., A. R. Behera & B. Mohanty (2014): Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises: An Engine of Economic Growth”, The Utkal Business Review, Vol-XXVII,
No-1, pp: 168-178 (ISSN: 0975-6191)
 Sahoo, P. K. (2014): “Factors Influencing Participation in Rural Non-farm
Employment: An Empirical Investigation from Rural Odisha”, SEARCH: A Journal of
Arts, Humanities & management, Vol-VIII, No-1. (ISSN: 0974-5416)
 Sahoo, P. K. and A. R. Behera (2014): “Financial inclusion through Microfinance” in
“Financial Inclusion, Inclusive Growth and the Poor” (ed.) by Mishra, P. ,Behera, A. R.
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and Rout, H. S, New Century Publications, New Delhi, India, 2014. (ISBN: 978-817708-367-5).

Paper Presentation
 ‘An Economic Analysis of Rural Electrification in Odisha’
in the 47th Annual
Conference of Orissa Economic Association held at CUTM, Bhubaneswar during
14th& 15th February, 2015.
 ‘Impact Evaluation of MGNREGA on Livelihood and Life Style of the Participants: A
Case Study of Balangir District in Odisha State’ in the National Seminar held at
School of Social Sciences, Ravenshaw University on 18th& 19th October, 2014.
 ‘Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises: An Engine of Economic Growth’ in the
National Conference held at P.G Department of Analytical & Applied Economics,
Utkal University during 22nd -23rd August, 2014.
 Presented a Paper entitled ‘Financial Inclusion through microfinance in Odisha’ in the
National Seminar held at P.G Department of Analytical & Applied Economics, Utkal
University during 17th& 18th October, 2012.

Miss. Kavita
 “Internationalization of Higher Education: A Case Study of Indian Student Mobility to
the USA” published by The International Journal of Humanities & Social Studies, ISSN
2321 – 9203, (2015).
 “Re Considering Spence: Signaling and the Role of Education” published by
International Journal of Research in Commerce, Economics & Management, ISSN
2231-4245, (2015).
 “Competitiveness of Indian Agriculture Sector: A case study of Cotton Crop”
published by Science Direct: Procedia Social and Behavioral Sciences Co-authored
with Sachin Kumar Sharma, ISSN 1877-0428, (2014).

Paper Presented
 Presented paper titled “International Trade in Higher Education –An analysis of
pattern and Composition of Student Mobility from India” in National Conference on
“Trade in Services in India and Inclusive Growth Paradigm: Emerging Opportunities
and Future Challenges” in CWS, IIFT, in August 2013, New Delhi, India.
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Mr. Ashish Gupta
 Joshi, R.M., Nag, B., Gupta, A. “India’s Export Opportunity in Africa: Issues and Challenges in
Select Sectors” March, 2013. Published in IIFT working paper series no. EC 13-18. The article
can be accessed through
 Gupta, A.: Factors Behind Conduciveness of Business Environment for Investment: India v/s
China, October, 2013. International Research Journal of Management, Sociology and
Humanities (IRJMSH) ISSN 2277- 9809 Volume: 4, Issue: 2. Impact Factor: .98.
 Gupta, A.: Impact of Foreign Direct Investment in India in terms of Spillovers. December,
2012. Journal of Global Research Analysis. ISSN 2278-6775.
 Gupta, A. & Parkash, J.: Anti dumping Laws: A Case study of India and China. October, 2013.
Asian journal of Multidimensional Research. ISSN 2278-4853 Volume 2 Issue 10.
 Gupta, A. & Arora, C. “Banking Sector Reforms in India: Impact and Prospects”, December
2013. International Journal of Applied Financial Management Perspectives. Print ISSN: 22790896 , Online ISSN : 2279-090X , Volume 2 , Number 4 (Oct-Dec 2013), pp. 718-724
 Gupta, A. & Gupta, K.: Capital Flows and Financial Fragility in India, Journal of Global
Information and Business Strategy (2014). ISSN NO 0976-4925 , Volume No. 5 , Issue No. 1

Paper Presented
 Presented a paper at a National seminar in Guru Nanak Khalsa College, Karnal on the topic
“Foreign Flows Challenges, Requirements for Development & Rewards”.
 Presented a paper at an International Conference on Managing Change in Business and
Economy, Faculty of Management Studies, Pacific University, Udaipur , April 2013 on the
topic “International production network and Interplay of Technology in Automobile
Industry: Experience of India as an Emerging Production Hub” (Co-Authored).

Mrs. Deepti Goel
 National Food Security bill: Way forward to success, Yojana Planning Commission, 2013.
 Welfare Impact of Grey market: Consumer perspective, International Journal of emerging
research in Management and Technology, 2014.
 Bond Market: An alternative Source of financing, International Journal of emerging
research in Management and Technology, 2014.
 FDI in retail: Future expectation for Indian economy: International Journal of emerging
research in Management and Technology, 2014.
 Mutual Fund in India: An overview, International Journal of emerging research in
management and technology, 2014.
 Indian Capital Market: An overview, International Journal of emerging research in
Management and Technology, 2014.
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DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH
Dr.Pradip Sharan
 Bhasha Literatures: The Problem of Linguistic and Cultural Transference in
Translation - The Solution Proposed (UGC and ICSSR Sponsored National Seminar
Proceedings- edited by Dr Harbir Singh Randhawa-published in 2013 by Sarup Book
Publishers Pvt Ltd ,New Delhi).
 The Teaching of English in India: Problems and the Probable Solutions - Language
Forum, Vol.38, No.1, November 2012, New Delhi.
 Communication Skills : Language.( International Journal of Communication, Vol.21,
No.2, July-Dec 2011, New Delhi)
 English in India: Some situational and pedagogical considerations. (FORTELL, New
Delhi, May 2011)
 Language, Literature and Translation: Problems and the Solution (Sahitya Academy
Journal: 2008 & FORTELL, New Delhi: 2008)
 The World Englishes and the Teaching of Pronunciation. (FORTELL, New Delhi: 2008)
 A Contrastive and Synchronic study of Received Pronunciation (R.P) and Indian
English (I.E) with special reference to the teaching of English Pronunciation in India.
(Articulatory Studies) - (IJOAL, New Delhi: May 2004)
 The Teaching of English vis-à-vis the syllabus in the Department of English, Faculty of
Education – An appraisal: Suggestions for the year 2000 “Voice of the University” –
(Taiz University Journal, Republic of Yemen, May 2000)
 A Stylistic and Psycholinguistic analysis of the “Minor Novels” of Henry James.
(“Bihar Herald” Patna, February, 1987)

Mrs. Uma Choudhry
Research papers
 Call of the Inner Voice in Chetan Bhagat’s Fiction – Research Drops, International
Journal, Vol IV, Issue 1, March 2014. ISSN 2231-105X.
 Art & Artifice in Chetan Bhagat’s Fiction – Notions, journal of English literature,
Vol IV, No.4, December 2013.

Translated works
 SitaRamiyam by Dr. Shankar Dev Avtare Orig.: Sanskrit. Translated to English;
2004
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Dr. Rita Kakkar
Books
 Critical Theories of I.A. Richards, Anmol Publications Pvt. Ltd. 2004, Delhi. ISBN81-261-1752-4 (Book).
 Stephen Crane as a Novelist, I-Proclaim Press, PA 15222 U.S.A. 2010 (Book).
 Nation and Representation in Colonial and post Colonial India, Language Forum
vol.32, no 1-2, Jan-Dec 2006.
 Dynamics of Translating Poetry, International Journal of Translation vol.16, no2,
Jul.-Dec. 2004.

Dr. Kasturi Choudhury
Articles
 “Synge and the Irish Literary Renaissance”, Journal of Drama Studies Vol 5 July
2011, ISSN 0975-1696.
 “The Home Lost to the World : A Study in Rabindranath Tagore’s, ‘Home and the
World’ ”, Literary Miscellany, Vol. 2, No. 1 & 2, 2013, Bahri Publications, New Delhi,
ISSN 2230 – 7451.

Dr. Hema Dhaiya
Book
 Shakespeare Studies in Colonial Bengal: The Early Phase. Newcastle upon Tyne:
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2013.
 Republicanism in Shakespeare. Eds. Anand Prakash and Hema Dahiya. New Delhi:
Viva Books Private Limited, 2015.

Paper in Journal/Edited Books
 “Delay as Difference in Hamlet: An Ethical View,” in Hamlet Studies,
Vol.25(2003), 143-155.
 “The Poet as Activist: A Study of Henry Derozio,” in Maharishi Dayanand
University Research Journal (Arts), Vol. VI. No. 2 (October 2007), 1-7.
 “Shakespeare Studies at the first Indian College,” in Journal of Drama Studies,
Vol. II. No. I (January 2008), 76-82.
 “The Context of English as a Language of Global Communication,” in Pragati’s
English Journal, Vol. 8. No. 1 (June 2008), 21-27.
 “D.L. Richardson’s Criticism of Shakespeare,” in Journal of Drama Studies, Vol. 2.
No. 2 (July 2008), 59-67.
 “P.B. Shelley and Henry Derozio: A Comparative Study,” in The Critical
Endeavour, Vol. XVI (January 2010), 195-205.
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 “H.M. Percival, An Early Scholar of Shakespeare,” in Journal of Drama Studies,
Vol. 4. No. 2 (July 2010), 101-114.
 “Tamas: A Radical Historical Novel,” in South Asian Ensemble: A Canadian
Quarterly of Arts, Literature and Culture, Vol. 5. No.s 3&4 (Summer and Fall,
2013), 138-144.
 “Shakespeare’s Celebrated Tree: A Historical Study,” in Journal of Drama Studies,
Vol. 7. No.s 1&2 (Jan. and July, 2013), 35-40.
 “Reappropriations of Shakespeare in Colonial Bengal,” in Dialog, No. 25 (Spring
2014), 56-70.
 “Adumbration of the Spirit of 1857 in Derozio’s Poetry,” in Literature of Resistance:
India 1857, Eds. G.K. Das and Sushma Arya. (New Delhi: Primus Books, 2010), 4652.
 “Paradoxes of Politics in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar,” in The Critic Shakespeare:
Essays in Appreciation, Eds. Anand Prakash and S.P.S. Dahiya (Kurukshetra: The
Shakespeare Association, 2010), 145-157.
 “Scholar-Statesmen and Poet-Philosophers in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar,” in
Scholars in Shakespeare, Eds. Bhim S. Dahiya and Mridula Sharma (Kurukshetra:
The Shakespeare Association, 2011), 173-184.
 “The Subalterns and the State in the Tragedy of Coriolanus,” in Subalterns in
Shakespeare: A Postcolonial Review, Ed. Anand Prakash (Kurukshetra: The
Shakespeare Association, 2012), 171-177.
 “Shakespeare’s Cleopatra: Historical or Romantic,” in Women in Shakespeare: A
Post-Feminist Review, Ed. by Bhim S. Dahiya (New Delhi: Viva Books, 2013), 207221.
 “Migrant Metaphors in Colonial and Postcolonial Literature,” in Postcolonial and
Third-World Literature: An Overview, Eds. Ujjawal Sharma and Suruchi Kalra
Choudhary (Ahmedabad: Shanti Prakashan, 2014), 33-40.
 “The Roman Republic in Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar and Coriolanus,” in
Republicanism in Shakespeare, Eds. Anand Prakash and Hema Dahiya (New Delhi:
Viva Books Private Limited, 2015), 204-218.

Jyoti Jakhar Dhaiya
Book
 History And Literature: The Incident of KomagataMaru(New Delhi: Books Plus, 2014)
ISBN: 81-87403-36-5.

Papers
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 Published an article titled “In Search of Roots: A Study of Uma
Parameswaran’sRootless But Green are the Boulevard Trees” in The Commonwealth
Review Vol. XII No.2 by ISCS.
 Published a paper titled “Moving towards the Centre: Role of Indian-Canadian
Writing in Canada” in New Dimensions in Canadian Studies: Asia-Pacific Perspectives
(ed. Stewart Gill and R K Dhawan, New Delhi: Prestige Books, 2008). ISBN: 81-78510391.
 Published a (joint) paper titled “Problematizing Categories: A Case Study of Salman
Khurshid’sSons of Babur: A Play in search of India” in Recent Indian Drama in English
(ed. R K Dhawan, New Delhi, Sydney: Prestige Books, 2010). ISBN: 81-7851-077-4
 Published a paper titled “Memoir as Literature: An analysis of Fatima Bhutto’s Songs
of Blood and Sword” in Feminism and Fiction: India and Beyond (ed.
ShahramR.Sistani and SantwanaHalder, New Delhi: Prestige Books. 2011).
 Published a (joint) paper titled, “Untold and Foretold: Sociological and
Historiographical insights into Marquez’s Chronicle of a Death Foretold” in Post
Colonial Literatures: Voices from the ‘Other’ (ed, Madhumita Chakraborty, New
Delhi: Book Age Publications, 2015). ISBN: 978-93-83281-85-5

Dr. Rajesh Kumar
Books
 Of Dalit and Australian Aboriginal Writings &Culture. Academic Excellence
Publications: New Delhi, 2011, ISBN:978-93-80525-22-8
 Literaria: an International Journal of New Literature across the World special issue
on Literatures of Margin. Bahri Publications: New Delhi .Vol. 2, No.1, Jan-Jun 20
12.ISSN:2229-4600

Articles in Journals/ Edited Books
 “Exploring Convergences: Dalit writings and Australian Aboriginal writings” in Asian
Journal of Humanities and social sciences(AJHSS), Vol-1,Issue-1, May 1, 2013.ISSN2320-9720
 “Comparing
Marginality/subalternity:
Dalit
and
Australian
Aboriginal
Autobiographies” in JSL16: The Journal of the School of Language, Literature &
Culture Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi.
 “Contestation & Negotiation of Dalit Identities: A perspective from below” in
Language Forum: A Journal of Language Literature. New Delhi: Bahri
publications.VOL.33, N0.1, JAN-JUNE 2007, pp 25-40. ISSN 0253-9071.
 “A Comparative perspective on Subaltern Autobiographies: Dalits Vs Aboriginals” in
Creative Forum: A Journal of Literary & Critical Writings. New Delhi: Bahri
Publications. VOL.23, NO.1-2, JAN-DEC 2010.ISSN-0975-6396.
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 “A Search for ‘Aboriginal Identity’ in Sally Morgan’s My Place” in Literaria: An
International Journal of New Literature Across the World (Special Issue on
Literatures of Margin). New Delhi: Bahri Publications.VOL.2, NO.1, JAN-JUN2012.
 “Exploring Converging Dimensions: Dalit and Australian Aboriginal Autobiographies”
in Sangharsh/Struggle: E-journal of Dalit Literary Studies.VOL.1, ISSUE-1(JAN-MARCH,
2012).
 “Exploring the philosophy of Marginalizing Dalit voices in Indian Discursive
frameworks” in Reflections: An International Refereed Literary Journal. Vol XI&XII
NO.1&2 Jan &July 2013.ISSN 0973-046X.
 A chapter entitled “Unit-1 Formal Communication” for a Certificate Programme In
ICT enabled Professional Skills, to be offered by School of Humanities, IGNOU, New
Delhi. February, 2011.
 A chapter entitled “Comparing Marginality/subalternity: Dalit and Australian
Aboriginal Autobiographies” in a book Voices From the Margins In World English
Literature edited by Bhim S. Dahiya and Resham Sharma, Shanti Prakashan:
Rohtak,2012.
 “Australian Aboriginal World of Meaning: A brief Historical Perspective” in (Global
Education Society and Development GESD): An International Journal of
Academicians. New Delhi: Academic Excellence.VOL.3 (NO-3) OCT-DEC 2011. ISSN
NO-0975-1319.
 “Situating Comparative Elements in Dalit and Australian Aboriginal Autobiographies”
in Academic Views & Reviews: An International Journal of Education,
Research&Innovation,Vol.No-2,Oct-Dec 2011,Marks Books Publications, New Delhi,
ISSN NO-2249-7242.
 “Situating Dalit Identity: A Potential Thought” in Global Education Society and
Development (GESD): An International Journal of Academicians. New Delhi:
Academic Excellence.VOL.2 (NO-3) OCT-DEC 2010. ISSN NO-0975-1319.
 Review of: Valmiki, Omprakash.Joothan: A Dalit’s Life. Trans. From Hindi by Arun
Prabha Mukherjee.Calcutta: Samya Publications.2003.134 pages.Rs.185.ISBN 8185604-63-0. In Global Education Society and Development (GESD):An International
Journal of Academicians. New Delhi: Academic Publications.VOL.2 (NO-3) OCT-DEC
2010.ISSN NO-0975-1319.
 “Contestation & Negotiation of Dalit Identities: A perspective from below” in
Language Forum: A Journal of Language Literature. New Delhi: Bahri
publications.VOL.33, N0.1, JAN-JUNE 2007, pp 25-40. ISSN 0253-9071.

Mr. Shubhmay Chauhan
 “Representations of Lower Caste Women: Examining Issues of Labour, Body and
Religion” IRJMSH, 2015, International Research Journal of Management Sociology &
Humanities, Vol.6.
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Mrs. Parul Batra
 “Ada” Un-cloaked: Performativity of Language in Ruswa’sUmrao Jan Ada,
Published in Fortell: A Journal of Teaching English Language and Literature Issue
no. 25, September 2012 (ISSN No. 2229-6557), pp. 16-19.
 "Untold and Foretold: Sociological and Historiographical Insights into Marquez's
Chronicle of a Death Foretold", Published in Post Colonial Literatures: Voices from
the ‘Other’, ed. by Madhumita Chakraborty. (Delhi: Book Age Publications. 2015.)
[ISBN No. 978-93-83281-85-5], pp. 3.1-3.13.

Dr. Aqueel Akhtar
Book
 New researches in English Literature by Indian Scholars
Publishing, Germany, ISBN 978-3-659-26739-0 )

(LAP- Lambert Academic

Research Papers/Book Review
 “Agony and Suffering in Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye” (Explorer, a journal of
Creative and Critical writing in English, Sasaram, India ISSN 09746757)
 Predicament of Women in Toni Morrison’s Sula • (New researches in English
Literature by Indian Scholars LAP- Lambert Academic Publishing, Germany, ISBN
9783-659-26739-0 )
 Modernism and After ( Literary Perspectives, a journal of Creative and Critical
writing in English, Lucknow, India, ISSN 0974- 0368)

DEPARTMENT OF HINDI
Dr. Brij Kishore
Books
 Ek Amriki Gulam (translation), Swaraj Prakashan, Delhi, 2008 ISBN: 978-81-905534-83(Translation of “Narrative of the life of Frederick Douglass, an American slave”
written by famous black writer and activist Frederick Douglass and published in
1845).
 “Nirala Sahitya mein Dalit Chetna”, Swaraj Prakashan, Delhi, 2010 ISBN 978-8185999-90-6.
 “Urdu-Hindi Samachar Patro ka Itihas” (Balmukund Gupta Krit)(Sampadan), Swaraj
Prakashan, Delhi, 2010 ISBN 978-81-910773-0-8.
 Balmukund Gupt Rachnavali (to be published).
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Articles
 Dalit aur Ashweta Atmakathayein: Tulnatmak Adhyayan ki Awashyakta, Anbhaya
Sancha, Oct-Dec 2008.
 Hindi Kahani, Bhasha (Varshiki), 2002.
 Bharat Aye Videshi Yatriyon ke Vritanton mein Jati Vyavastha (to be published).

Journalistic Articles
 Milan Kundera ka Pehla Mazak, March 2006, Lokayat.
 Pinjre ke Parwaj, 11 January, 2008.

Publications for Mukta Shiksha Vidyalaya (SOL), Delhi University and for
Institute of Lifelong Learning










Asmitaon ka Sangharsh (B.A.(P) I), Hindi ‘Ka’.
Badalta Bharatiya Samaj: Bahuayami Drishti, (B.A.(P) I), Hindi ‘Ka’.
Shakti ka Kendrikaran(B.A.(P) I), Hindi ‘Ka’ .
Dekho Magar Dhyan se, (B.A.(P) I), Hindi ‘Kha’.
Hindi Gadya ka Parichayatmak Itihas, (B.A.(P) II), Hindi Anushasan Pathyakram.
Sookhi Dali, (B.A.(P) I), Hindi Anushasan Pathyakram.
Bachchan ki Atmakatha, (B.A.(P) II), Hindi Anushasan Pathyakram.
Anuvadak ke gun aur Uske Sahayak Sadhan
Anuvad ki Moolbhoot Avdharnayein

Dr. Premlata Sharma
 An Article on Giriraj Kishore’s Novel (DhaiGhar) in “YugSpandan” Magazine, JanMarch 1994.
 An Article on Dr.RavindraNath’s Book “SameekshakeVividhAyam” in ‘Bhasha’
Magazine, July-Aug 1997.
 An Article on Dr.Lalit Shukla’s Book “Sozolobo” in ‘AbhinavPrasangVash’, Magazine,
April-June 2008.
 An Article on Dr.Lalit Shukla’s book “RamcharitmanasSandarbhSamagra” in
‘AbhinavPrasangVash’, Magazine, Oct.-Dec. 2011.
 An Article on Dr.Vibha Vajpayee’s Book “KaviaurNatakkarPanditPratap Narayan
Mishra” in ‘Divyalok’ Magazine , Part-12, 2009.
 An Article “SoorSahityameinRadhakaSwaroop” in ‘Karunawati’ Magazine, April-June
2014.
 An Article on Dr.Lalit Shukla’s Book “SamaykeHastakshar” Published in an Edited
Book by Dr.Kshetra Pal Singh. (LekhnikeIndradhanush- 2014).
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Dr. Ashwani Kumar
Book
 Shiksha Media aur Raajaniti, Published- Academic Avenue Publication, 2014

Reviews and Journalistic Articles
 More than 25 reviews and more than 50 general articles are published in various
journals, magazines, edited books and national dailies like Apeksha, Dalit Varshiki,
SamayikVarta, YuvaSamvad, YudhratAamAadmi, Jansatta (Hindi Dainik)

Miss. Pushpa Meena
 ‘Mudrarakshas ki kahaniyon mein samajik prashn’, Shodh Kalptar, ISSN – 2249-6114,
2013.
 ‘Global samaj mein adivasi bhasha, samaj aur sahitya’, Hashiye ki Awaz, ISSN – 22775331, 2014.
 ‘Shanker Shesh ke natak ‘Baad ke paani mein jaatiwad ka sangharsh’, Samyak Bharat,
ISSN – 2277-2553, 2014.
 ‘Mudrarakshas ke natak tilchatta mein istri purush sambandh’, Samyak Bharat, ISSN
– 2277-2553, 2014.
 ‘Vikas ki awdharna aur naya bhumi adhigrahan vidheyak’, VaakSudha, ISSN – 23476605,
 ‘Shankar Shesh ke natkon mein rajneetik chetna’,Bhinsar, ISSN – 2348-7577, 2014.
 ‘Global samaj mein adivasi bhasha, samaj aur sahitya’, Parikatha, May-June 2014,
ISSN – 2320-1274.

Miss. Simmi Chauhan
 Research article ‘Tulnatmaksahitya’ online publication hindi journal, ISSN 23219726(2014)
 Research article ‘SahityikSodh' online publication hindi journal ISSN no : 22779809(2014)
 Research article ‘Kya hindisahitya ke itihas ko kriyapratikriyak eroop mein dekha
jasakta hai’, in online hindi publication journal, ISSN 2319-9202(2014)
 Research article ‘Jungle kedavedarmeinadavashisamaj’, in hindi magazine
SamyakBharat, ISSN No. 2277 2553(2015).
 Research article ‘Premtathavivahkebadaltemainey’ hindi magazine SamyakBharat,
ISSN No. 2277-2553(2015).
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Mr. Bipul Kumar
Books
 Jagdishchandra Mathur aur Unka Natya Sahitya, Manish Publication, Delhi, India,
2011 ISBN - 9788190209335
 Sahitya aur Cinema: Antah sambandh aur Rupantran, Manish publication, Delhi,
India, 2014, ISBN – 9789382435083
 Hindi Bhasha aur Uski Lipi ka Itihash, Shree Natraj Prakashan, Dilli, 2015, ISBN – 97893-81350-96-6
 Aadikalin aur Bhaktikalin Kavy, Manish Publication, Delhi, India, 2013, ISBN – 97893-81435-13-7

Articles
 SattaBanam Kala : Hanush , Shodh Samvay, New Delhi, vol-3, P. - 39-47, JulySeptember 2010 ISSN 0976-2010
 Sattaaur Kala ka Dwandwa : Sandarbh Chuninda Hindi Natak, Uplabdhi, Varanasi,
Sanyuktank : 7-8, P. – 100-110,Varsh -2012 ISSN 2249-5932
 Bharat mein Rajbhasha ki Samshya, nation first, Ank – 9, Sept. 2012, p. - 32-36 ISSN –
2278-7216
 Hindi Natkon mein Satta Vimarsh ka Rup, Nation First, Ank – 12, Jan. 2013, p. - 3739ISSN – 2278-7216
 Sahitya aur Cinema : Rupantaran ki Vaichariki, Nation First, Dec. 2013
ISSN – 2278-7216
 Sahitya, Cinema aur Bhumandalikaran, JNU Parisar, Ank – 4, July-Dec. 2014, p. 21-25
 Amir Khusaro, Asmita, 2014-2015, P. – 9-14
 Lekhakiye Drishti aurNirdedhkiyeParikalpana, Sahchar e-patrika, April 2015 ISSN –
2395-2873
 Sahityaaur
Cinema
kaAntahsambandhaurSnatkottarPathyakram,
Path
aurPathyakram, Edited by Omprakash Singh &Shitanshu, PrakashanSansthan, New
Delhi, 2015, P. -295-302S ISBN – 978-81-7714-501-4

Dr. Archana Rani
 Samakalin Hindi Mahila Katha SahityaAurIstriVimrashkisaidhatakie, Jan Aandolanaur
Hindi Sahitya, ISBN No-978-81-89559-55-7
 Ishtriwadiaandolankaabhivyakti, YuvaSamvad, ISSN No-2319-9407
 Aurotpaidanahihotebana de jate h, YuvaSamvad, ISSN No-2319-9407
 Maryada, ApnaKuchNahi, Tukabtharaga (kavitayen), Yathaishathisaitakrathyhuai,
ISBN No-978-93-80347-39-9
 Aatamkatha kai Bahanai, Vaak, Vani prakashan
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Bebak Abhivyakti : Shabad Aur Satyagraha, Bhartiya Rail Magazine
Pinjerai Sai Nikalta Mukti Sangeet, AnbhaySancha, ISSN No. 2347-845
Prabhakhetankenaam, VicharVithi, ISSN No. 2349-7416
BhalChandreNemadeVishudh Hindustani Sawar, Asmita, Motilal Nehru College(Eve.)
Teen Drishya (Kavita), Asmita, Motilal Nehru College(Eve.)

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
Dr. Pintu Kumar
Article
 “Cultural Life at Nālandā University”, The ICFAI University Journal of History and
Culture, Vol. IV, Nos. 1 & 2, January & April 2010, pp. 96-118, Hyderabad, India, ISSN:
0973- 8517.
 “The Ancient Nālandā Mahāvihāra: The Beginning of Institutional Education”, Journal
of the World University Forum, Vol. 4, Issue 1, 2011, pp. 65-79, Illinois, USA, ISSN:
1835-2030.

Paper Presented
 Paper titled “European and Indian Universities in Middle Ages: A Comparative
Glance” in the 20th Conference of International Association of Historians of Asia
(IAHA), Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, 14-17 November, 2008.
 Paper titled “The Initial Universities of Europe and India: A Comparative Study” in
The Second World Universities Forum, IIT Bombay, Mumbai, 16-18 January 2009.
Paper presented entitled as “Valabhī and Nālandā Mahāvihāra: The Buddhist
Universities of Ancient India” in The International Seminar on Buddhist Heritage of
Gujarat, M. S. University of Baroda, Gujarat, 15-17 January 2010.
 Paper titled “The Ancient Nālandā Mahāvihāra: The Beginning of Institutional
Education” in the The Fourth World Universities Forum, Institute of Education, Hong
Kong, 14-16 January 2011.
 Paper titled “The Education Policy of British-Raj: Quintessential Debates of Indian
National Congress (INC) during 1885-1905” in the Global Conclave of Young Scholars
of Indian Education, India Habitat Centre, New Delhi, 27-29 January, 2011.
 Paper titled “Technical Education to All: A Need for Sustainable Development” in
UGC sponsored National Seminar on 'Industrialisation: Development for Whom?'
Department of Economics, Motilal Nehru College (Eve.), 20-21 March, 2012.
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Mr. Prem Kumar
Chapters/Papers
 Deforestation in the Age of Iron, published as a chapter in Graduate Course Study
Material, B.A.( Hons.) Programme, Interdisciplinary Concurrent Course,
Environmental Issues in India.
 British Forest Policy: An Environmental Assessment, published as a chapter in
Graduate Course Study Material, B.A.( Hons.) Programme, Interdisciplinary
Concurrent Course, Environmental Issues in India.
 Bhartiya Sanskriti ka Sanrakshan: Swaroop evamPravritiyan, in Bhartiya Upmahadwip
ki sanskritiyan-I, ed. Thakran, R.C. e. al, Published by Hindi Madhyam Karyanavay
Nideshalay, University of Delhi.
 Sanskrit Naatkaaon ka Udbhav aur Vikas, in Bhartiya Upmahadwip ki sanskritiyan-II,
ed. Thakran, R.C. e. al, Published by Hindi Madhyam Karyanavay Nideshalay,
University of Delhi.

Mr. Sujit Kumar
Paper Presented
 Paper titled “Structures of Exclusion in South Asia” organized at Delhi University by
Indian Formation Research Society. The title of the paper was, “Evolution of Dalit
Electorates: Exploring the Exclusion of Dalit Labouring Masses and Emergent Political
Form.”

Dr. Virendra Kumar Jha
Article
 “The Lichhavi-Gupta Matrimonial Alliance: Social Alliance or Expansionist Method”
published in The Journal of The Bihar History Congress in 2014.

Paper Presented
 Paper titled “Buddhism in Gupta Period” in the conference Bihar Purvaid Parishad,
Patna held on 17th & 18th March 2007.
 Paper titled “Buddhist Stupas in Bihar” in the conference Bihar Purvaid Parishad,
Patna held on 18th-19th December 2010.
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Dr. Jaya Priyadarshini
Research Papers
 ‘Nature Worship in India: A Portrayal by European Travellers in 17th century, in
Education Plus, Vol. IV, No. 1, Jan-Dec 2015, ISSN 2277-2405, pp.
 ‘Inequalities in a Historical Perspective: A Study of the Portuguese Colonial Society of
Western Coastal India’, in Review of Research, Vol. 4, Issue 6, March 2015, ISSN
2249-894X, pp. 1-3.

Paper Presented
 ‘Transgression of Boundaries: Inter-caste Relationship with Achhep Women’ in a
workshop named Historie(s) of Rajasthan: Fresh Approaches, Nehru Memorial
Museum and Library, New Delhi, dated 14th-15th October, 2015.
 ‘Between the Devil and the Deep Sea: Menial Caste Women and Slavery in 18 th
century Jodhpur’ in an interdisciplinary conference named Slavery Past, Present and
Future in Mansfield College, Oxford University, Oxford, 7th-9th July, 2015.
 ‘Contextualizing Inter-Jati Relations: ‘Menial’ women in Eighteenth Century Jodhpur’
along with a PowerPoint Presentation at the Cambridge-JNU Workshop (Work in
Progress: A Student’s Workshop), 13th September 2012.

Dr. Mohammad Arshad
 “HasratMohani and Swadeshi Movement” in Facets of Indian History ed. A.K. Sinha,
Anamika Publishers, New Delhi 2006.
 “Two Seventeenth Century Sufis of the Barabanki Districts in UP”. In Trandsformation
in Indian History eds. PratimaAshthana and S.Z.H Jafri, Anamika Publishers, New
Delhi 2009.
 “HasratMohani: A Man of Composite Cultural” in Uttar PardeshThrough the Ages
eds. AfzalHussain and S.Z.H Jafri, anamika Publishers, New Delh 2011.
 “PanditMotilal Nehru: Glimpses Of his Political Career”Understanding the past,eds
N.R. Farooqi and S.Z.H. JafriAnamika Publishers New Delhi 2013.

Mr. Rakesh Kumar
Article
 “Women as Equal Partners to Men in the work Field”, Shodh Prerak, Vol. V, Issue 1,
January 2015, pp. 293-300.
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Dr. Vikash Kumar
Paper Presented
 Paper titled ‘Disciplining the “wild” Santal body under colonial rule’, in conference
‘‘Colonial Northeast India: Local Histories, Regional Cultures, Global Connections'
organized at India International centre Annexe (New Delhi) by Delhi University,
Melbourne and Toronto.

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Dr. Sushma Gupta
 Article on ‘Liberty’ in Political Theory, published on online site of Institute of Life
Long Learning, University of Delhi, 2013.
 Article on ‘Multiculturalism and Tolerance’ in Political Theory, published on online
site of Life Long Learning, University of Delhi, 2013.
 Article in Hindi on ‘Multiculturalism and Tolerance’, published on online portal of
Institute of Life Long Learning, University of Delhi 2014.
 Article on ‘Constituent Assembly of India: Composition, Character and its
Functioning’, published on online portal of Institute of Life Long Learning, University
of Delhi, 2014.
 Article on ‘The Constitution of India-Preamble, Features and Philosophy’, published
on online portal of Institute of Life Long Learning, University of Delhi, 2015.

Dr. Vichitra
Paper Presentation
 Paper titled “China’s Investment Model in Africa: A Global South Perspective”, in the
Annual International Studies Convention, 2013, on ‘Re-imaging Global Orders:
Perspectives from the South’ organized on 10th-12th December 2013 by the
Convention Centre, Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU).
 Paper titled “India’s Energy Ventures in Francophone Africa: Reinforcing the Global
South-South Rhetoric”, in the National Conference on ‘The Rising Africa:
Opportunities and Challenges for India’ organized on 12th-13th September, 2013 by
Centre of African Studies, University of Delhi.
 Paper titled “Industrialisation-A Process” in the UGC sponsored National Seminar on
‘Industrialisation: Development for whom?’ organized on 20th-21stMarch 2012, by
The Department of Economics, Motilal Nehru College (Eve), University of Delhi.
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Dr. Rakesh Sinha
Books
 Biography of Dr. K.B. Hedgewar, first edition 2003, second edition 2009 and third
edition 2015, (Highest sold book in builders of modern India series)
 Secular India: Politics of Minorityism (Vitasta Publication, New Delhi, 2012)
 Rajnitik Patrakarita (Prabhat Prakashan, New Delhi, 2007)
 Terrorism and Indian Media (2009)
 Philosophy of Social Revolution (2014)

Monograph published
 A Critical View of Sachar Committee Report (2008)
 Deceptive Equality (2009)
 Critical Appraisal of Communal Violence Bill 2011 ( published in six
languages, 2011)

National Seminar
1. The Content and Implications of the Rajendra Sachar Committee Report, (Centre
for Educational and Social Studies and Mythic Society, February 2008)
2. Terrorism and the Indian Media, (Constitution Club, New Delhi, March 2009)
3. Deceptive Equality: Deconstructing the Equal Opportunities Commission,
(Constitution Club, New Delhi, August 2009)
4. Hind Swaraj in the Present Context, (Deendayal Research Institute, New Delhi,
October 2009)
5. A Critical Assessment of the Composition and Social Base of the 15th
LokSabha,(New Delhi, October 2009)
6. Ramification of Ranganath Mishra Commission Report, (Malviya Smriti Bhawan,
March 2010)
7. Census 2011: Blinkered Vision, Fragmented Ideas, (IIC, New Delhi, August 2010)
8. Forest People and Land, (New Delhi, August 2010)
9. New Media: Challenge and Future, (Malviya Smriti Bhawan, New Delhi, January
2011)
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10. Corruption and Recovery of Indians’ Illegal Deposits in Foreign Banks,
(Constitution Club, New Delhi, March 2011)
11. Mainstream Media and North-East (Hindi Bhawan, New Delhi, June 2011)
12. Think Tanks in India Role and Challenges (A.N. Sinha Institute of Social Studies,
Patna, December 2011)
13. Nehru and Patel: Ideological Contribution, (Baroda University, Sponsored by
UGC, 2012)
14. Hindutva in Western Perspective (IIC, New Delhi, February 2012)
15. Intellectuals of Contemporary Society (Constitution Club, New Delhi, February
2012)
16. Roles of NGOs in Civil Society (Constitution Club, New Delhi, July 2012)
17. Policy Framework and Funding of NGOs in India (Malviya Smriti Bhawan, New
Delhi, August 2012)
18. Emerging Challenges for Think Tanks (IIC, New Delhi, August 2012)
19. Parliamentary Democracy at Crossroads (IIC, New Delhi, September 2012)
20. Judiciary, Gender and Uniform Civil Code (Gandhi Peace Foundation, New
Delhi, December 2012)
21. Sociology of Indian Muslims (Foundation of Indic Research Studies, Bangalore,
January 2013)
22. Predicament of Minorities in Pakistan (IIC, New Delhi, February 2013)
23. Ideology, Value and Governance (Constitution Club, New Delhi, February 2013)
24. Aaj Ki Rajniti or Samajik Prabhaw (Patna, November 2014)
25. Ekatma Manavavad ki drishti me Loktantra evam Loktantra Parishkar (Patna,
2015)
26. ISIS: An Emerging Threat to the Modern World (Constitution club, April 2015)
27. Land Acquisition Bill (New Delhi, April 2015)
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Dr. Gajendra Nath Trivedi
Books
 Politics of Social Change in India: A Field View From Bihar(2014) Book Age
Publications, New Delhi, ISBN: 978-93-83281-31-2
 Post Mao Modernization to Tiananmen Square: Agriculture and Political Change in
China (2015) Book Age Publication, New Delhi, ISBN: 978-93-83281-47-3

Research Papers
 ‘Landlessness and the Marginalized: A Study of Kalahandi, Bhojpur and Chittoor’ in
India: Social Development Report, 2010, OUP, New Delhi, 2011, pp. 224-242. (ISBN –
9780198070672)
 Human Rights, Ethics and Democracy, Journal of Gandhian Studies, Vol. II, No. 1 & 2,
September 2013, pp. 214-225. ISSN 0975-2803
 Bharat me Samajik Nyay aur Samabeshi Vikash ki Chunatiyan, Lok Prashasan, Varsh
5, Ank 2, July-Dec. 2013, pp. 408-416. ISSN 2249-2577
 Gandhian perspective on Conflict Resolution", in Mishra Anil Dutta and Thakur
Sadhna (ed.), Reexploring Gandhi, Regal Publications, New Delhi, 2013, pp. 103117.ISBN 978-81-8484-236-4
 Revisiting Multiculturalism, Indian journal of Federal Studies, Vol.XII, No. 2, 2011,
ISSN 0976-8408.
 ‘Peace as ethical foundation of human rights: Revisiting Gandhian Perspective on
Conflict Resolution’ in Syed Mehartaj Begum (ed.), Human Rights in the New
Millennium, APH Publishing Corporation, New Delhi, 2011, pp. 39-48.ISBN 978-81313-1440-1
 ‘Bharat mein Bhoomi Sudhar evam Vikas ke badalte ayaam, Lok Prashashan, JulySeptember, 2011. ISSN 2249-2577
 Challenges of Inclusive Development in Bihar: A Structural Political Analysis, Social
Science Probings, Vol. 22, No.2, December 2010, pp. 47-58. RNI 42813/84
 ‘Countervailing Forces to State Power’, Mainstream, September 10,1994.ISSN 05421462.pp 4-6
 Review Article of Prakash Louise’s Book ‘People Power’ in Book Review, January,
2003,pp 14-15
 ‘Praudh Sansad ki Peeda’, Sab Log (Hindi Monthly), January 2009. ISSN 2277-5897.
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Paper Presented
International
 “A Comparative Study of Democracy in the Western and Indian Societies” on 25th

February 2015 at George Mason University, USA
 Demystifying Gender and its dimensions: The ‘male-ness’ and female-ness’ in the
realm of Child Sexual Abuse” organized by International Studies Association(ISA) on
19th February 2015 at the Hilton New Orleans Riverside, the New Orleans, Louisiana,
USA
 The Spectacle of Violence in South Asia: Multicausal Exploration' at the PSS-ISA Joint
Conference on Security Challenges in an Evolving World, June 27-29, 2013 in
Corvinus University, Budapest, Hungary
 Multiculturalism: Issues and Challenges’ at the International Conference on
Multiculturalism and Its Discontent: Canada and India, organized by Indian
Association for Canadian Studies along with Department of English, Jai Narayan Vyas
University, Jodhpur, January 29-31, 2012.
 Foundations of Ethics in Religions’ at the 3rd International Seminar on Peaceful coexistence in with focus on Mysticism and Spirituality in Islam and Indian Religions,
organized by Al-Mustafa International University (Iran), India Branch, New Delhi,
March 5-6, 2011.
 Foundations of Ethics in Religions’ at the 2nd International Seminar on Peaceful coexistence in Religions with focus on Basics of Ethics in Islam and Indian Religions,
organized by Al-Mustafa International University (Iran), India Branch, New Delhi,
March 5-6, 2011.
 Resurgence of the Maoist movement and the Indian state: some critical issues’ at the
International Seminar on Nation Building in a multicultural society, organized by
Rajiv Gandhi Chair in Contemporary Studies, University of Allahabad, Allahabad,
March 4-5, 2011.
 Maoist Violence in Ethnic Locale’ at the International Conference on Science,
Spirituality and Humanity: Transcending Discipline Barriers, organized by Shivaji
College, University of Delhi, Delhi, February 17-19, 2011.
 ‘Indian Democracy in Crisis; The Maoist Challenge’ Paper presented in two dars
international seminar on Democracy in India; Strength and Weaknesses” held on 15th
16th March, 2013 at Centre for Culture and Development, Vadordara, Gujarat.
 Prospectus and Possibilities of Non-Violent Activities in India and the world’, Paper
presented in two day International Seminar on ‘Exploring Gandhian World Order’,
organized by Shyam Lal College (Eve) University of Delhi, 28-29 January 2013.
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National
 Interrogating State, Society and Power: A Critical Analysis of the History of
Marginality in India organized by Department of Political Science, University of Delhi,
on 16-17 march, 2015
 Democratisation; Post Colonial, Post Communist & Post authoritarian society’ Paper
Presented in One day workshop on ‘Political Institution and Processes in
Comparative Perspectives’, organized by Rajdhani College, University of Delhi, 28
February 2013.
 Reflections of The Post-1990s Practice of Democracy in South Africa’, presented at
National Conference on Africa Renaissance: From Movement, Democracy to
Development, organized by Department of African Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi,
January 24-25, 2012.
 ‘Nehru and Modernity in India’, presented at National Seminar on Nehru and Socio –
Economic Change, organized by Sant Mohan Singh Khalsa Labana Girls College,
Kurukshetra University, Barara (Ambala), December 10, 2011.
 RTI and People’s Empowerment’ presented at the National Seminar on Revisiting
Public Administration: Perspectives and Challenges, organized by Dyal Singh Evening
College, University of Delhi, Delhi, April 20-21, 2011.
 Challenges of Inclusive Development in Bihar Development: Structural-Political
Analysis’ presented at the National Seminar on Bihar on the path of development:
Thrust and Priorities, organized by Council for Development of Bihar and Jharkhand,
New Delhi, March 26, 2011.
 Understanding democratic governance in the era of globalization’ presented at the
National Conference on The Changing Dynamics of Governance in India: A Road
Ahead, organized by Delhi College of Arts and Commerce, University of Delhi, March
23-25, 2011.
 Domestic Violence in India: An Analytical Exploration’ presented at the National
Seminar on Domestic Violence and Women Victims: Policies and Practices, organized
by Department of Non-violence and Peace, Jain Vishwa Bharti University, Ladnun,
March 24, 2011.
 Challenges to Indian Democracy: Understanding Maoist Violence in India’ presented
at the National Seminar on The Indian Polity: Retrospect and Prospects, organized by
SAP, Department of Political Science, University of Rajasthan, Jaipur, March 22-24,
2011.
 Peace as an ethical foundation of human rights: revisiting Gandhian perspective on
conflict resolution’ presented at the National Seminar on Science, Ethics and Human
Rights, organized by Centre for Federal Studies, Jamia Hamdard, New Delhi, February
10-11, 2011.
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 ‘Communicative Power: Impact of Media on the socio-economic life of the people’
presented at the National Seminar on Media and the New World Order, organized by
Shyamlal College (Eve.), University of Delhi, Delhi, February 4-5, 2011.
 Rethinking Indian democracy in the era of globalization’, presented at the National
Seminar on Contextualizing Democracy in 21st Century: Perspectives and Challenges,
organized by Kalindi College, University of Delhi, New Delhi, February 3-4, 2011.
 ‘Democratic Experiences in South Africa and India’ presented at the National
conference on Vision Africa: Togetherness for Sustainability and Development,
organized by Department of African Studies, University of Delhi, Delhi, December 1516, 2010.
 ‘Kisan Sabha and the Peasant Movement in India’ presented at the National Seminar
on Colonialism and Liberation: Dimensions of the Post Colonial State, organized by
Dyal Singh College (E), University of Delhi, Delhi, October 24-25, 1998.
 Peasantry and the saga of an emancipatory struggle in Bhojpur’ presented at the
National Seminar on Human Rights, organized by Daulat Ram College, University of
Delhi, Delhi, December 10, 1999
 The Prospects of Human Rights in the era of new technology’ presented in the
National workshop on Human Rights, Developing Countries Research Centre,
University of Delhi, Delhi, March 18-25, 2001.
 Peasant Struggle in Dumraon of Bhojpur District’ presented at the workshop funded
by the Ministry of Rural Development, Khariar, Orissa, April 1998.
 Poverty, Violence and Underdevelopment’ presented in the 14th Grassroots
Colloquium, organized by the Developing Countries Research Centre, University of
Delhi, Delhi, March 2005.

Research Projects
 Minor Research Project on ‘Rural Development and the Problem of Inequality in
India: A Case Study of Dumraon Block of Bihar’, University Grants Commission, New
Delhi, 2004.
 Major Research Project on ‘Poverty Eradication and the role of local institutions in
comparative perspective: with focus on Kalahandi, Bhojpur and Chittoor’ (coinvestigator), Planning Commission, Government of India, 2004.
 Major project on Resurgence of Maoist Movement in India: A Interstate study of
Bihar, Jharkhand and Chhattisgarh, 2012. (Work on this project is in progress)

Lectures


‘The Changing nature of Public Administration’ at Consortium for Educational
Communication, New Delhi, December 14, 2011.
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‘Feminism: A Theoretical Exploration’ at Consortium for Educational Communication,
New Delhi, December 9, 2011.
‘State Initiatives, Distribution of Resources and Occurrence of Conflict in India’ at
Consortium for Educational Communication, New Delhi, October 21, 2011.
‘Violence in the context of development in India’ at Consortium for Educational
Communication, New Delhi, August 11, 2011.
‘Dynamics of democracy and development in India’ at Consortium for Educational
Communication, New Delhi, August 08, 2011.
‘Conceptualizing Gandhism: A Perspective on Conflict Resolution’ at Consortium for
Educational Communication, New Delhi, July 15, 2011
‘Gandhi’s Ideas on Conflict Resolution’ at Gandhi Smriti and Darshan Samiti, Rajghat,
New Delhi, March 9, 2011.
‘Multiculturalism’ at Consortium for Educational Communication, New Delhi, August
30, 2010.
‘Understanding contemporary social movement: some reflections’ at Consortium for
Educational Communication, New Delhi, December 9, 2010.
‘Maoist movement in India: an analysis’ at Consortium for Educational
Communication, New Delhi, December 10, 2010.
‘Theory of State’ at Consortium for Educational Communication, New Delhi, January
12, 2009.

Dr. Prahlad Kumar Bairwa
Articles/Chapter
a)

Article published in National Conference Proceeding of Department of African
Studies, on “Political Cooperation: Local Government in South Africa and India” in
2010
b) Article published in African Review: A Publication of Indo-African Chamber of
Commerce And Industries on Education and ICT as an Emerging Sector: Mutual
Interests of India And Africa, 2011
c) Article published in Diplomatist on India’s Role in Infrastructure Sector in Ethiopia,
2011.
d) Chapter Published on “India-Morocco Trade and Investment Opportunities” in Book
on ‘India and WANA: Economic and Geological Engagements’, New Century
Publication, 2015: Delhi
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Paper Presented
a)

b)
c)

d)

e)

f)

Paper presented in International Conference/Seminar conducted by Indian
Association of African Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi in 11-12
November 2009
Paper presented in Department of African Studies on “Research Experiences in South
Africa on Local Government” in 3rd February 2010.
Paper presented in National Seminar conducted by Department of Economics,
Motilal Nehru College (Eve.), University of Delhi, on India South Africa Trade
Partnership in the 21st Century, held on 20th and 21st 25th March 2012.
Paper presented in National Seminar conducted by Department of Political Science,
Bhagini Nivedita College, University of Delhi, on Impact of Regionalism on Indian
Politics held on 18-19 March 2013.
Paper presented in National Seminar on Rising Africa: Challenges and Opportunities
for India 12-13 September 2013 organized by the Department of African Studies,
University of Delhi on India-South Africa Bilateral Relationship in the 21st Century
Paper presented in national seminar conducted by the Department of Defence
Study, Jai Narayan Vyas University, Jodhpur, on ‘Challenges to internal security of
India in the 21st century’ held on 21-22 March 2015.

Dr. Radhanath Tripathy
Research Papers
 “Tokenism to Pro-activism: Decentralisation of Disaster Management and Panchayati
Raj in India” in Dynamics of the State and Society in India, Eds. Dr Ajay Parmar and
Amitabh Bhatt, Delhi, Prashant Publishing House, 2015 pp 389-412.
 “Does Community Policing make a Difference? Human Rights of Minorities and
Police in Multi-cultural Society of Ireland.”, The Indian Police Journal, (published by
the Bureau of Police Research and Development, Govt of India), vol.lix, No.3, JulySept, 2012 (with Dave McInerney).

 “NHRC & Custodial Crime in India”, The Indian Police Journal, Vol. Lvi, No.4, 2009.
 “Starvation Deaths: The issue of Human Rights of the Poor in Orissa” Human Touch,
Vol. VII, No. 3, 2009.
 “Police Administration and Custodial Crimes in Delhi in the Context of Human Rights”
in Public Administration in the 21st Century. ed. Prof. Noorjahan Bava, Published by
Indian Institute of Public Administration (IIPA), Kanishka Publishers, New Delhi,
2004, (PP. 247 - 261).
 “Understanding Human Rights” in Human Rights and Criminal Justice Administration
in India. ed. Prof. Noorjahan Bava Published by Department of Political Science,
Delhi University, Uppal Publishing House, New Delhi, 2000 (PP. 91 - 109).
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 Written few lessons for the B.A. & M.A. Course Material published by the School of
Open Learning, University of Delhi.

Paper Presentation
 “Making Welfare a Right: Application of Right-Based Approach to the Social Welfare
Administration”, National Seminar on Social Welfare Administration in India: Linking
with Digital India, Organised by Indian Institute of Public Administration and
Sponsored by Ministry of Social Justice and Environment, Govt.of India, New Delhi,
India, November 26-27, 2015.
 “Making Education a Fundamental Right: an Assessment of India’s Attempt to
Develop Equal and Inclusive Education”, National Seminar on Reflective Practices in
Pedagogy-Technology Integration, Organised by RIE, National Council of Educational
Research and Training, Bhopal, India, November 27-29, 2015.
 “Public Security, Cyber Crimes and Police in India: Need for E-Governance in Police”,
ICSSR sponsored National Seminar on Cyber Terrorism and National Security,
organised by C.R.M Jat College, Hisar, India, Arpil 11-12, 2015.
 “The Relevance of Buddhism in the Age of Globalization”, in UGC sponsored
National Workshop on Research Methodology for the Study of Buddhism, organised
by Municipal Post Graduate College, Mussoorie, India, March, 26-27, 2015.
 “From Human Duties to Human Rights: Finding an Alternative Foundation for Human
Rights in Buddhist Philosophy”, ICHR sponsored National Seminar on Buddhist
philosophy-Old Glory and Future Prospects, organised by Municipal Post Graduate
College, Mussoorie, India, March 24-25, 2015.
 “Does Disaster Management Protect the Rights of the Most Vulnerable? A Study of
Human Rights of Dalits in the Disaster Response and Recovery in India”, 72nd Annual
Midwest Political Science Association Conference, Chicago, USA, April 3-6, 2014.
 “Crisis in Higher Education in India in the Age of Globalization”, National Seminar on
Education Reforms: Challenges and Strategies, GGDSD College, Panjab, India, 9th
Feb, 2013.
 “ Caste Discrimination in Disaster Relief and Rehabilitation in India: A Need for
Rights-based Approach”, National Seminar on Human Rights Issues in Indian
Constitution, Panjab University, India, 9th Feb,2013.
 “Rights-based Approach to Post-disaster Management in India”, Seminar organized
by School of Social Justice, University College Dublin, Ireland, 21th June, 2012
 “Indian Democracy: Retrospect and Prospect”, Public Seminar organized by School
of Social Justice, University College Dublin, Ireland, 27th October, 2011
 “Mary Parker Follett’s Approach to Conflict Resolution in Organisation” presented in
Refresher Course from 6th to 26th September, 2007, organized by Academic Staff
College, Jamia Milia Islamia , New Delhi.
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 “State, Citizenship and Human Rights” presented in the Refresher Course from Feb
26 to March 19, 2007 organised by CPDHE, University of Delhi, Delhi.
 “Community Policing: A Citizen–Friendly approach”, presented in National Seminar
on Urban Governance : Major Issues and Challenges held at ARSD College (Delhi
University) from 6 -7 November, 2006.
 “Torture in the Age of Human Rights”, presented in the Orientation Course (OR - 49)
during April 3, 2006 to May 3, 2006 organised by Centre for Professional
Development in Higher Education (CPDHE), University of Delhi, Delhi.
 “Police Administration and Custodial Crimes in Delhi in the Context of Human
Rights”, presented in National Conference on Public Administration in 21st century
held at Indian Institute of Public administration (IIPA), from 12-13 December 2003,
organized by IIPA Delhi.
 “The Violation of Human Rights: The Role of Police”, XX Indian Social Science
Congress, organized by Indian Academy of Social Science, Visva Bharti,
Shantiniketan, India, 28/12/96 to 02/01/1997.

Dr. Chetan Tokas
Research Paper
 China’s Reclamation in the East Sea: Challenges for Regional Stability and ASEAN
Mandate, NAM Today (International Journal of Non-Aligned Movement), Year of
Publication – September 2015 (Vol XXXXI, No. 9), Page No. 27, ISSN: 2347-3193
 Gender Issues and Governmental Response in Nigeria, NAM Today (International
Journal of Non-Aligned Movement), Year of Publication – April 2014 (Vol XXXVI, No.
4), Page No. 42, ISSN: 2347-3193
 Sino-Vietnamese Relations after 40 Years of Hoang Sa (Paracel) Archipelagoes
Dispute: Prospects and Challenges, NAM Today (International Journal of NonAligned Movement), Year of Publication – March 2014 (Vol XXXV, No. 3), Page No.
03, ISSN: 2347-3193
 Role of Indian Diaspora in Francophone Western Indian Ocean Region: Implications
and Challenges for India, World Focus, Year of Publication – January 2014 (Vol XXXVI,
No. 1), Page No. 65, ISSN: 2230-8458, US Library of Congress No: 80910345
 Cultural Foundations of Diplomatic Relations: An Analysis of BRICS-Africa
Cooperation, NAM Today (International Journal of Non-Aligned Movement), Year of
Publication – January 2014 (Vol XXXIII, No. 1), Page No. 29, ISSN: 2347-3193
 BRICS-Africa Cooperation Mechanism: Implications and Challenges for India
World Focus (Indocentric Foreign Affairs Monthly Journal), Year of Publication –
December 2013 (Vol XXXV, No. 12), Page No. 53, ISSN: 2230-8458, US Library of
Congress No: 80910345
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 Clicktivism and Social Media: Role of Educational Policies in Bridging Gender Digital
Divide in India, Researchpaedia (An Indian Interdisciplinary Research Journal), Year
of Publication – January 2014 (Vol I, No. 1), Page No. 59, ISSN: 2347-9000
 Patterns of Change in Family Survival Strategies Under Neoliberal Economic Policies
in Nigeria, NAM Today (International Journal of Non-Aligned Movement), Year of
Publication – December 2013 (Vol XXXII, No. 12), Page No. 27, ISSN: 2347-3193
 Challenges of e-Governance and Rural Development in India: An Analysis of
Gyandoot Project in Madhya Pradesh, World Focus, Year of Publication – November
2013 (Vol XXXIV, No. 11), Page No. 73, ISSN: 2230-8458, US Library of Congress No:
80910345
 Historical Dimensions of Socialist Oriented Market Economy and Developmentalist
Ideas of the Communist Party of Vietnam, NAM Today: International Journal of NonAligned Movement, Year of Publication – November 2013 (Vol XXXI, No. 11), Page
No. 19, ISSN: 2347-3193
 Political Character of Dalit Movement in Contemporary India and its Transnational
Alliance, NAM Today: International Journal of Non-Aligned Movement, Year of
Publication – September 2013 (Vol XXIX, No. 9), Page No. 36, ISSN: 2347-3193
 Digital Gender Divide, NAM Today: International Journal of Non-Aligned Movement,
Year of Publication – May 2013 (Vol XXVII, No. 1), Page No. 42, ISSN: 2347-3193
 Currents of Contemporary Dalit Movements in Indian Polity, The Signage (An
International Bi-Annual Bi-Lingual Refereed Research Journal of Education and Social
Sciences), Year of Publication – Jan-June 2014 (Vol II, No.1), ISSN – 2321-6530
 Imprint of Chindiafrica in a Multipolar World, NAM Today: International Journal of
Non-Aligned Movement, Year of Publication – May 2013 (Vol XXVII, No. 1), Page No.
62, ISSN: 2347-3193. (New Delhi/ India)
 Foreign Policy of South Africa and Senegal towards India: A Comparative Analysis,
African Currents, Year of Publication – 2013 (Vol XXXII, No.4)

Book Review
 Sudan’s Oil Diplomacy: 1991-2003 (Authoured by Sandipani Dash, New Delhi: Manak
Publications, 2012), Name of the Journal - Insight on Africa (Published by SAGE), Year
of Publication - Volume 4, Issue 1, 2012, ISSN: 0975-0878 e-ISSN: 0976-3465 , (New
Delhi/ India)
 Africans in Global Migration: Searching for Promised Lands (Edited by John A. Arthur,
Joseph Takougang, Thomas Owusu, Plymouth: Lexington Books, 2012), Africa
Review (Published by Routledge), Year of Publication - Volume 7, Issue 2, 2015, ISSN:
0974-4053, e-ISSN: 0974-4061, (London/ United Kingdom)
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Paper Presentations
 Paper titled “Feminisation of the Labour Force as a Response to Neoliberal Economic
Policies: A Case Study of Nigerian Informal Sector”, Conference – 5th European
Conference on African Studies, June 27-29 2012, Lisbon, Portugal.
 Paper titled “BRICS-Africa Cooperation: A Paradigm Shift in International Trade
Regime”, Conference – International Conference on India and Africa in the 21st
Century: Experiences and Issues of Governance, Development and Foreign Policy,
December 11, 2014, OSSREA, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
 Paper titled “Role of Indian Diaspora in Francophone Western Indian Ocean Region:
Implications and Challenges for India”, Conference – 6th International Overseas
Doctoral Scholar Seminar in African Studies, December 10, 2014, Wolkite University,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
 Paper titled “Currents of Contemporary Dalit Movements in Indian Polity: Issues and
Dimensions”, National Seminar on ‘Constitutional Development and Nation Building
in India’, 26-27 October 2013, Kirori Mal College, University of Delhi sponsored by
ICSSR.
 Paper titled “BRICS-Africa Cooperation: Implications and Challenges”, Conference:
National Conference on ‘The Rising Africa: Opportunities and Challenges for India’,
12-13 September 2013, Department of Africa Studies, University of Delhi.
 Paper titled “India’s Energy Cooperation with Francophone Africa: Strengthening the
Global South”, Convention: Annual International Studies Convention 2013 ‘Reimagining Global Orders: Perspectives from the South’, 10-12 December 2013,
Jawaharlal Nehru University supported by Ministry of External Affairs and ICSSR,
 Paper titled “Dimensions, Issues and Status of Nigerian Women since the 1999
Constitution of the Republic of Nigeria”, Seminar – National Seminar on ‘Researching
Africa: Contemporary Doctoral Works in Indian Universities’, 27-28 November 2012,
Department of African Studies, University of Mumbai, Mumbai.

Mr. Sanjiv Ranjan
Articles/Chapter
a) Published an article in NAM Today (ISSN 2347-3193) vol. XXXIII, No-1, JAN 2014,
“Asymmetrical Federalism in Russia: Today and Tomorrow”.

b) Published an article in NAM today (ISSN 2347-3193) vol. XXXIV, No.2, FEB 2014,
“Historical Dimensions of India- Vietnam Bilateral Relations”.
c) Published an article in NAM today (ISSN 2347-3193) vol. XXXVII, No. 5, MAY-JUN
2014, “Federalism in Russia: The Constitutional Provisions”.
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d) Published an article in Ideal Research Review (ISSN 0973-0583), vol. 41, no. 2,
March 2014, “Evolution of Asymmetrical Federalism in Russia; The Role of EthnoPolitical & Economic Factors”.
e) Published an article in Shodh Kalpatru (ISSN 2249-6114), vol. 10, July-September
2013, “Will Turkey ever become a member of European Union?”.
f) Published an article in Sambhavya (ISSN 0976-9358), vol. 14, July-September 2013,
“Iran`s Nuclear Programme and Russia”.
g) Published a chapter titled “India on the Bipolar Continuumof Ukraine Crisis”, in
book “India and Central Asia; Geopolitics, Economy and Culture”, (ISBN 978-9384082-70-3), 2016, Primus Book.

Mrs. Deepika Handa
 Upbhoktavad ke sandarbh main marksvadi aur narivadi rajnitik vimarsh (Book)

Miss. Ishta Vohra
Journal Articles
 “Relevance of Governance Model of Gujarat in development of India.” International
Research Journal of Management, Sociology & Humanities, vol 6 issue 1, 2015 (545561). ISSN No. 2277 – 9809
 “Governance in Gujarat (1960-2001): Assessment of its Economic and Political
Developments”, International Research Journal of Commerce, Arts and Science, vol 5
issue 4, 2014(273-289).ISSN No. 2319-9202
 “Assessment of Joseph Schumpeter’s Idea of Democracy”, International Research
Journal of Commerce, Arts and Science, vol 5 issue 6, 2014(326-336).ISSN No. 23199202

Dr. Indu Baghel
Book
 Bureaucracy and Good Governance: The Scio Economic Challenges, Jananada
Prakashan, New Delhi, ISBN: 978-81-7139-466-1, (2015).
 Nationalism in Portuguese Africa, Jananada Prakashan, New Delhi, ISBN: 978-817139-371-8, (2010).
 Corporate Social Responsibility, Global Vision Publications , New Delhi. ISBN: 978-818220-250-, (2009).
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 : Public administration: Theory and Practices, ( 2 volumes), Global Vision Publications
, New Delhi , (2009).
 Good Governance and Human Development, Jnanada Prakashan, New Delhi, ISBN:
978-81-7139-252-0, (2009).
 Dalit Women in Panchayati Raj, Jnanada Prakashan, New Delhi,ISBN: 978-81-7139266-7, (2009).
 Dalit Women’s Movement in Modern India, Jnanada Prakashan, New Delhi, ISBN:
978-81-7139-267-4, (2009).
 Book, 2008: Citizenship in the Age of Globlisation, Jananada Prakashan, New Delhi,
ISBN: 978-81-7139-232-2, (2008).

Research Paper



Angolan Liberation Movement and the Colonial Administrative Structure, India,
Africanists, New Delhi, Research Paper, 2007
Cultural and Educational Relations between India and Morocco, WANA Diary, New
Delhi, ISSN: 0973-5305, Research Paper, 2006
:

Research Articles





Promoting Indo-Moroccan Relations Through Education Culture” in U.S.Jha(Ed) India,
Morocco Relation, Indian Africanist, New Delhi (2007)
“Future of Indians in Afghanistan”, in S.N.Yadav (Ed), Journey of Overseas, Indians:
Labour to Investor, Vol 1, Global Vision Publication, New Delhi, ISBN: 81-8220-083-0
(2005)
“Indians representation in Kenya”, in S.N.Yadav (Ed), Journey of Overseas Indians:
Labour to Investor, Vol 2, Global Vision Publication, New Delhi, ISBN: 81-8220-082-2,
(2005)

Paper Presented
 Social Discrimination in Higher education and Research in India, IIPA, New Delhi,
March 21-22, 2013
 “State Administration and its Functions with special reference to the role of
Governor” paper presented at the National Seminar on “Indian Government and
Politics” University of Delhi, September 9, 1996.
 Good Governance: A Conceptual Framework, Reflections, 2014-2015, Aryabhatta
College, University of Delhi, New Delhi
 Impact of Climate Change on Indian Women: Issues & Challenges, American Centre,
New Delhi.
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Mr. Pramod Kumar
 Kumar Pramod, (2014). तीसरा मोर्ाा और माकपा, सबलोग, नई डेल्ही। ISSN 22775897.
 Kumar Pramod, (2014). विधि का शासन और पैरोल, समयाांतर, नई दे ल्ही। ISSN
2249-0469.
 Kumar Pramod, (2014). ब्रिटिश भारत में ककसान और आटदिासी विद्रोह, Institute of
lifelong learning, University of Delhi. ISSN 2349-154X
 Kumar Pramod, (2014). भारतीय राष्ट्रिाद की मार्कसािादी व्याख्या, , Institute

of

lifelong learning, University of Delhi. ISSN 2349-154X
 Kumar Pramod,(2014). आरक्षण के ननटहतार्ा, सामाजिक न्याय सन्दे श ,डॉ. आांबेडकर
फाउां डेशन, न्यू डेल्ही। िनिरी, 2014. RNI NO: DELHIIN/2002/9036.
 Kumar Pramod,(2014). लोक सभा र्न
ु ाि 2014 और यि
ु ा िगा। सामाजिक न्याय
सन्दे श

,डॉ.

आांबेडकर

फाउां डेशन,

न्यू

डेल्ही।

फरिरी,

2014.

RNI

NO:

DELHIIN/2002/9036.
 Kumar Pramod,(2014). अांबेडकर के नज़र में मटहलाओ के प्रश्न, सामाजिक न्याय
सन्दे श

,डॉ.

आांबेडकर

फाउां डेशन,

न्यू

डेल्ही।

मार्ा,

2014.

RNI

NO:

DELHIIN/2002/9036.

Book Review
 Kumar Pramod (2014), Annihilation of Caste, Annotated Critical Edition, B.R
Ambedkar, Nawyana Publication, Delhi. सबलोग, नई डेल्ही।
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1. Contact Details:
Name of the Officiating Principal: Dr. S K Sharma
Name of the Institution: Motilal Nehru College (Eve.), University of Delhi
City: Delhi
Pin Code: 110021
Accredited Status: Awaited
Work Phone: 011-24110030
Website: www.mlnce.ac.in
FAX: 011- 24110954
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